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.ABSTRACT
A partnership is an organization in which the owners of the firm provide inputs into
the production process and in which they have, collectively, the power to make
decisions.

An institution defines how the output of the partnership 1s shared among

the partners and also the collective decision process that will be used.

An institution

should have two desirable properties: efficiency and stability. Efficiency means that the
partners have an incentive to provide efficient levels of inputs (the moral hazard
problem) and that the decision process selects an efficient decision.

Stability means

that the partners do not want to modify the institution (renegotiation proofness).
When the inputs that the partners provide are not verifiable, there is a well
established belief in the literature that efficiency cannot be sustained in partnerships.
The first part of the dissertation establishes, contrary to this common belief, that the
moral hazard problem can be almost eliminated in partnerships: there exists an
allocation of the final output which induces each partner to almost always take an
efficient action. It is in fact sometimes possible for the partners to attain full efficiency:
necessary and sufficient conditions are established.
The second part of the thesis considers a situation in which renegotiation takes
place through a mediator.

It is shown that, under some sufficient conditions on the

environment, there exist collective decision making processes which are (interim)
efficient and which are renegotiation proof, i.e., stable.
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CHAPTER 1
PARTNERSHIPS AS A FORM OF ORGANIZATION:
AN OVERVIEW

1. INTRODUCTION

Institutions have occupied until recently a very modest place in economic modeling.
They have been considered mainly as parameters of the environment, exogenous data
that influence the behavior of the economic agents. 1 Even if the idea that institutions
should adapt to the information of the agents and to their rationality was already in
the work of Hayek (1945) and Knight (1921), 2 it is one of the great achievements of
the mechanism design literature to have introduced into economic theory the idea that
institutions can be chosen by economic agents. 3
One of the most fecund applications of the mechanism design approach is in the
field of industrial organization and especially in the (theoretical) literature on the
theory of the firm.

Economists are able to ask, and sometimes to answer, questions

related to the optimal form of organization of a firm.

Putterman (1986), Holmstrom

and Tirole (1987) and Hart and Holmstrom (1986) offer a good panorama of the recent
work in this area.
A theory of the firm should be able to predict which form of organization will
appear and to explain why it exists. However, besides notable exceptions like Hart and
Moore (1988a) or Beckman (1984), most of the recent work has been restricted to the
study of the "classical" or "capitalist" firm.

The question of the optimal form of

organization is reduced to a question about the optimal form of contracts between
owners, managers and workers. 4

In the classical firm, owners, managers and workers

occupy different spheres: the owners own the equity of the firm, the managers have the

2

control and the workers provide the labor inputs.

In particular, the ownership sphere

is separated from the productive sphere and from the control sphere.

This approach

can be called the "agency" approach to the firm (Fama (1980)) and uses as its main
theoretical tool the principal-agent model (Grossman and Hart (1983)); or the
principal-principal-agent as in the three tier hierarchy of Tirole ( 1986).
Consequently, this literature is of little use for predicting which form of
organization will arise since only one basic form is studied ( again, there are exceptions
like Hart and Moore (1988a)).

There exist some theoretical reasons-which mainly

rest on efficiency grounds-for not studying other forms of organization. But it follows
that the current state of the theory of the firm is not able to explain the persistence in
our societies of alternative forms of organizations. This would be a moot issue if these
alternative forms were rare.

However, empirical evidence suggests that this is not the

case. As Rosen (1988:58) argues, the "survivor principle suggests that efficiency losses
from these schemes must have been kept at tolerable proportions."
This thesis will study one particular form of organization. A partnership is an
organization in which the owners of the firm provide inputs into the production process
and in which they have, collectively, the power to make all decisions.

The aim of the

thesis is not to explain why partnerships are formed but to understand how they can
be stable. (Section 2 of this Introduction presents some arguments for the appearance
of partnerships.)
Whereas ownership is generally defined with respect to possession of assets,
Grossman and Hart (1986) propose to define ownership with respect to ex-post decision
rights of control. 5

This definition of ownership can be applied to a partnership, as

defined above. Joint ownership of the firm in a partnership implies, on one hand that
the partners have a right to the share of the output and, on the other hand that there is

3

collective decision making whenever a decision has to be made (including decisions
concerning changes in the organization or in the decision making process).

It might

help to consider the following two stylized phases of the life of a partnership. The first
phase is a productive phase in which each partner chooses an amount of input which is
not observed by the other partners.

The second phase is a decision phase, e.g., the

partners make operating decisions. An institution defines, first, how the output of the
production stage is shared among the partners and, second, the collective decision
process that will be used in the second phase.

At each stage, the utility payoff of a

partner depends not only on his own action but also on the actions of the other
partners and on the institution that was chosen.
In this framework, is it possible to find an institution which is efficient and
stable?

Efficiency

means

that

the consequences of opportunistic behavior are

minimized and that the collective decision process selects a Pareto optimal decision
( efficiency must be defined here with respect to the information structure).

Stability

means that the partners will not want to modify the institution once it has been
chosen.

It is important to note that stability does not obligatorily mean that the

partnership will not be modified but that the decision process will not change.
instance, the partners might decide to dissolve the partnership.

For

What is important is

that the process by which the decision is made does not change.
The remainder of this introductory chapter is organized as follows.

In the next

section I present the main issues that arise when there is joint ownership. I review, in
Section 3, the state of the art concerning opportunistic behavior in firms. I analyze, in
Section 4, the issues that are related to the problem of collective decision making with
incomplete information when the decision process can be modified by the agents.

4

2. PARTNERSHIPS: A DEFINITION
From an historical perspective, neoclassical, capitalist firms have made only a recent
appearance in our economies. Cooperative production within tribes preceded capitalist
production.

Even now, most primitive tribes are organized around principles based on

cooperation and sharing (Posner (1980)).
The principles on which neoclassical firms are based are no more natural than a
principle like profit sharing.

For instance, Weitzman (1984) argues that profit-sharing

has beneficial macroeconomic effects.

(See the symposium at Yale University on the

share-economy which was published in the Journal of Comparative Economics (1986)
for a discussion and a criticism of his theory.) Even in modern capitalist firms, profitsharing is present. Kruse (1987) reports that twenty percent (22 million employees) of
the U.S. labor force participate in over 400,000 profit-sharing plans ( cited in Baker et
al. (1988)).
Partnerships require a type of sharing arrangement among the partners, either
in the form of a share of profits or in the sharing of the decision power.

Partnerships

can take different forms and arise m many different spheres of activity.

I distinguish

between "equity" partnerships, "production" partnerships, and "full" partnerships.

In an equity partnership, the partners invest a certain amount in a project but
do not actively participate in the production phase. Examples are some joint ventures,
"limited partnerships" ( energy or master limited partnerships for example), physician
partnerships created in order to buy expensive medical equipment or "joint-venturing"
in which physicians get a share in a medical laboratory.
In a production partnership the partners participate in the joint production but
do not obligatorily have the right to make all decisions.

Examples are some

sharecropping systems (Adams and Rask (1968), Braveman and Stiglitz (1986)),

5

collaboration between artists in a company, team production in a classical firm. 6
Finally, in a full partnership the agents not only participate in the production
phase but also have full power for making decisions.

This is the definition that I will

use from now on, and I will simply refer to partnerships to mean this type of
organization.

Collaboration between researchers in academia, international research

and development projects (Jacquemin (1987), Picard and Rey (1987), Roberts and
Weitzman (1981)), consulting firms, law firms (Gilson and Mnookin (1985)), medical
group practices (Gaynor and Pauly (1987)), Yugoslav self-managed firms (Jones and
Svejnar (1982)), and worker cooperatives are examples of full partnerships.
Why do we observe partnerships? 7

Because partnerships involve cooperation,

an obvious answer to this question is that partnerships are formed in order to exploit
the gains (e.g., economies of scope) from cooperation.

This approach is taken, for

instance, in a recent paper by Farrell and Scotchmer (1988).

(They define a

partnership m the following way: an organization in which the profits of the
cooperation are shared equally among the partners.) In their model, there is no moral
hazard problem even if there is joint production: the output is fully determined by the
size of the partnership and the (known) distribution of abilities within the partnership.
In this world, a partnership is similar to a club (Pauly (1970)) and the principal
question that one can ask is about the relationship between efficiency and the size of
the partnership. Access to a partnership is function of the ability of the agent. 8 The
question of the optimal size of a partnership is important.

As Gilson and Mnookin

(1985) show, large law firms become the norm and are more profitable than small law
firms, but large law firms are more unstable than small law firms.
Hart and Moore (1988a) develop a theory of ownership rights based on the level
of investment that each agent makes.

These ownership rights influence not only the

6

share of the profit that each agent will receive but also the distribution of power that
will be observed. The distribution of power is measured by the Shapley value (Shapley
(1953)) of a certain characteristic function game.

Hart and Moore show that if a

player is "indispensable" then this player should have "more" power in the decision
making.

In

Hart

and

Moore

(1988a),

partnerships

are

created

because

of

complementarities between the assets (which are in human capital in their model, but
they could as well be in nonhuman capital) that the agents own initially. The interest
of their approach is that it leads to a theory of endogenous distribution of power.
The notion of asset specificity is also developed in Joskow (1988) and
Williamson (1975), (1988) in order to explain vertical integration.
be applied to the creation of partnerships as well.

Their analysis can

Asset specificity is defined with

respect to the degree to which the asset can be redeployed to alternative uses and users
without sacrificing its productive value. For instance, in most cooperative research and
development projects, the investments that the partners make are highly specific to the
project. Specificity has the beneficial effect of reinforcing cooperation-as in Hart and
Moore (1988a), if an asset is specific to the project, the investment is sunk and the
partner wants the project to be completed-but has the negative effect of creating
incentives for opportunistic behavior-through a "hold-up" effect as in Klein et al.
(1981). 9

7

3. OPPORTUNISTIC BEHAVIOR
From a theoretical point of view, partnerships are of interest if the inputs of the
partners are not verifiable.

In a contractual world, contracts can be enforced by an

outside authority, a court for instance.

A court can enforce a contract only if the

objects of the clauses of the contract are verifiable.

For this reason, verifiability is

.
more important
t h an o b serva b"l"
i ity. 10
Since the revenue of a single partner depends upon the actions of everyone else,
a partner can be induced to take an efficient action only if his marginal revenue is
equal to his marginal contribution.

If the allocation of the output cannot be made

contingent on the individual inputs (for lack of verifiability), it is in general impossible
.
1112
to induce the partners to be efficient. '

Because of the "survivor principle" put

forth by Rosen (1988:58), the theoretical prediction is at variance with the reality.
Opportunistic behavior has been extensively studied in the principal-agent
literature (Grossman and Hart (1983), Holmstrom (1979), Shavell (1979), Gjesdal
(1982)).

By contrast, moral hazard in partnerships has received a scant attention.

will review four solutions that have been proposed in the literature.

I

The first three

solutions (bonding, budget breaking, and repeated game strategies) have received a
formal treatment while the fourth solution (peer pressure, mutual monitoring) has been
the object of informal arguments. 13
Bonding: In a labor market framework, Kennan (1979) proposes that the
workers post bonds at the signing of a contract, before the employer incurs expenses
for their training. 14 Bonding has the effect to fully insure the employer against default
by the workers.

(Since training can be highly specific and is time consuming, one can

also imagine that the employer posts a bond in order to insure the workers.)

This

solution applies when the actions that the agents can take are binary (the workers can

8

threaten to quit, but if they work, the output 1s well defined).

Following the

terminology of Klein et al. (1978), the workers and the employer face a "hold-up"
effect ( a worker can ask for a larger salary in return for his participation after his
training, i.e., once the employer has incurred the training expenses). The bonding, or
double-bonding solution is particular to this type of situation. In particular, it cannot
solve the moral hazard problem in partnerships because, by assumption, it is not
possible to identify who defaulted. 15

Moreover, to the best of my knowledge, this

solution does not seem to be applied in actual partnerships.
Budget breaking: Alchian and Demsetz (1972) and Holmstrom (1982) (see also
Groves (1973)) propose to introduce an additional agent in order to solve the moral
hazard problem in partnerships.

The agent is a monitor in the Alchian and Demsetz

(1972) model. As Holmstrom (1982) points out, monitoring is not important once we
allow the additional agent to become the owner of the firm and to acquire residual
rights on the profit.

All that is needed is a commitment of the partners to abandon

part of the profit to an outsider ( a charitable organization could be the additional
agent).

This theory has two weaknesses.

First, we have to believe that the partners

will indeed abandon their property rights.

Second, it does not provide an explanation

for the existence of partnerships since the empirical evidence which is available ( e.g.,
Gilson and Mnookin (1985)) suggests that the partners generally share the total
residual profit. I will return to this theory in Chapter 2.
Repeated games: The output obtained by joint production in a partnership has
a character of semi-public good: whatever the contribution of a partner is, he is entitled
to receive a given share of the final output. The situation is similar to a multi-person
prisoner's dilemma game.

It has been known for a long time that cooperation can be

attained in the prisoner's dilemma game when the static game is repeated infinitely

9

often ( or finitely many times if there exist two Nash equilibria to the static game as
Benoit and Krishna (1987) note). A small literature has applied this idea to solve the
moral hazard problem in partnerships (Radner (1986), Radner et al. (1986), Abreu et
al. (1987) ).

This literature rests on two assumptions: an infinite horizon and a static

environment (the same game is repeated over and over).

The first assumption

eliminates from consideration short-lived partnerships, like limited partnerships or
specific cooperative research and development projects.

The second assumption is at

variance with the life-cycle of many partnerships: partners are likely to leave, some
associates will be promoted to partners. Nevertheless, the repeated game approach has
definitive value. For instance, it can be a way to formally model the concepts of "peer
pressure" (Kandel and Lazear (1989)) or "corporate culture" (Kreps (1988)).
Mutual monitoring: Finally, some authors have argued that profit-sharing
systems encourage mutual monitoring. This joint monitoring ( coupled with bonding in
some cases) could enforce cooperation if the co-workers are able to "punish" a defecting
worker.

As in the repeated game literature, repetition is necessary in order to

implement punishments.

As Baker et al. (1988:606) point out, there is a risk of over-

monitoring, i.e., the workers might spend more time monitoring each other than
producing.

It is not clear, then, if the benefits of monitoring will exceed the losses in

productivity.

This idea is reformulated by Kandel and Lazear (1989) under the name

"peer pressure". (See also Kreps (1988) for the related and vaguely defined concept of
"corporate culture.")

Kandel and Lazear present a model in which the partners are

able to use non-monetary punishments (not made explicit in their model) in order to
punish their co-workers.

In their model, it is crucial that the workers are able to

observe, and evaluate properly, the performance of each other.

In team production, a

production chain at G.M. for instance, such an assumption is realistic.
partnerships, this assumption is not straightforward.

For other

(See Gilson and Mnookin (1985)

10

on the difficulty of evaluating the performance of lawyers, even if their activities are
observable and recorded.)

11

4. DECISION MAKING AND STABILITY OF A PARTNERSHIP
As Grossman and Hart (1986) and Hart and Moore (1988a) have observed, the choices
of a collective decision process and of an ex-post production distribution of power
influence the levels of investment that will be made before the production phase. (Both
papers are mainly concerned with efficient investment levels rather than with efficient
production.)

The choice of a

collective

consequences for the stability of a
. t"10n. 16
renegot1a

decision

process

has

also

partnership when there is a

important

possibility of

Renegotiations can be induced by a hold-up effect ( as in the

discussion of the bonding solution in Section 2) or by a change in the information
structure ( as in the stylized model of Section 1 in which the partners acquire some
private information after the production phase).
A literature is developing on the situation where the renegotiation process- is
directed by a single agent.

(See Myerson (1983), Tirole (1986), Green and Laffont

(1987), Hart and Tirole (1987), Fudenberg and Tirole (1988), among others.)

Very

few studies look at situations in which more than one agent can renegotiate. Myerson
(1984), Holmstrom and Myerson (1983), Crawford (1985), Cramton (1985), Hart and
Moore (1988b) seem to exhaust the list of the relevant papers.
A decision process is a certain type of mechanism.

In a world of incomplete

information, when the agents renegotiate, they have to take into account the inferences
that the other players will make during the renegotiation phase. It might be the case
that the fact that a player does not renegotiate when he has the possibility to do so is
by itself informative for the other players (Myerson (1983)). Modelling renegotiation is
a difficult exercise.

Ideally, we would like to give as much freedom as possible to the

agents but at the same time we are limited by the possibilities of solving a model that
is too general.

As Crawford (1985) points out, it is necessary to anchor the game

12
theoretical analysis. This means, in particular, to assume from the outset certain rules
for renegotiating.
Holmstrom and Myerson (1983) suppose that the agents renegotiate through a
mediator.

That is to say, the mediator proposes to the agents to modify the initial

mechanism (or institution) and lets them vote between this initial mechanism and an
alternative mechanism.

An alternative mechanism is selected whenever the agents

unanimously vote for it.

Stability in this framework means that the agents will never

unanimously agree to play another mechanism.

Cramton (1985) and Hart and Moore

(1988) allow more freedom in the renegotiation; in particular, the agents renegotiate
without a mediator by making proposals and counter-proposals.
Cramton (1985) looks at a buyer-seller sequential bargaining model when both
agents are impatient (i.e., they discount the future).

In his model, the mechanism

specifies not only the price at which the good will be exchanged but also the time at
which the exchange will happen.

(When the players reveal their types, the mediator

will not tell them when the exchange will happen, otherwise the agents would not want
to wait.)

In the framework of Holmstrom and Myerson (1983), ex-ante efficiency is

defined with

respect to the restricted set of incentive compatible mechanisms.

Cramton shows that ex-ante efficient mechanisms without renegotiation are not robust
to the renegotiation process, i.e., that they will violate sequential rationality (sequential
rationality means that inefficiencies are never common knowledge). Since renegotiation
imposes more restrictions on the set of mechanisms, it is not surprising that ex-ante
efficiency might be incompatible with sequential rationality.

For instance, Holmstrom

and Myerson (1983:1806) give an example in which no classically efficient decision rule
can be incentive compatible. The result of Cramton (1985) that some ex-ante efficient
mechanisms are not sequential rational is akin to this example.

In the static

13
framework, the players understand the constraints imposed by strategic behavior and
realize that even if a mechanism gives to every agent a larger ex-ante utility payoff
than his ex-ante payoff in an ex-ante efficient mechanism, these payoffs are not
realizable because incentive compatibility is violated.

In the dynamic framework of

Cramton, ex-ante efficiency should be defined with respect to the class of mechanisms
which do not violate sequential rationality.
Hart and Moore (1988b) propose a model of renegotiation between a buyer and
a seller who are locked into a relationship and can renegotiate the initial contract by
sending messages following a certain technology. Their main result is the identification
of sufficient conditions under which the first best can and cannot be attained. Without
the fact that the agents are locked in their relationship, their work would be very
similar to the work of Rubinstein (1982) and, to a lesser extent, Cramton (1985). The
originality of their work is to model explicitly the communication technology and to
allow the players to use the imperfections of this technology (for instance, if certified
mail does not exist, an agent can send a message and the agent who receives it can
deny that he received it).
It is not clear that it will be possible to extend easily the results of Cramton
(1985) and Hart and Moore (1988b) to an environment involving more than two
agents.

In order to address the question of the stability of a mechanism in a more

general environment, I will follow the approach of Holmstrom and Myerson (1983) and
will consider a situation in which the agents renegotiate through a mediator.
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4. OUTLINE OF THE RESULTS
The rest of this thesis will follow the order of the two preceding sections.
Chapter 2 is devoted to the analysis of the moral hazard problem in partnerships. The
main results of Chapter 2 are the following.
First, I show that by relaxing in a negligible way the efficiency requirement, it
1s possible for the partners to be almost always efficient. Thus, opportunistic behavior
can be minimized and almost disappear if one allows a small loss in efficiency.

This

result differs from the other solutions that were reviewed in Section 3 in that it is
compatible

with

observed

compensation

interpretation of the result is the following.

schemes

used

in

partnerships.

An

Following the Bayesian approach to game

theory, one can consider that before providing an input into the production process, a
partner has a certain "idea" of the inputs that will be provided by the other partners
( or of the frequency with which the inputs will be provided).

The problem for this

partner is then similar to a problem of decision under uncertainty. The main result of
Chapter 2 states that there exists a sharing rule and certain "ideas" that the partners
can have which will induce them to be almost always efficient. 17
Second, I offer a complete characterization of the situations m which the
partners can sustain full efficiency.

This characterization explains why it might be in

the interest of the partners to choose a manager among themselves and to rotate the
management function (as in Beckman (1984)).
Chapter 3 analyzes a renegotiation process in the spirit of the Holmstrom and
Myerson (1983) model.

I introduce the concept of strong durability and characterize

the class of mechanisms which are strongly durable.

When we consider renegotiation,

it is not clear that the revelation principle can be applied, especially when there are
potentially many equilibria in a direct mechanism.

I will show that for strongly

15
durable mechanisms, there is no loss of generality m considering status-quo which are
incentive compatible direct mechanisms.
Strongly durable incentive compatible direct mechanisms are always interim
efficient, and a mechanism is not strongly durable if, and only if, there exists an
interim efficient mechanism which is not interim payoff equivalent to the initial
mechanism and which is selected with probability one by all the types of all the
players.

Strongly durable mechanisms have also the "focal" property that all the

equilibria of the mechanism are interim payoff dominated by the truthful equilibrium.
In fact, it can be shown that, under some regularity conditions, a direct mechanism is
strongly durable only if all its equilibria are interim payoff equivalent to the truthful
equilibrium.

This gives a stronger rationale for using the revelation principle in

environments in which renegotiation through a mediator takes place.

16
NOTES
1

As Coase (1937), Arrow (1974) and Williamson (1975) have pointed out,
organizations arise because of market failures ( e.g., transaction costs), i.e., the
inability of the price system to achieve satisfying collective action.

It follows

that the choice among different types of organizations depends upon the success
of each type in reducing the underlying market failure(s).

The goal that can be

assigned to a theory of organization has been put forth by Arrow (1987) in a
different context " ... the New Institutional Economics movement ... [does] not
consist

primarily of giving

new

answers

to

the

traditional

economics-resource allocation and degree of utilization.

questions

of

Rather it consists of

answering new questions, why economic institutions have emerged the way they
did and not otherwise; it merges into economic history, but brings sharper
nanoeconomic reasoning to bear than has been customary" (1987:734).
2

For instance, Hayek (1945) had the idea that institutions should adapt to the
information available in the society: "Which of these systems is likely to be more
efficient depends mainly on the question under which of them we can expect that
fuller use will be made of the existing knowledge.

This, in turn, depends on

whether we are more likely to succeed in putting at the disposal of a single
authority all the knowledge which ought to be used but which initially dispersed
among many different individuals, or in conveying to the individuals such
additional knowledge as they need in order to enable them to dovetail their plans
with those of others."
3

See Groves and Ledyard (1987) for a survey.

4

A firm can be defined by a nexus of contracts (e.g., Jensen and Meckling (1976),
Hart (1988)).

5

In the model of Grossman and Hart (1986), ex-ante investment decisions are
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followed by ex-post operating decisions once the state-of-the-world realizations
obtain.

(This realization is common knowledge to all the players.

Thus, their

model is not a model of decision making under incomplete information at the
decision stage.)

Grossman and Hart (1986) ask which assignment of ex-post

decision rights is best, given that the ex-ante investment decisions are a function
of the distribution of power at the decision phase.
6

The usage of the word "team" can be misleading.

In the original work of

Marschak and Radner (1972) (see also Arrow and Radner (1979), Groves and
Radner (1972)), the members of the team share the same objectives but do not
have the same information.
literature on

Starting with Groves (1969), (1973), a second

teams continues to suppose that

the agents have different

information but it introduces the possibility for the agents to have different goals
as well: this is the incentive problem. The team literature is concerned with the
possibility for a center to achieve an efficient decision when the information is
decentralized.

There is a third literature, on syndicates, that considers the

possibility for a group of agents with differing information and differing utility
functions to achieve a collective decision (Wilson (1968), (1978), Kobayashi
(1980)). A syndicate is a team without a center. The question is to construct a
surrogate group

utility function for the syndicate (see also Hylland and

Zeckhauser (1979) for related work).

These three literatures are concerned with

the optimal use, or the manipulation, of information. Opportunistic behavior in
these

literatures

is

associated

with

the

incentives

to

misrepresent

one's

information and is an adverse selection phenomenon while opportunistic behavior
in partnerships is principally related to the moral hazard literature. (Clearly, it
is possible to combine the two aspects, adverse selection and moral hazard, e.g.,
Picard and Rey (1987), McAfee and McMillan (1988).)
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7

How do partnerships function?

Empirical evidence on the functioning of

partnerships is generally lacking.

However, some evidence is available for law

firms.

The excellent article by Gilson ad Mnookin (1985) is a good reference for

understanding the issues (see also Flood (1985)). Concerning the sharing system
in law firms, historically compensation was a direct function of seniority.
type of compensation system continues to be widely applied.

This

If anything else,

there is a growing concern in the legal profession (Gilson and Mnookin (1985:318

ff.)) about the correct design of the compensation scheme.
8

Farrell and Scotchmer give the interesting example of the salmon fishermen in
the Pacific Northwest who are organized in "partnerships," where fishermen m
the same partnership share information (through a secret code) about the schools
of salmon.

Such sharing of information is akin to the sharing of information in

oligopolies.
9

Admati and Perry (1987) analyze a model m which the parties avoid to become
"completely sunk" into the relationship by making incremental investments
instead of a one-shot investment.

10

Observability is by itself an ill-defined concept.

It is possible to observe the

input of a partner without being able to evaluate its quality.

For instance,

actors on stage can observe each other but they might disagree in their
evaluation of their relative performances.

(The fact that critics generally

disagree in their evaluations reinforces the argument.)

It is possible to observe

the number of hours that a lawyer works on a case but it is difficult to assess his
relative performance (see Gilson and Mnookin (1985)).
11

This observation is not recent.

Smith (1776) made the early comment that the

type of ownership and of distribution of risks will influence the risk taking
behavior of the agents ( e.g., his discussion about joint stock companies versus
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copartneries [sic] pages 690-ff of The Wealth of Nations).
12

One of the principal results of Chapter 2 is that this result is not as general as it
is believed to be.

13

Radner and Williams (1988) and Rasmusen (1987) take an approach that is
similar to the one that I take in Section 3 of Chapter 2.

I will postpone the

discussion of their papers until Chapter 2.
14

Becker (1964) and Williamson (1975) note that when investment costs are
shared, as in joint ventures or when an employer trains a worker, the future
returns will be also shared and that this could lead to ex-post contract
enforcement problems due to the opportunistic behavior of the parties.

This is

similar to the "hold-up" effect in Klein et al. (1978).
15

The bonding solution is also proposed by Holmstrom (1982:328).

Specifically,

Holmstrom suggests that the partners post a bond equal to the value of the
optimal output level and that each partner receives, after production, the
totality of what is produced.

It is not clear who will be penalized and what

happens to the bonds if the optimal output is not produced.
16

Cramton et al. (1987) show that if the decision process has to do with the
dissolution of the partnership, then it is, in fact, easier to dissolve partnerships in
which the initial shares are distributed among the partners than if only one
partner has all the shares. This result suggests that if partnerships are unstable
(as Gilson and Mnookin (1985) note for large law firms), it is easier to efficiently
dissolve them than a capitalist firm.

This is only a theoretical argument; I do

not know of any evidence or empirical analysis of the process by which
partnerships dissolve.
17

It is natural to question the origin of these "ideas", or beliefs, that the partners
have about each other's plan of action.

I do not provide an answer to this
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question.

However, one can imagine that the beliefs come from past experience,

knowledge of the partners in other circumstances, or ex-ante communication.
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CHAPTER 2
SUSTAINABILITY IN PARTNERSHIPS

1. OVERVIEW

1.1. INTRODUCTION
It is well accepted that efficiency cannot be sustained in partnerships when the partners

act noncooperatively and when actions are not observable ( e.g., Holmstrom (1982)).
This chapter shows that for any positive
efficiency.

f,

it is possible for the partners to sustain

£-

It follows that monitoring or budget breaking is not necessary at all in

partnerships if one accepts some efficiency loss, where this loss can be made as small as
we want.

This conclusion is in sharp contrast with the diverse theories of the firm

which are based to a lesser or greater extent on the notion that monitoring or a
separation of control and production is necessary in order to overcome problems of
moral hazard. 1 In particular, the result of this chapter implies that it is necessary to
reconsider the relative advantages of the "classical firm" versus partnerships.
A way to interpret the result is to imagine that the partners design a group
mechanism which consists of a sharing rule and of a randomizing device.

The

randomizing device tells each partner what action to take without telling him what
actions the other partners are told to take.

The sharing rule always satisfies the

condition that the output is fully allocated among the partners.
can be contracted by the partners before production begins.

A group mechanism

Sustainability means in

this framework that the partners will always take the action that they are told to take
when they believe that the other partners also obey the recommendations of the device.
This approach is very similar to the approach of Myerson (1986) and Forges (1986) on
generalized mechanisms with communication.
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Another way to interpret the result is that the partners can design a sharing
rule for which there exists a mixed strategy equilibrium of the resulting game.
Following a recent literature on the Bayesian foundations of game theory (Mertens and
Zamir (1986), Aumann (1987), Brandeburger and Dekel (1987), Tan and Werlang
(1988)) we can interpret these mixed strategies not as a lottery that each player
designs for choosing his plan of action but as beliefs that each player has about the
plans of actions of all the other players. Thus, if the partners are Bayesian players, at
the signing of the contract, i.e., when the sharing rule is agreed upon, we can suppose
that each player has m mind the possible plans of actions of the other partners.
Following the signing of the contract, each partner will have to solve a problem of
decision making under uncertainty, where the uncertainty is about the actions that the
other partners will take.

For consistency, one can require that the plans of actions of

each player coincide with the beliefs that the other players have about his actions.
(With this interpretation, a mixed strategy equilibrium has strong similarities with the
concept of equilibrium introduced in Hayeck (1945)). The main result of this chapter is
that there exist a structure of beliefs and a sharing rule for which each partner will find
optimal to be almost always efficient.
With either of these two interpretations, the message of this chapter is that the
partners can always shape their environment in such a way that moral hazard has
"almost" no negative impact on efficiency.

Thus, it is possible for partnerships to

fulfill, without the presence of a monitor, the objective set forth in Alchian and
Demsetz (1972)

"The economic organization through which input owners cooperate
will make better use of their comparative advantage to the extent that
it facilitates the payment of rewards in accord with productivity."
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These results are important for the theory of the firm.

Indeed, it has been

argued (Alchian and Demsetz (1972) or Holmstrom (1982)) that, since efficiency
cannot

be sustained

m

partnerships, optimal forms

of organizations

must

be

characterized by a separation of ownership and active participation in firm decisions.
This chapter shows the limits of this argument and proves that partnerships are not
less efficient forms of organization.

Because the existence of the classical firm can no

longer be defended on simple efficiency arguments, it is necessary to develop alternative
theories explaining its appearance. Similarly, it is not possible anymore to consider the
existence of partnerships or of profit sharing firms
pathological.

in capitalist economies as

There must be reasons, not based on efficiency grounds, for the

simultaneous existence of different forms of organizations in our societies.
This chapter also gives necessary and sufficient conditions for attaining full
efficiency.

Somewhat surprisingly, the characterization of partnership problems which

have a solution has never appeared, to my knowledge, in the literature. An example of
sufficient condition is that there always exists a partner who cannot "mimic" the
deviation of other partners.

For instance, whenever it is possible to identify who did

not deviate, full efficiency can be attained.

The model of Holmstrom (1982) is a

particular illustration of such a phenomenon.

In the models of Alchian and Demsetz

(1972) and of Holmstrom (1982), it is possible to attain efficiency once a manager is
introduced because the manager cannot "mimic" the deviation (from efficiency) of a
worker.
This characterization result suggests that, if some control or coordination is
necessary, partnerships could rotate the management function among themselves.

An

advantage of such a system is that it enables the partner-manager to play the role of
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budget breaker. (See Beckman (1984) on this idea).

It can be argued that, concerning the design of incentive efficient sharing rules,
there is no difference between partnerships and firms. 2 In the latter case, there is one
more claimant to the profits.

Thus, the manager can be seen as a member of a team

whose actions do not influence directly the level of production, e.g., the manager is
used only to police the workers' actions.

However, the distinction between a

partnership and a firm becomes important when we consider the process by which the
reward scheme is chosen. In a firm, the manager alone chooses the reward scheme for
the workers; in a partnership, the decision is made by all the members. The distinction
is also important when there are decisions to be taken after production has taken
effect; in the agency approach to the firm, workers have no rights in the decision
process ( e.g., choice of investment) while in a partnership, all the partners have a say
in the decision process.
There is some relation between the approach taken here and the standard
mechanism design problem in principal and agents models ( e.g. Myerson (1983)).
Indeed, one can think of a fictitious principal whose utility function corresponds to a
social welfare function ( e.g., the sum of the individual players' utilities) and who always
gets a zero share of the output.

The problem of the partners (attaining efficiency) is

equivalent to the problem in which the benevolent principal maximizes his utility.

In

the terminology of Myerson (1983), the partnership problem has a solution if and only
if the (benevolent) principal can design an incentive-efficient mechanism ( efficiency
refers to the principal maximizing his utility, incentive refers to the fact that it is an
equilibrium strategy for the players to act as the principal wants them to behave).
When the necessary and sufficient conditions exhibited in the second part of this
chapter fail to be satisfied, there is no incentive-efficient mechanism; this non-existence
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result is in sharp contrast with existence results which are obtained in the principal and
agents literature.

This chapter shows that there is always c-incentive-efficient

mechanisms (which I call c-equilibrium group mechanisms).
The techniques used in this chapter rely on very mild assumptions about the
production and the disutility functions.

In particular, assumptions of concavity and

differentiability are not necessary. All the results are obtained under the assumption of
separability of the utility functions and of risk neutrality.
This chapter is organized as follows.
example and give an intuition for the results.

In next part of this section I analyze an

I introduce in Section 2 the concept of

group mechanism and presents the main result of this chapter, i.e., that c-efficiency can
always be sustained by group mechanisms when c 1s positive.
characterization

of the

partnership

problems

for

which

I offer in Section 3 a
full

efficiency

can

be

implemented in Nash equilibrium (this is the "classical problem" that is addressed in
the literature).

An alternative proof of the negative result of Holmstrom (1982)

appears in Section 3.1; this proof will allow a simple explanation of why a positive
result can be obtained. The characterization result appears in Section 3.2. In Section
4, I propose an illustration of the previous results and analyze the question of limited
liability in two examples.
appear in Section 5.

The proofs of the results which did not appear in the text

Concluding reamarks an extensions for future research appear in

Section 6.

1.2. AN EXAMPLE
There are two partners, Mr. 1 and Ms. 2.

The action space of each partner is the

interval [0,2). The output function is linear, i.e., y(a 1 ,a 2 )=a1 +a 2 , for all i and a;E[0,2].
For each output level y, s(y) denotes the share of Mr. 1. s(y) can be nonpositive. The
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utility function of each partner is given by

u 1 ( y( a), a 1 ) = s( y( a)) - v1 ( a1 )
u2 ( y( a),a 2 ) = y( a)-s( y( a) )-v2 ( a 2 ),
where v;( a;)= a;/2, for all i=l,2.
Efficiency is attained in this example when a*=(l,1), the sum of the utilities
being U*=l.

For any sharing rule s, (1,1) cannot be an equilibrium strategy since for

any x#l either s(2)-s(l+x)<(l-x2 )/2 or s(2)-s(l+x)>(l-x2 )/2.

In the first case,

Mr. 1 wants to take the action x#l, in the other case, Ms. 2 wants to take the action

x#l. Consequently, efficiency is incompatible with strategic behavior.
Suppose now that we relax the efficiency requirement, and that we impose that
at the signing of the contract the sum of the expected utility of the agents is €-close to
the level attained at efficiency. With this simple modification, it is no longer necessary
to force the agents to be always efficient; they can be inefficient with some positive
probability.

The main result of this chapter will show that this is enough to reconcile

strategic behavior and efficiency. For a given £>0, there are in general many solutions
which will lead to €-efficient in equilibrium. In the example of this section, there is an
especially simple solution that I describe now.
Let A. 1 =[0,1], A. 2 =[1,2] denote two subsets of the original action sets.

Let

I'=(A 1 ,A 2 ,y,u1 ,u 2 ) be the original partnership game and let I'=(A. 1 ,A. 2 ,y,ii. 1 ,ii. 2 ) be the
reduced partnerhip game (where the functions

y,

functions y, u 1 , u 2 to the spaces A. 1 xA 2 , A. 1 , A. 2 ).
the reduced game

ii. 1 , ii. 2 are the restrictions of the

The vector (1,1) is still optimal in

I'.

If we impose only an €-efficiency requirement, Mr. 1 can take action 0 with
positive probability and Ms. 2 can take action 2 with positive probability.

Suppose

that a group mechanism selects only pairs of actions in the set {(0,1),(0,2),(1,1),(1,2)}
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and suppose that a level of output strictly greater than 3 is observed after the
production phase.

Then, it must be true that Mr. 1 deviated: the only possibility for

obtaining an output strictly greater than 3 is that Mr. 1 takes an action strictly greater
than 1.

(It is possible that both partners deviate but this is irrelevant here.)

Mr. 1

can credibly commit to be "punished" when an output strictly greater than 3 is
observed because he can be sure not to be punished if he does not take an action
strictly greater than 1.

Similary, if an output level strictly lower than 1 is observed,

Ms. 2 must have deviated and can credibly commit to be punished in this case.
Consequently, if one can find a solution to the partnership problem m the
reduced game

l',

it will be possible to find a solution to the initial partership problem

by using such punishments.

It is crucial that each partner believes that the other

partner will be inefficient with some probability for this scheme to function.

In

particular, even if (1,1) is an equilibrium in the reduced game for some sharing rule, a
group mechanism cannot put all the probability mass on this vector of actions because
then no partner will believe that an output greater than 3 or smaller than 1 will be
realized when he is the only one to deviate.
I provide in Appendix A a formalization of these arguments and I show that
there exists group mechanisms in which Mr. 1 is asked to take only one of the two
actions {0,1} and Ms. 2 is asked to take only one of the two actions {1,2}. Figure 2.1
gives an illustration of two possible sharing rules which are compatible with such group
mechanisms. When the output is smaller than 1, s(y) is very large positively, i.e., Ms.
2 is punished and when the output is larger than 3, s(y) is very large negatively, i.e.,
Mr. 1 is punished. Thus, in these group mechanisms, each partner will behave as if he
or she could take only one of two actions (low-high for Mr. 1, high-very high for Ms. 2)
and the probability that each partner takes an efficient action can be made as close as
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we want from 1.
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s(2)

s( 1)

0

2

1

Figure 2.1
Examples of sharing rules in the
reduced game of the example of Section 1.2

3

y
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2. c-EFFICIENCY AND GROUP MECHANISMS
2.1. THE MODEL

There are n partners indexed by i= 1, ... , n.

Each partner can take an action in a set

A;. Let A denote the space of joint actions, i.e., A= 0 .A; is the Cartesian product of
z

the individual sets of actions.

There exists a production function y: A-> IR, which can

also be considered as a profit function, which maps each vector of joint actions aEA to
an output level.

A sharing rule is a scheme to allocate any output level in the image

set y(A) among the n partners. Shares are possibly nonpositive.
is an outside court which can enforce this sharing rule.

I suppose that there

Because the utility of each

partner will be increasing in money, the partners will never agree on a sharing rule
which does not satisfy budget balance. Thus, if s is a sharing rule, it must be true that
for any y,

I: _sly)=y.
l

There is moral hazard because the partners cannot observe each other's actions
and because they enjoy some disutility from taking an action.

Specifically, I will

suppose that the utility function of each partner is separable in money and action and
that the partners are risk-neutral.

Thus, if a is the vector of joint actions and if s is

the sharing rule, then the utility of partner i is equal to s;(Y)-v;(a;), where v;(•) is the
disutility function of partner i.
Because of risk neutrality, a vector of actions is efficient when the sum of the
utilities, which is equal to y(a)-I:_v;(a;), is maximized. The partnership problem is to
z

design a sharing rule s such that each partner has the incentive to take an efficient
action when he believes that the other partners will take an efficient action.
must generate a game

I'=( {A;},{s;(Y( a)-v;( a;)},i= 1, ... ,n)

I.e., s

for which the vector of

efficient actions is a Nash equilibrium. If we require full efficiency, and if the functions
y and V; are not trivial, then, the partnership problem has a solution if and only if the
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vector of efficient actions a* is a pure strategy Nash equilibrium of the game I'.
It is well accepted in the literature that the partnership problem does not have
a solution, i.e., that full efficiency cannot be sustained under the Nash assumption and
under some conditions on the output and utility functions.

Does this mean that a

partnership will not form? Consider the solution proposed in the literature. Efficiency
can be attained when property rights are transferred to a "manager" who will pay each
worker a certain wage depending on the final output. A typical contract will be: each
worker receives S; • Y* if y* = y( a*) is produced and receives O otherwise. Here the s; are
not constrained to sum to 1. A typical contract penalizes the partners if the efficient
output is not produced. The analysis in Section 3 will make clear why efficiency can be
enforced in this framework.

The contracting process is not bounded by a budget

constraint, i.e., the manager is entitled to receive the residual profit y- I: s;(y), where
i

s;(y) is the wage paid to partner i if output y is observed.

In this framework, the

manager is the owner (or the representative of the owner(s)) of the firm.
What role does a mechanism designed by a manager play?

It is essentially a

way to tell the workers "take the optimal actions because if any one of you deviates, he
will be worse off." Such a mechanism can consequently be implemented by having the
workers sign, before taking an action, a contract in which they commit themselves to
taking an efficient action and to receiving certain wages depending on the final output.
This commitment on the part of the workers is credible because, by accepting to be
paid a certain amount in case of deviations, they indeed have no incentives to deviate.
Thus, a mechanism is a way for the workers and the manager to correlate their
actions. 3 One can wonder at this point why the partners, keeping their property rights
over the final output, cannot design such a mechanism by themselves. We know from
Holmstrom

(1982)

the answer: efficiency conflicts with

budget

balancing.

By
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introducing the manager as a residual claimant, it is credible ( they have no choice!) for
the workers to accept to be paid less than the value of the output that they produce
and consequently to attain efficiency.
If the story is that "we must attain efficiency at any cost to us (the potential

partners)," then there is no way to escape the conclusion of the literature when
partnerships are inefficient. However, if one does not believe that economic agents will
abandon their property rights for the sake of efficiency, one cannot accept the solution
of the literature. I would like to argue here that there is a solution to the partnership
problem which is consistent with the partners' keeping their property rights.
This solution extends the idea of a mechanism in the simple principal-agents
framework and corresponds to the concept of correlated strategy equilibrium as
formalized

in

Aumann

(1974).

Another

related

reference is

Myerson

(1983).

Correlation of strategies can be attained when the players base their strategies on the
realization of a random event, whose distribution may or may not be "objectively"
known.

For instance, the profile of strategy in which each partner plays his efficient

action corresponds to correlated strategies in which each partner plays his efficient
action when an event, which is known to happen with probability one, is realized.

In

particular, a mixed strategy is a special correlated strategy in which there is no
correlation; the probability that a partner takes a given action is independent of the
probability that another partner takes a given action. 4
A group mechanism defines each partner's share for each possible realization of
output, and the probabilities of a random device that the partners will build.

A

strategy for each partner is then a probability measure over his strategy set conditional
on the realization of the random device. This is equivalent to having a random device
selecting a vector of actions with a certain probability and telling each partner only the
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action that he must take, but not the actions which are selected for the other partners.
For convenience, I will use the second interpretation.
A way to think of a group mechanism is the following.
before taking any action, a contract which is enforceable.

The partners sign,

The contract specifies, on

one hand, that a randomizing machine is built before production begins, and, on the
other hand, a sharing rule. Once the machine is built, each partner receives a message
telling him which action he should take, but he is not able to observe the messages that
the other partners receive.

After all the partners have received their messages,

production begins, i.e., each partner takes an action and an output results.

It is not

necessarily true that each partner will take an action which corresponds to his message.
An equilibrium mechanism is a correlated device and a sharing rule such that if partner

i believes that the other partners will take actions similar to the messages that they
have received from the machine, then i has no incentive not to follow the instructions
of the machine. Figure 2.2 provides an illustration of the time sequence.
I will show that for any t>O, there exists a correlated device (i.e., a probability
measure over the joint actions of the partners) for which no partner has an incentive to
deviate from what he is told to do and for which the ex-ante sum of the utilities is
close to the sum of the utilities corresponding to the efficient vector of actions.

t"-

This

device can be chosen in such a way that the actions of the partners are independent.
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SIGN A CONTRACT (P,s):
Choose a sharing rule
and
a random device

l
The partners
receive messages
from the
random device

A partner
can observe
only his
own message

l
Each partner
chooses
an action

l
Output results.
The sharing rule
is implemented

Figure 2.2
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2.2. THE EXISTENCE RESULT
I make the following assumptions.

Hl. Vi, A;C IR, A; is complete. 5

H3. y and

V;

are continuous.

I make no further assumption on y or on the
actions A is endowed with the product topology.

V;

functions.

The set of joint

Below, A will be considered either as

a normed linear space or as a metric space. This should create no confusion .

..A. will denote the set of Borel subsets of the metric space A, i.e., the o--field
generated by the open sets of A.

A probability measure on ..A. is a nonnegative,

countably additive set function P with P(A)=l.

For each i, I will say that an action

a; is supported by P whenever a;E1r;(supp(P)), where supp(P) is the support of P. If a;

is supported by P, I denote the conditional probability on (A_;,..A._;) by P(Dla;)- I will
write a;Esupp;(P) to indicate that a; is supported by P. 6
Because of the budget balancing condition, for any output y, it is enough to
define the shares of n-1 partners.

sn(Y)=Y- I:

The share of the n-th partner is then the residual

s;(y). If Xis a normed linear space, the dual of Xis the space of all
i=pn

continuous linear functionals defined on X.
function.

Let Y:y(A) be the range of the output

It is convenient to think of a sharing rule as an element of the dual of the

space ( !Rn-l) y, i.e., the dual of the space of all bounded functions from Y to !Rn-l.
For instance, if Y is finite, the dual coincides with the predual and a sharing rule is a
vectorial function from Y to !Rn-l.
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DEFINITION 1: An E-equilibrium group mechanism ( E-EGM) is a
pair (P,s) where P is a probability measure on (A,.A.), s is an element
of the dual of ( !Rn-

l) y, which satisfy the following conditions,

El. 'vi,

[a;Esupp;(P)]

=> [a;Eargrax j(s;(y(a\a;))-v;(a;))P(da_;ja;)].
I

E'2.

!(

n v;(a;) ) P(da)=y(a *)-_I:
n v;(a;)-E.
*
y(a)-_I:

i=l

i=l

El is the equilibrium condition.

Once partner i receives the message a;, i.e., if he is

told to do action a;, he will believe that there is a probability P( DI a;) that the other
partners have received messages a_; in the set D.

Under the Nash assumption, i will

choose an action which maximizes his expected utility, given that the other agents do
not deviate from what they are told to do.
ante sum of the utilities must be

E

E2 is the efficiency requirement: the ex-

close to the sum of the utilities which is attained at

the efficient vector of actions.
It is clear that once the sharing rule s is known, the utility functions are well
defined.

Consequently, (P,s) satisfies El if and only if Pis a correlated equilibrium of

the game whose payoff function is generated by s. If the set of actions is finite, for any
s, the set of correlated equilibria is nonempty since it includes the convex hull of the set

of Nash equilibria, which is nonempty by the Nash Theorem.
chapter is that for any

E,

The main result of the

there exists a random device P for which the actions taken by

the players are independent events and for which there exists a sharing rule s such that

(P,s) is an E-EGM. 7

THEOREM 1:

For any partnership problem which satisfies Hl-H3,

there exists an E-equilibrium group mechanism ( P,s ).

It is always
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possible to choose P in such a way that ( i) the actions taken by one
partner are independent of the actions taken by the other agents, ( ii)
each partner takes in equilibrium only countably many actions with
positive probability, and ( iii) the probability that an agent takes his
efficient action is greater than l -8( €), where 8( €) is increasing in

The proof of this theorem is given in Section 5.1.

€.

Independence means that the

partners follow mixed strategies in the game induced by the sharing rule s.

Remark

1:

Theorem 1 begs the question of how and why the partners will ever agree

on an €-equilibrium mechanism since by choosing a smaller
possibility of gain.

€

there is always a

Disagreement delays production and revenues for the partners.

If

one acknowledges the fact that communication between individuals uses media which
are time consuming (the voice, handwriting), it can be shown that if the partners have
a non-zero discount rate, they would rather settle on a given
disagree forever.

€

rather than continue to

A formal proof of this claim necessitates the definition of the

extensive form game that the partners play for choosing the group mechanism.
Appendix C provides such an extensive form in the framework of the examples of
Section 4.

If the partners do not discount their future revenues they will disagree

forever, each announcing a smaller

Remark 2_:

€

than the other partner.

It is well known that the set of correlated equilibria of a game is compact

under certain assumptions on the strategy spaces.

There is no reason to expect that

the set of all €-EGM sets is compact (the problem is with closedness; see the first
example in Section 4 in which a sequence of €-EGM converges to a pair ( P,s) which is
not an €-EGM).

However, one can prove weaker results.

Compactness results are
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important when we consider the problem of the selection of a group mechanism.

For

instance, if the partners agree ex-ante to choose a group mechanism which gives them
their Nash (cooperative) levels of utility, compactness is a sufficient condition for the
existence of such a selection ( e.g., see Appendix C). Two results are established below.
First, if the partners agree on a level of efficiency loss c, then the set of c-EG M is
(weak*) compact.

Second, if they agree on a sharing rule s, the set of probability

measures P for which (P,s) is an EGM is compact.
Denote by .1( A) the set of regular probability measures on ( A,.A).

.1( A) is a

subset of the unit sphere. By the Banach-Alaoglu Theorem, .1(A) is (weak*) compact
since it is closed. Let Y be the set of outputs which can be generated by actions in A.
A sharing rule is an element of the dual of
details).

L=(Rn-l)Y

(see Section 5.1 for more

The first result states that if the partners decide to sacrifice a given amount

of efficiency, i.e., they fix an c, then the set of c-EGM from which they can choose is a
compact set.

COROLLARY 1: For each c>O, for each p>O, p<oo, if the set of£EGM (P,s)

for which us11::;p is nonempty, then it is compact in the

product topology on .1(A)@ L*.

By Alaoglu's Theorem, the set I<={sEL*; 11s11::;p} is (weak*) compact.

Proof:

Consider a sequence {(Pm,sm)} of c-EGM, c being given, for which sm-,.s and

pm -+P.

By compactness, PE.1(A) and sE K. (P,s) is also an c-EGM since by taking

limits one does not change the direction of the inequalities defining the equilibrium
conditions (see also Section 5.1). D
The second result states that to each sharing rule corresponds a compact set of
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probability measures on A which are compatible with c-efficiency, c being arbitrary.

COROLLARY 2: The set of probability measures

P'

for which (P1,s)

is an €-EGM is compact in the product topology on Ll(A)0 L*.

Proof: For s given, the utility functions of the players are well defined. It is clear that
the set of correlated equilibria of the resulting game is closed in Ll(A). Compactness of
the set of c-EGM follows the compactness of Ll(A).

Remark .3,: Theorem 1 holds for any positive

€.

□

This triggers the question of the

existence of group mechanisms when c is equal to zero.

The literature argues that in

this case, there does not exist 0-equilibrium group mechanisms since full efficiency
cannot be sustained. We will see in the next section that this negative conclusion must
be qualified: sometimes full efficiency can be sustained.

Nevertheless, there are many

situations in which nonsustainability is the rule. There is consequently a discontinuity
in the equilibrium properties of a partnership at c=O. The reason is the following. At
full efficiency, it is necessary to consider only pure strategy equilibria.

Indeed, if a

partner puts a nonzero probability on an inefficient action, then, by definition, an
inefficient level of output has a positive probability of occurring and this contradicts
full efficiency.

The literature tells us that, in general, there is no sharing rule which

generates a game I'=( {A;},{s;(Y( a))-v;( a;)},i= 1, ... ,n) where the vector of efficient
actions is a pure strategy Nash equilibrium.

Theorem 1 establishes that if we

"sacrifice" some c, then there exists a sharing rule for which the game I' has a mixed
strategy equilibrium and for which the probability that a partner takes an efficient
action is close to one. The discontinuity at c=O comes from the fact that at c:;fO, we
are not restricted anymore to consider only pure strategies.
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3. EFFICIENCY AND PURE STRATEGY NASH EQUILIBRIA
3.1.

WHY DO THINGS GO WRONG WHEN c GOES TO ZERO?

Consider the environment of Section 2.

I make the following assumptions. 8 The sets

of actions are identical, 'vi=l, ... ,n, A;=[O,oo).
functions v; are strictly convex and y and

V;

The function y is strictly concave, the

are strictly increasing in their respective

arguments and are of class C 2 • This environment applies only to Section 3.1.
Let E(y)={xE IRnl

L _x;=y}.

The partners must agree, before taking an action,

z

on a sharing rule s, where 'vy, s(y)E E(y).
actions, where a*#O and a* is interior.

Let a* be the (unique) efficient vector of

The partnership problem is to find a sharing

rule for which each partner is compelled to take action ai when he believes that the
other partners will take action

aJ, j,f i.

Suppose that there exists such a sharing rule

s.

Let a be a vector of actions such that 'vi, y(a*\a;)=Y, where y is a given output level,
Thus if partner i takes an action

a;,

while the other partners take their efficient actions, a certain output level y=y(a*\a;)
will be produced.

Thus, the a/s are observationally equivalent unilateral deviations

from the optimal vector of actions a*.

If s is a solution to the partnership problem,

then

Summing the above inequalities over i and using the fact that s(y)E E(y),
(3.1)

y(a*)-I:_v;(ai)~y-I:_v;(ai).
z
z

It is now easy to remark that s is a solution if and only if (3.1) holds when the right
hand side is maximized.

Since ii= a* is a possible case, the right hand side in (3.1) is

always at least as great as the left hand side.

Thus, we must have an equality, i.e.,

ii=a*, since the right hand side has a unique maximum. Now, to find this maximum,
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one solves the program,

MA,X [Y- L v;(a;)]
y,a
i

(3.2)

s.t. Vi, y(a*\a;)=y.

Let .\ be the Lagrangian coefficient associated with the constraint of partner
concavity, the optimal

L

(3.3)

By

i.

a must solve the equations

A;=l, A;~O
i

If we suppose that Vi, v~(O) >0, it follows that .\ :¢:0. Then, from the first equality,

(3.4)

Vi,

.\<1.

The efficient vector of actions satisfies the conditions
(3.5)

Using (3.4) and the assumptions on
that Vi,

a;< ai"

y

and v;, it follows, by comparing (3.3) and (3.5),

Thus, there does not exist a solution to the partnership problem.

This proof makes clear that in order to check the existence of a solution for the
partnership problem, it is enough to check that one inequality is satisfied (replace the
right hand side of (3.1) by the value for the solution of the program (3.2)).
suggests that the partnership problem might have a solution.

This

In particular, if there

always exists a partner who cannot "mimic" the other partners, then the partnership
will have a solution. (Because in this case, there is no vector a for which y( a*\ a;) is a
constant for all i.)
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3.2. MIMIC AND PERISH
3.2.1. The finite case
There are n partners indexed by i=l, .. . ,n. The action space of partner i is the set A;
with generic element a;.

This set is finite and is written A;={a,(1), .. ,,a;(T;)}.

With

an abuse of notation, I will denote a,<a~ whenever a;=a;(j), a~=a;(/), and j</. Note
that, contrary to Sections 2 and 3.1, there is no restriction on the underlying set in
which the actions lie. 9 Moreover, it is possible that the underlying spaces are different
for all agents, e.g., Vi, A;cllli, where the k; are all different.

For the purpose of this

section, I will suppose that the sets of actions have the same cardinality, i.e., that for
each partner i, T;= T.

This is only for convenience; the arguments below follow if two

partners have sets of actions with a different cardinality. For a given vector of actions
aEA, the corresponding (unique) output is y( a). Clearly, the set Y of possible outputs
is finite and has a cardinality which is bounded above by Tn.

I denote Y={yi, .. ,,y1},

where t>t' ⇒ Yt>Y ,. By finiteness of the set A, an efficient vector of actions, a* exists.
t

Below,

a_, denotes the vector ( a

1 , .... a;_ 1 ,a;+ 1 , .. . ,an)·

With an abuse of notation, I will

sometimes denote a*\ a;=( a~;,a;)- I make the following assumptions.

H5. Vi, 3j, such that v;( a;(j)) < oo.
H6.

y*-E_v;(aT)<oo.
i

H4 is only for convenience. 10

(Note that H4 does not mean that y is increasing.)

If

H5 does not hold, then the partnership is trivial since any vector of actions is efficient.
If H6 does not hold, the partnership problem is also trivial since any sharing rule is a

solution. (Moreover, in this case, since the efficient vector of actions is well defined, it
is not possible that y*=oo and that 3i, such that v,(at)=oo. Thus, if H6 is violated, it
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is possible for the partners to attain an infinite output with any of them enjoying only
a finite disu tility.)
A sharing rule defines for each level of output y a vector s(y)EIRn such that

I: _s;(Y)=y,

i.e., sE E(y).

Since the set of outputs is finite, it is enough to define l

l

sharing rules ( the sharing rule can depend on the output only since the actions are not
observable).
From now on, I will use either y( a*) or y* or Yt to denote the efficient level of
output.

From H4, by deviating from

outputs.

af, partner i can generate exactly T-1 different

If partner i anticipates that all the other partners will play action

j=j:. i, and if partner i deviates to actions a;( k) =j:. af, then

level

of

output

that

results

from

the

joint

aJ, where

r( i,k) denotes the index of the
actions

( a~,,a;(k)),

i.e.,

The partnership problem is to find sharing rules s( ·) such that no partner
wants to deviate when he believes that the other partners will use their efficient
actions. If this is the case, a* is a Nash equilibrium of the game with strategy space A;
for each partner and with associated payoff functions of s;(Yh)-v;(a;(k)) when partner
i takes action a;(k) and the other partners take actions which result in output yh.

a*

will be an equilibrium if and only if the following system has a solution (s(yh), where

(3.7)

Vr,

I:

s;(Yr)=Yr·
l

Inequalities in (3.6) are the equilibrium constraints, (3.7) are the budget
balancing conditions. Clearly, (3.6) and (3.7) are equivalent to
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Note that (3.8) can be written in the form B•s=/3, where
sis the lx(n-1) vector

f3 is the n• ( T-1) vector defined by
/3=(/31, .. .,f3n) where each f3i consists of T-1 values such that
if a;(k)<aT
if a;(k)>aT-

if an( k) < a'ii
if an(k)>a'ii,

Note that, by efficiency, f3n(k):50, for all k.

B is a (nx(T-1),lx(n-1)) matrix

consisting of n vertical (T-l,lx(n-1)) blocks B(i).

B(i)(r,c) denotes the element in

the r-th row and c-th column of the matrix B(i), 'rli<n,

(3.9)

BU)(r,c)

={-~
-1

B(n)(r,c)= {

It

1s

useful

1
0

to

if c=(t-l)•(n-l)+i
if c=(r(i,r)-l)·(n-l)+i
otherwise.
if (t-l)•(n-l)+l'.5c'.5t•(n-l)
if ( r( n,r)-1)·( n-1)+ 1:::; c'.5r( n,r)·( n-1)
otherwise.

compute

the

rank

of

the

matrix

B.

Let

IJ={.f.{1, ... ,n-1}-+{l, ... ,T}} and 'r/r, I}' 0 (r)::::{fEI½'l 'r/iE{l, ... ,n-1}, r(i,f(i))=r(n,r)}
be the subset of ff such that each partner i different from n deviates to an action f( i)
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for which the resulting output index coincides with the index of the output obtained
when partner n deviates to an(r) (if an(r)<a}i) or an(r+l) (if an(r)>a'it). Finally, let

x be the indicator function, x(r)=l if Ir 0 (r)#0 and x(r)=O otherwise.

Lemma 1

characterizes the rank of B in terms of X· Theorem 2 gives the necessary and sufficient
conditions for having a solution to partnership problems with finite sets of actions.
The proof of Theorem 2 relies on a separating hyperplane argument.

LEMMA 1: rank(B)=n·(T-1)-

T-1

E

x(r).

r=l

THEOREM 2:

(3.8) has a solution if and only if either one of the

two following conditions hold

(i) Vr, x(r)=O.
( ii)

[ 3 r,

x(r)=l] ⇒ [y*-E_v;(a!)~y (nr)-E.v;(a;(.l{i))),
l

T

'

where

l

Vi, r(i,.l{i))=r(n,r)].
When either ( i) or ( ii) hold, the set of solutions is a linear manifold
of dimension l•(n-1)-rank(B).

Let me interpret these necessary and sufficient conditions. I interpret (i) as saying that
all partners cannot "mimic" partner n.

Thus, when partner n deviates unilaterally

from his efficient action, there is at least one partner who cannot, by deviating

unilaterally from his efficient action, generate the same output as n was able to
generate.

Note that in this case, by observing the result of a deviation, the partners

know who did not unilaterally deviate; thus deviations are always informative (i.e.,
restrict the set of the possible deviants). (i) is not satisfied if the partnership is
symmetric, i.e., if the output function is symmetric and the disutility functions are
symmetric.

(ii) is equivalent to condition (3.1).

As noted at the end of Section 3.1,
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there is a simple reason why (ii) is not vacuous: it is always possible to eliminate the
actions which are not consistent with (ii) and to have a new partnership problem with
smaller sets of actions that has a solution.
I rewrite the inequality in (ii) as

y (

r n,r

)-y*<I::
(vi(ai(fl:i)))-v;(a~)).
i
i

This

tells us that the variation in output when one partner deviates must be smaller than
the sum of the variations in disutilities for all the partners, when the partners use
observationally equivalent deviations.
holds.

Suppose that the reverse (strict) inequality

Then, for any sharing rule, the partners are "collectively" better off; there is

more output to share among them than they lose in terms of disutilities.

With

nonobservable actions, such a "collective" improvement implies that, for any sharing
rule, at least one partner will have an incentive to deviate.

Remark

1 : A partnership problem is defined by the cardinality of the set of actions,

the function y and the functions

V;,

Let P be the class of partnerships with n players

and T actions. A partnership is consequently a point in the space P=. IR yn x IR n• T. I
will denote I'=.(y(a),v;(a;);aEA}. Define the product topology in this space. Let P 1 CP
be the subclass of partnership problems which can sustain full efficiency. I claim that
P 1 is dense in P.

To prove this claim, it is enough to show that the closure of P 1

coincides with P. I will in fact prove a stronger result.
Let

F° C P 1 be the set of partnership problems for which condition (i) of

Theorem 2 holds.

That is to say, for any deviation from efficiency of partner n, it is

possible to identify a partner

i:p n

who could not have possibly deviated. Let I' E

P\ P1,

i.e., suppose that I' does not have a solution. Then, (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 do not
hold.

Let R=.{r1 , ... ,rm} be the set of indices for which x(r)=l-¢:>rE R. Since (i) does

not hold, R:/;0.
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I show that there exists a sequence of partnerships problems {I'm}C
the property that I'm-+I'.

Let y and v;

?° with

be the output and disutility functions in I'.

Consider the following quantities,

8}= min Jy( a*\ a;)-y( a*\ a:)J
a,,a,1
a; =I= a:

82 =min 8~.
i.

'

82 =0. Choose 0<c<8, and let cm=c/m. Define the following pertubed functions

ym( a)= { y( a)+ cm if a=( a*\an)
y( a)

otherwise.

vfl(a,)={ v;(a;)+cm ifi=n
v,( a,) otherwise.

Observe that the function ym is well defined since there is only one vector of actions of
the

form

If

a

is

not

of

the

form

then

ym( a)- I:,vfl( a,)=y( a)- I:,v,( a,)-cm since the term in cm appears only in vW( an),
If a is of the form a*\an, then, ym(a)-I:,vfl(a,)=y(a)-I:,v,(a,) since the term cm

disappears.

It follows that a* is still efficient in the game

rm.

The difference

ym( )-ym(a*\a,) is equal toy ( )-y(a*\a,)-cm. This expression is equal to zero
r n,r
T n,r
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only if y (
)-y(a*\a;)=tm.
r n,r

Since tm>O, it is necessary that y (
)-y(a*\a;)#O.
r n,r

The choice of 8 insures that whenever y (
)-y(a*\a;)#O, this difference is greater
r n,r
than 8.

Since b>tm, it is not possible to have y (
)-y(a*\a;)=tm. It follows that
r n,r

in each game

rm,

condition (i) of Theorem 2 is satisfied, i.e., 'v m,

rm E P 0 •

Clearly,

Remark Q: It is useful to rewrite Theorem 2 when the cardinalities of the sets of actions
of the partners are different. The reader can easily verify that the following is true.

THEOREM 2 1: Suppose that #A;= T;, where i=l, .. .,n. Then,

n
Tn
rank(B)=E T;-n- E x(r).

i=l

r=l

(3.8) has a solution if and only if either one of the two following
conditions hold

( i)' 'v r, x( r) =0.
(ii)' [3r,

x(r)=l] ⇒ [y*-E v;(a'!')~y ( )-E v;(a;(.f(i))),
i
i
r n,r
i

where

'vi, r(i,.f(i))=r(n,r)].

When either ( i) 1 or ( ii)' hold, the set of solutions is a linear manifold
of dimension l•(n-1)-rank(B).

3.2.2. General sets of actions
I consider general sets of actions.

A; is an abstract set of actions for partner

instance, A; can be taken to be a subset of the Euclidian space Eki.)

i.

(For

The production

function y: A-+IR induces a set of attainable outputs Y (observe that Y does not have
obligatorily a lowest bound here). I will suppose that there exists an efficient vector of
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actions. Assumptions H4-H6 hold. 11 The notation of Section 3.2.1 can be extended in
a straightforward way.

In particular the blocks B(i) in the matrix B have an infinite

(possibly nondenumerable) number of rows and of columns; the elements B( i)( r,c)
continue to satisfy (3.9).

The partnership problem is to find an infinite dimensional

vector s such that the system B•s?:./3

has a solution.

Theorem 3 below is the

extension of Theorem 2 and states that there exists a solution with finite norm to the
partnership problem if conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 hold for any finite
subsystem.

L=(IRn-l)Y

Let

be

the

space

of

all

real

bounded

functions

x(y)=(x1 (y), ... ,xn-l (y)) on the set Y. For instance, if each set of actions is countable,
Y itself is countable and L = IR 00 • I will consider L as a real normed linear space ( L is

always normable, e.g., the sup norm defines L as a Banach space). With this notation,
each row of the matrix B is a vector in L.

Note that by construction, a row

corresponding to a deviation of partner i<n has exactly two nonzero components,
while the rows corresponding to deviations of partner n each have exactly 2 · ( n-1)
nonzero components. A solution to the partnership problem is an element s of the dual

L* such that the inequalities s(Bo:)?:./30: hold (where s(Bo:) denotes the image by s of
the o:-th row of B and /3o: denotes the o:-th element of /3).
A finite subsystem of B•s?:./3 is a system B•s?:]3, where
number of rows and where Vo:, p, Ba=Bp¢:tPo:=/3p,

l3

and P have a finite

Each row of

l3

corresponds to

For each partner i, let

A;

be the union of { a7} and of

the set of actions to which i deviates in the submatrix

B.

Let

a deviation of a given player.

A

(where

cardinality.

A

is the Cartesian product of the

AJ.

Y

be the image by y of

By assumption,

Y

has finite

For xEL, let 1r(x) denote the projection of x on L=(IRn-l)Y.

It is

immediate that a component of Ba is nonzero if and only if this component is in
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1r(Ba).

By finiteness of the dimension, the dual of l coincides with l. Consequently,

it is possible to associate to the subsystem B•s?.'/3 its finite dimensional version B•s?.lJ,
where B

=1r( B), '/3 =1r('/3)

and where s El.

Doing so, a finite subsystem "looks like" a

partnership problem in which each partner has a set of actions with finite cardinality.
I will say that the resulting partnership problem is generated by the finite subsystem
B•s?_'/3. This observation enables me to generalize the result of the preceding section in
a straightforward way.

THEOREM 3:

Consider the real normed linear space L, where the

norm of s is denoted by 11sn.

Then, there exist O~p<oo, sE L* with

Hsll~P such that the system B•s?_/3 admits s as a solution if and only

if conditions ( i) 1-( ii)' of Theorem 2 1 are satisfied for any partnership
problem generated by a finite subsystem B•s?_'/3.

The "only if'' part of this theorem is obvious.

The "if'' part uses the facts that the

unit sphere is weak* -compact, and that compact sets have the finite intersection
property.

Remark

2:

The interpretation of the conditions of Theorem 3 is identical to the

interpretation given m the previous section.
)-y*~:E.(v;(a;(.t(i)))-v;(aT)) implies,
r n,r
z

y (

Note that the previous condition
when

the functions

y

and

V;

are

differentiable, that the marginal product is less than the sum of the marginal
disutilities when the functions are evaluated at observationally equivalent deviations.
We saw in the example of Section 1.2 that it is in general necessary for at least one of
the sets of actions to be unconnected in order to have a solution.
section, unconnectedness is not a sufficient condition.

From the previous

It is now clear why there exist
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efficient mechanisms when a manager is introduced.

If the manager's actions do not

influence in a "continuous" way the output, or if these actions are publicly observable
(for instance, a reorganization of the production process is observable and could be part
of a contract), then condition (i)' of Theorem 2' will always be satisfied.

The next

section illustrates these points in a two person framework.

3.2.3. AN ILLUSTRATION IN THE TWO PERSON CASE
With only two partners, the set of attainable outputs can be represented in IR 2 as a
map of isoquants. I will suppose that the assumptions on y and

V;

The partnership problem in this case is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

of Section 3.1 hold.
S is the locus of

observationally equivalent deviations,

g is the point of S such that, (these points are well defined by concavity)

·{

I *

*

*}

g::mm aES y(a \a;)-_I:
2 v;(a;)=y(a )-_I:
2 v;(a;) .
J=l

J=l

The conditions of Theorem 3 are equivalent to saying that the curve S does not
"enter" the interior of the box delineated by the four points a*, g, (ai ,g 2 ), (g 2 ,ai) (the
dotted area in Figure 2.3).

Clearly, if A;=[O,oo), this will not be the case.

the curve S does not enter the dotted area and a solution exists.

Let

This example

emphasizes that one needs disconnectedness of the set of actions for at least one player
in order to fulfill the conditions of Theorem 3.
By introducing a manager with an action space A 3 ={0,1}, where O means "do
not produce" and 1 means "authorize production", i.e., the manager's actions do not
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have any productive role once production is begun, then efficiency is attained at the
vector ( af

,a; ,1)

and condition (i) of Theorem 3 is trivially satisfied.

Geometrically,

this amounts to saying that the interior of the box delineated by the four points

(ai,a;,1), (~h,g 2 ,1), (af,g 2 ,1), (g 2 ,af ,1) is empty in the IR 3 space (see Figure 2.4). The
fact that the relative interior of this box (the dotted area in Figure 2.4) is not empty
exemplifies the role of budget breaker of the manager. These remarks extend naturally
to n partners.
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s

134
y(a*)

133
132
<a;,a
2

>

131

0

a.1

a.2

a.4

Figure 2.3
A two person example ( without a budget breaker)
[S=set of observationally equivalent deviations]

al
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Figure 2.4

A two person example (with a budget breaker)
[S=set of observationally equivalent deviations]
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4. LIMITED LIABILITY: TWO EXAMPLES 12
Theorem 1 tells us that we can always find a sharing rule for which the partnership is
sustainable.

Because I made no restriction on the sharing rule, it is possible that the

share of one partner is negative.

If the wealth of the partners is finite, or if the

partners cannot borrow money from a financial institution, it is necessary to address
the problem of limited liability of the partners. Limited liability means that a partner
cannot be asked to pay, after production ends, an amount which is superior to his
initial endowment, or to the maximum that he could borrow to pay his debts. 13 This
is equivalent to saying that a partner cannot go bankrupt. (Note that this is a weaker
requirement than individual rationality.)

It is still an open question whether f-EGM

which satisfy a no-bankruptcy condition exist in general.

However, the following

examples should shed some light on this problem.
In the first example, the only €-EGM are in mixed strategy and imply, as

f

goes

to zero, that one partner will have to pay a very large amount. I will argue that if the
partners can sign a contract which does not satisfy the no-bankruptcy condition, then
it is possible for them to sustain €-efficiency with none of them going bankrupt.

The

second example is an example in which no partner goes bankrupt in equilibrium.

I

conjecture that in general, when the sets of actions are "large enough," no partner goes
bankrupt in some equilibrium.

4.1. AN EXAMPLE WITH BANKRUPTCY
There are two partners 1 and 2 who can take one of two actions 1 or 0 ( e.g., work hard
or shirk).

The output function is defined by y(0,0)=y 0 =0, y(O,l)=y(l,0)=y1 =1,

y(l,l)=y 2 =1r, 1r>l. The partners have the same disutility function which is given by
v(0)=0, v(l)=l.

The efficient vector of actions is (1,1) when 1r2:'.:2.

share of the first partner when the output is Y;, where i=0,1,2.

Let ai be the

Thus Y;-a; is the
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share of the second partner.

There will exist a sharing rule a for which (1,1) is a

noncooperative equilibrium if and only if l~o: 2 -o: 1 ~71"-2, i.e., if 71"?_3.

In this case,

there is an infinite number of solutions. Note that only y 1 is attainable by a unilateral
deviation.
When 7rE [2,3), efficiency cannot be sustained. In the context of the example, a
random device is a 4-tuple

P= ( P(0,0),P(l,0),P(0,l ),P(l,1) ), \f i,jE {0,1}, P( i,j) ?_0,

~

P( i,j)
i,j

=1,

where P( i,j) is the probability that the first partner is told to do action i and the
second partner is told to do action j.

These probabilities are common knowledge.

A

group mechanism consists of a pair (P,o:) where a is defined as above. This mechanism
is an equilibrium mechanism if, when a player is told to take action a; E {0,1 }, he has no
incentive to make action a-:p a; when he believes that the other partner will obey the
mechanism.

I.e., if 1 is asked to take action a 1 , he will believe that the other partner

has been asked to take action a2 with probability P(a 1 ,a 2 )/[P(a 1 ,0)+P(a1 ,l)].

This

gives us four incentive compatibility constraints.
( 4.la)

- b· P(0,0) - a• P(0,l)?. - P(0,0)- P(0,l)

(4.lb)

b-P(l,0) +a•P(l,l)?. P(l,0)+P(l,l)

(4.lc)

b-P(0,O) +a•P(l,0)?. (7r-2)·P(l,0)

(4.ld)

-b·P(0,1) - a•P(l,1)?. -(7r-2)·P(l,1).

where a::::o: 2 -o: 1 and b::::o: 1 -o: 0 • Assume that €>0.

A mechanism is an €-equilibrium

mechanism if it is an equilibrium mechanism and if
(4.le)

~

P( i,j)•[y( i,j)-v( i)-v(j)]
i,j

= 71"-2-f,

where 71"-2 is the sum of the utilities of the two partners when they take efficient
actions.

Thus, an €-equilibrium mechanism solves ( 4. la)-( 4.le ).

When 71"?. 3, the
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mechanism in which P(l,1)=1 and l~o: 2 -o: 1~1r-2 1s a 0-equilibrium mechanism.
When 1rE[2,3), there does not exist a 0-equilibrium mechanism.

We know from

Theorem 1 that, for any positive f, there exists an f-equilibrium mechanism.
satisfied if and only if P(l,1) = 1-__L_ .
71"- 2
supposing

that

P(l,1)=1-f.

P(l,1)=1-f.

I will

( 4.le) is

Thus, there is no loss of generality in
restrict

myself to

mechanisms in

which

In this case, it is only necessary to verify that (4.la)-(4.ld) and the

balance condition P(O,O)+P(l,O)+P(O,l)=f are satisfied.
Let 1 > 1 ~f be a scalar. Let (P,o:) be the following mechanism,

P(O 0)-f•(i'+l)-l. P(l 0)-f•(i'+l)-l. P(O 1)-l-f. P(l 1)-1- ·
' - 1·(1+l) '
' 1+1
'
' - i' '
' f,

( 4.2)

where

This mechanism is well defined if J<#-l/ 1 which is always possible by an appropriate
choice of 1 (there are infinitely many I for which this is possible). To verify that this
P(l,1) P(l,O)
mechanism is an f•(1r-2)-equilibrium mechanism, observe that P(O,l)= P(O,O)=i'·
Consequently, (4.la)-(4.ld) are consistent if and only if the following system has a
solution
( 4.3a)

P(O,O)·( b-1)=(1-a) · P(O,l).

(4.3b)

The reader can easily verify that the above values of a and b are the unique solutions
of

this

system.

Let

partners follow a mixed strategy.

There exist an infinite number of values for o:i,
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where i=0,1,2, corresponding to such a and b.

In fact, it can be shown that

equilibrium mechanisms must be of the above form (see Appendix B).

€-

Consequently,

for this example, for any c, there exist an infinite number of c-equilibrium mechanisms,
all parametrized by a scalar 1 .
The details in Appendix B explain why there is no solution when P(l,1)=1, i.e.,
when we try to enforce the efficient vector of actions.

By introducing nonzero (but

negligible) probabilities that the partners will take inefficient actions one can induce
them to almost always take an efficient action.

Remark

I: A mechanism is here a point in the space E:::~ 3 xE( Y), where ~ 3 is the 3-

dimensional simplex and E( Y)
outputs.

=U E( y),

where the union is taken over the possible

We can define the product topology in E and we have as a consequence a

natural measure of distance between mechanisms.

If we define a correspondence

</>

which maps each c in the set of c-equilibrium mechanisms (P(c),s(c)) of E, it is clear
that v'c>0, ,p(c)i-0 and that ¢ is continuous on (0,1] but is discontinuous at 0.

In

fact, Jim ¢(c)=0, and ¢ is not upper-hemicontinuous at 0 (note that ¢ is trivially
d0
lower-hemicontin uous). •

After straightforward, but tedious, computations, it can be shown that as d0,
i.e., -yjoo, a-+1r-2, b-+oo.

Since b:::o: 1 -o: 0 , either o: 1 -+oo or o: 0 -+-oo.

Thus, one

partner will have to pay a very large amount when y 1 or Yo is produced.

If both

partners have finite initial endowments or do not have enough assets to borrow the
necessary amount of money, they will know that for small c, one of them will not be
able to meet his or her financial obligations. Does this mean that such mechanisms are
not feasible for small c?

Suppose that partner 1 has to pay a very large amount to
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partner 2 when output y 0 is produced. Suppose that when 1 is not able to pay, 2 can
seek compensation before the legal authorities ( there exist criminal courts and financial
commitments can be enforced) and lead to a situation that is comparable to "ruin",
"lifetime in jail", "death" or other "worst outcome" for 1. With the proposed sharing
rules, 1 will avoid taking action O whenever there is a nonzero probability that 2 takes
action 0, since there is a small probability that he will be ruined (note that (4.la)(4.lb) are incentive compatible conditions only if partner 1 believes that the sharing
rule a is feasible). Knowing this, 2 will take action 1 or O given that 1 takes action 1 if
he expects that 2 will take action O with positive probability, and given the initial
sharing rules, but ignoring the correlated device. It can be shown that for small f, a is
never equal to 71"-2. (Precisely, it can be shown that a>( <)7r-2 as 8~(> )2·(1-f)/c)
Consequently, 2 will want to put all the probability mass on action O (1) when
l-a 1 >( <) 7r-a 2 -1.

(1,1) cannot be sustained as a Nash equilibrium; consequently,

only (1,0) can be an equilibrium.

But (1,0) could have been enforced as a Nash

equilibrium (choose a 1 ~a 0 +1 and a 2 -a 1 ~7r-2). Thus there was no need to design an
f-mechanism in which 1 commits to be ruined if

Yo

is realized!

The previous paragraph points out the consequences of designing an fequilibrium mechanism and "forgetting" the feasibility of the mechanism. In that case
nothing is gained for the partners since their expected utility is zero.

However, the

idea that players can commit to infeasible sharing rules is potentially interesting.

By

committing to a sharing rule in which he will be ruined if output y 0 is realized, partner
1 commits credibly to take action 1 whenever there is a positive probability that
partner 2 takes action 0.

With mechanisms defined by ( 4.2), partner 2 will never be

indifferent between the two actions and will always choose action O in equilibrium
(because the incentive compatibility constraints which correspond to the f-mechanism
when the feasibility constraint is "forgotten" implies that such indifference is not
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possible).

There is consequently a simple solution to the partnership problem if we

accept the possibility of a player to commit to infeasible sharing rules: let a 0 be so
large (negatively) that partner 1 will not be able to pay such amount and will have a
utility of -oo if y 0 is realized.

Let a 2 -a 1 =71"-2 and let, for c>0, P(l,0)=c,

P(l,l)=l-c, P(0,0)=P(0,1)=0. Thus, the correlated device P corresponds to partner
1 using a pure strategy and partner 2 using a mixed strategy. Because c>0, partner 1
wants to play 1 and partner 2 is indifferent (ex-ante) between his two pure strategies,
so he can as well obey the device P (he cannot use c=0 since this will not be an
equilibrium).
This reasoning is correct as long as we believe in the possibility for players to
commit themselves to schemes which are not feasible.

Observe that such schemes are

not trembling hand perfect, since if partner 1 believes that there is a small probability
that he will tremble, he will never agree to sign contracts in which he can be ruined).
These mechanisms have some appeal.

They correspond, to a certain extent, to an

attenuation of Schelling's (1963) ideas, later developed by Crawford (1982), that
impasses in bargaining situations arise because the bargainers try to convince their
opponent(s) that they will not retreat from certain strategies, i.e., try to attain the
best bargaining positions.

With partnerships, impasses (to attain efficiency) arise

because the players might not be able to commit credibly to actions which are best for
both of them.

According to Schelling, players can destroy a unit of production or go

on strike in order to commit to a line of action.
efficient

action

contingencies.

by signing a

Here a player commits to taking an

contract in which

he can be ruined for certain
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4.2. AN EXAMPLE WITH NO BANKRUPTCY
There are two partners with the same set of actions {0,1,2}.
disutility functions are symmetric, i.e., y( a1 ,a 2 )=ya +a
1

2

,

The output and the

v1 ( a)=vi a)=v( a).

The

parameters of the example are

v(0)=O; v(l)=l; v(2)=3.
Efficiency is attained at (1,1), the output is

y 2 =3.5

and the sum of the utilities is 1.5.

I will use here reasoning which is close in spirit to the observations made in Section 3
and in the example of Section 1.2. Consider the following probability measures

P 1 (0)=t 1 , P 1 (1)=1-t 1 , P 1 (2)=0,
Pi0)=O, P 2 (1)=1-t 2 , Pi2)=t 2 ,
where f;E(0,1).

The resulting random device has the property that the messages that

each partner receives are not correlated.

With these probability measures, there is a

zero probability that, when the partners obey the device, output levels y 4 and y 0 are
observed.

Moreover, if either one of these output levels is observed, then it is possible

to know precisely who deviated.

Indeed, to obtain output y 4 it is necessary that

partner 1 uses action a 1 =2 and to obtain output
action a 2 =0.

y0

it is necessary that partner 2 uses

Let A 1 ={0,1}, A 2 ={1,2}, and suppose that it is possible to find a

sharing rule s such that (.P,s) is an E-EGM of the game in which A 1 and A 2 are the
sets of actions and in which

P coincides

with P=P1 ·P2 over A 1 ©A 2 • Then it is easy to

obtain an t-EGM for the original game. Indeed, if y 4 is observed, give a large negative
amount to partner 1 and if y 0 is observed, give a large negative amount to partner 2.
Because, deviations are informative when y 4 or y 0 are observed, it is indeed possible to
punish the player who deviates. Figure 2.5 illustrates this reasoning.
The gray area is the "reduced" game that I consider, and it corresponds to the
actions which are supported by P 1 and P 2 • It is clear from the figure why punishments
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are possible.

Let ak be the share of the first partner when the output is yk.

simple algebra to show that for

P

It is

as given above, the sharing rule s which solves the

following system is such that (?,s) is an c-EGM of the reduced game (where c is a

When c 1 and c 2 are close to 0, i.e., when we get close to full efficiency, it is possible to
choose a 3 in such a way that a 3 E(0,5), a 2 E(0,3.5) and a 1 E(0,2), i.e., such that no
partner goes bankrupt even when they have a zero initial endowment.

Out of the

equilibrium, e.g., when partner 1 uses action a 1 =2 or partner 2 uses action a 2 =0, for
any pair (c 1 ,c 2 ), there exists a large enough punishment when y 4 or y 0 are observed
which will deter the partners from deviating.
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Figure 2.5
An e-group mechanism
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5. PROOFS
I will use below the following result of Fan that I present here as a lemma.

LEMMA 2 (Fan):

Let {xv} vE I be a family of elements in a real

normed linear space X, and let {,8 v} vE I be a corresponding family of
real numbers.

Then for any p~O, the following two conditions are

equivalent:

( i)

There exists a continuous linear functional f on X with

llfll~P

such that .f(xv)~,Bv, where vEI.

(ii)

For any number m of indices v 1 ,v2 , ... ,vm of I and for any m

positive numbers A1 , A2 , .. . ,Am, the inequality

(5.1)

holds.

Proof:

Theorem 12, pages 123-125 in Fan (1956).

It follows from Theorem 1, the

compactness (in the weak*-topology on X*) of the set

{fE X*I Ull~P}

(Alaoglu's

Theorem) and a separating hyperplane argument. D

5.1. PROOFS OF THE RESULTS OF SECTION 2
Sketch of the proof:

Hl-H3 hold.

Let I'=({A;},{vJ,y) be a partnership problem.

Let a* be an efficient vector of actions (existence is assumed).

construct a sequence of games I'r=({Af},{vf},yr) as follows.

A; CA; is a finite set of actions such that for all i,
nested, i.e.,

I suppose that

r>r' ⇒ A[:JA(

Define A;"°=

U

rEZ+

a7EA;.

For each r (rEZ+),
The sequence {Af}

Af, Ar:: 0 Af, A 00 :: 0 A;"°.
z

I

z

It

IS

IS
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always possible to find sequences {A.f} such that A. 00 is dense in A. (e.g., choose A.;
such that the Hausdorff distance between A.f and A.; is less than 1/ r).
defined, yr and
on A. r,

v; and

vf are the restrictions of

V;

y and of

V;

Once A. r is

to A. r and A.f (i.e., yr and y agree

agree on A.;).

I will show that for any subgame rr, there exists an £-equilibrium group
mechanism ( pr ,sr). The proof will be constructive; the probability measure that I will
use has the property that the conditional beliefs of a player about the messages
received by the other players are independent of his own message. In other words, the
event

a;

and A.j.

is independent of the event

aj,

for any partners i and j and any actions in A.i

It can easily be shown that the sequence {Pr} converges weakly to a

probability measure P 00 on ( A. 00 ,..A 00 ). I will suppose that there is no sharing rule s 00
such that the pair ( pOO ,s00 ) is an f-EGM of the game

r 00

and reach a contradiction

since this would imply that there exists r large enough for which there is no sharing
rule sr such that (Pr,sr) is an e:-EGM of the game rr. To finish the proof, I will show
that there is an extensions of s 00 such that (pOO,s) is an f-EGM of the game I' (this
will follow the continuity of y and

V;

and the denseness of A. 00 in A.). H3 is used only

in the last part of the proof. Existence of f-EGM when the sets of actions are discrete
or countable does not depend on the continuity of the functions y or vi.

5.1.1. Finite games
Otherwise stated, the next results are related to the finite games rr.

To save

notation, I will suppress the superscript r. The first result shows that assumption H2
implies a lower bound on the cardinality of the set of output levels.

T; is the

cardinality of the set of actions of partner i and l is the cardinality of the set of
outputs.
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LEMMA 3:

Under H2, l=#Y?:.

n

I:

T;-n+l.

i=l

Proof:

Start with the vector (a 1 (1), ... ,an(l)) of A.

By varying a 1 in A 1 \{a 1 (1)}, H2

implies that one can obtain T 1 -1 different levels of output.

levels of output.

From H2, each output

Consider the vector

y(( a 1 ( T 1 ),a 2 , ... ,an(l)) is greater than

the same argument as before, by varying a; in A;\{a;(l)}, one can obtain T;-1 levels
of outputs, all different from the previous levels of outputs.

By doing the same

reasoning for all the partners, the result follows. D

In the following, I will consider the case in which the probability measure P is
such that there exist probability measures P 1 , .. . ,Pn such that

which is equivalent to supposing that the partners follow mixed strategies.
case, the conditional probability measure is given by P(a_ila;)=TI

.-1-

In such a

_Pj(a). I will

J-,- z

write ( a;-+ a;) to denote that partner i takes ( deviates to) action a; when he is told to
do action

a;

and I will denote by El( a;-+ a;) the corresponding equilibrium condition.

We have,

The first line is the content of El(a;-+a;), the second line refers to El(a;-+a;)-

Let
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a;

supp(P;) be the set of ai such that P;( ai)>O.

If ai and

then there must be an equality in El( a;--+ a;).

This is the well known fact that, in a

are in the support of P;,

mixed strategy equilibrium, every player must be indifferent between the pure
strategies that he plays with positive probability.

If a;Esupp(P;) and a;(J.supp(P;),

partner i must (at least weakly) prefer the first action, i.e., El(a;--+a;) must be
satisfied with an inequality.
It follows that condition El can be written

These conditions can be represented in matrix form by B-s?:./3, where the rows
of the matrix B correspond to deviations ( a;(h)--+a;(P) ), if a;(h)Esupp(P;). Precisely,

(5.2)

B(l)

0

0

0

B(2)

0

0

0

B(n-l)

B=
B(n) B(n)

Each

matrix

B(i)

IS

B(n)

a

[#supp( P;) ·( T;-l)]x l

matrix,

with

row

elements

B(i)( a;(h)--+a;(P) ), where a;(h)Esupp(P;) and where the k-th element of this vector is,
(5.3) For i<n,
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C (xc(a)=l if aEC, xc(a)=O if a~C).

partners can take and which together with

E(yk;a;) is the set of actions that the other
ai

generate output yk.

The reason for the expressions in (5.3) is the following. If i is told to do a;, he
will compare his expected utility of obeying the machine and playing
expected utility of disobeying it and playing ii;.

a;

versus his

I.e., partner i will compare the

probability of obtaining a given output yk under each possibility. The term in (5.3) is
the difference between these two probabilities. If s;(yk) is the share of partner i (i<n)
if output yk is observed, then the variation in his expected revenues when output yk is
observed is equal to B(i)(a;-+a;)(yk)·s;(Yk). It follows that the total variation in
expected revenues for partner i is

Partner i will compare this value to his variation in disutility which is equal to

The

conditions

corresponding

to

partner

n

include

the

balance

condition

E

s;(y). For this reason, the expression in (5.3) is not the variation in
i-:j:.n
expected revenue of partner n when output yk is observed. Similarly, the term
sn(Y)=y-

,B( an-+ i'in) is not his variation in disutility.
s is a vector in ( IRn- l ) 1 with the interpretation that the first n-1 components

are the shares of partners 1, 2, ... , n-1 of output y 1 , etc. ,Bis a

E

T;-n vector where
z
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the first T 1 -1 components are equal to

and similarly for the first n-1 first partners.

For the last partner, the last Tn-l

components are equal to

I will say that the probability measure P; is complete when supp(P;)=A;, i.e.,
when each action can be played with positive probability ( this corresponds to the
notion of completely mixed strategy).

If the probability measure is complete for a

partner, then the incentive conditions for this partner are equalities.

Indeed, if the

incentive conditions El( a;(l )-+ a;( h)) are satisfied when h varies in {1, ... , T; }, then all
incentive conditions

El( a;(h)-+a;(k)) are also satisfied (by taking the difference

between El( a;(l)-+a;(h)) and El(a;(l)-+a;(k)).

It follows that it is enough to

consider deviations from a;(l) for any partner i when all the probability measures P;
are complete.

LEMMA 4:

independent

For

any

whenever

z, the I-vectors B(i)( a;(l)-+a;(h))) are
the

probability

measures

P;

satisfy

Proof of Lemma 4: Suppose that for each i, P;(a;(T;))>O. For each partner i, denote
by mi( a;) the maximum index of the output that it is possible to attain when i takes
From H2, y

(

mi a;

) is
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always equal to y(a_;(T_;),a;), where a_;(T_;) is a short hand notation for Vj=/=i,

ai=a/Ti). Also from H2 it follows that ViE{l, ... ,n}, VjE{l, ... ,T;},

B(i)( a;(l)-+a;(h))(ym;(a;))=o, if a,(h)<a;,
(5.4)

B( i)( a;(l )-+ a;( h) )( y)= 0, if y> Ym;( a;( h) )'
B(

i)( a;(l)-+ a;(h) )( ym;( a;(h)))= ko i Pk( ak( T k) ), if i< n,

B(n)( an(l)-.an(h) )( Ymn( an(h)))=k~n Pk( ak( Tk)).
Suppose that the vectors B(i)( a;(l)-.a;(h)) are dependent.

Then there exist T;-1

scalars >..(h) such that for all yk,

From (5.4), >..( T;)=O, otherwise,

since the terms B(i)( a;(l)-.a;(h) )(Yz) are all equal to zero for h< T;.

>..(T;)=O, it must be true that >..(T;-1)=0 for the same reason as above.

Given that
Repeating

the same reasoning finishes the proof since there are T;-1 rows in B(i). D

LEMMA 5:

there

Suppose that Hl and H2 are satisfied.

For any t:>0,

exists probability measures P 1 , .. . ,Pn such that for all i,

P;(ai)>l-6, such that the probability measures P 1 , ••• ,Pn-l are
complete and such that there exists a sharing rule for which ( P,s) is
an t:-EGM.
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Proof of Lemma 5: Since P;(ai)>l-8, it is possible to choose c>l-(1-8)n. Thus, it
is enough to check the equilibrium conditions.

The proof is by induction.

Consider

probability measures P 1 , ••• ,Pn-l such that for all i<n, P;(ai)>l-8, and P; is
complete.

From Lemma 4, the rows of each submatrix B( i), i2: 1, are independent

since for all i, P;(a;(T;))>O.

I fix the sets of actions of partners 1 to n-1. I want to

show that the assertion of the lemma is true for any set of actions of partner n.

Induction hypothesis: Given sets A 1 , .. . ,An- l' the statement of Lemma 5 is true for

any partnership problem satisfying assumptions Hl-H2 in which the set of actions of
the n-th partner has less than T n actions.

The induction hypothesis is true if Tn=l.

In this case, An={a~} and the

matrix Bin (5.2) can be written in the form

B=

B(l)

0

0

0

B(2)

0

0

0

B(n-1)

smce partner n cannot deviate.

By completeness of the probability measures P;, for

i<n, the rows of each submatrix B(i) consist of the deviations ( a;(l)-+a;(h)), h2:2.
From Lemma 4, each submatrix is of full rank. It follows that the matrix B itself is of
full rank.
breaker.
strategies.

Note that when An is a singleton, partner n plays the role of budget
We will see in Theorem 2 that, in this case, a* is sustainable in pure
Here, I have proved that there are infinitely many c-EGM in which the

probability measures of at least n-1 partners are complete.
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I suppose that the induction hypothesis is true for partnership problems in
which the set An has Tn actions and I show that it is true at Tn+l.

Case

l: ai'i<an(Tn+l). In this case, it is possible to set Pn(an(Tn+l))=O without

contradicting

the

choice

consideration is defined by
problem

Pn(a'ri)>l-8.

of

The

I'=( {A;},{ v;},YJ·

partnership

problem

under

Consider the reduced partnership

I'=( {A;},{ v;},fl} where,

(5.5a)

1)} ·

(5.5b)

An= An\ { an ( T n +

(5.5c)

fl agrees with yon A (i.e., fl=y on A).

(5.5d)

Vi,

V;

agrees with

V;

on

A;

(e.g.,

V;=V;

on A; when i<n, vn=vn on

By the induction hypothesis and by (5.5a), there exist probability measures

P 1 , ... ,Pn-l on A 1 , .•. ,An-l which are complete such that P/a7)>1-c5, and a
probability measure

B•s?.!J

Pn

on An such that

Pn( a'ri) > 1-8

for which the resulting system

has a solution. From (5.5a)-(5.5c), the range of fl is

In particular, the maximal output that can be attained in the partnership game I'
cannot be attained in the partnership game

I'.

Indeed, from H2,

Because the probability measures P; are complete for i<n, if partner n uses the
probability measure

Pn

in the original partnership game I', it is known that the
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output Yz cannot be attained when every partner follows the instructions of the device.
Moreover, if Yz is observed while the device CJ=\P;,i<n,Pn) is used, then it must be
true that partner n deviated.
From above, in the game
conditions of the lemma.

I',

there exists an f-EGM (CJ,s) which satisfies the

From (5.6), the sharing rule

when Yz is observed since Yz does not belong to

Y,

s

does not specify the shares

the range of

fl. It follows that in

order to prove that there exists a sharing rules defined on Y such that the pair (CJ,s) is
and f-EGM of I', it is necessary and sufficient to show that partner n does not want to
deviate to an ( T n + l).
s(y)=s(y).
the games

Consider the sharing rules s on Y which satisfy, V yE Y,

Let Un(CJ,s) and Un(CJ,s) be the expected utility function of partner n in

I'

and I' respectively. We have

=

L

.n

P;(a;)•sn(y(a-n,an(Tn+l)))

a-nEA-n i=/=n

Define arbitrary values for s;(y), i=l,2, ... ,n when yE

Y\( YU{yz}).

Define s(yz) in

such a way that

Un(CJ,s)(a'ii)-

L
a-nEA-n

This expression is well defined by completeness of the measures P;,

The new sharing
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rule s is well defined since the shares of the partners for any output level in Y are well
defined.

From

the

value

of

s 7i{Yz),

it

1s

immediate

that

the

difference

'
*
Recall that Pn(an)>l-8,
and that
Un(GJ,s)(a'i'.i)= Un(GJ,s)(a';;) since outputs in Y\

Y

are not attainable when every

It follows that in the game I', when partner n believes

partner obeys the device GJl.

that the other partners obey the device 'P, he does not want to deviate to action
Partner

an It supp( P n) \ { an( T n +
reduced game
outputs in

Y.

I'

n

1)}

does

not

want

to

deviate

to

actions

since he did not want to deviate to these actions in the

and since by deviating to such actions partner n can generate only
Thus, it is an equilibrium strategy for partner n to follow the

instructions of the device GJl in the game I'. It is obviously an equilibrium strategy for
the other partners to follow the instructions of the device GJl since the games I' and

I'

"look" the same for these partners in terms of incentives when the device assigns a zero
probability to action an( T n + 1 ).

Case 2,: a';;=an(Tn+l).

It is possible to replicate exactly the reasoning of case 1 by

considering the reduced game

I',

where (5.5b) is replaced by

(5.5b 1)

Lemma 5 proves the following theorem.

THEOREM 4: For any partnership game with finite sets of actions

which satisfies Hl-H2, for any positive €, there exists an €-equilibrium
group mechanism.

Moreover, for any €>0, there exists 8(€)>0 , 8(€)

an increasing function of€, such that there exists an f.-EGM (P,s)
with the property that the game induced by s has a mixed strategy
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equilibrium in which each partner assigns a probability greater than

l-8(€) to his efficient action.

Proof:

Lemma 5 gives an example of €-EGM which satisfies the conditions of the

theorem. D

5.1.2. General sets of actions-A convergence result
From Theorem 4, for any €>0, each game
sequence of €-EGM.
Lemma 4.

rr

has an €-EGM.

Let {(Pr,sr)} be a

Such a sequence exists by Theorem 4 and by the construction in

Each probability measure pr can be looked at as a probability measure on

Ar or as a probability measure on A whose support is Ar.

A first lemma establishes

that the sequence {Pr} is weakly convergent.

LEMMA 6:

The sequence {Pr} converges weakly to a probability

measure on A.

Proof:

By Prohorov Theorem (Billingsley (1968)), the family of probability measures

{Pr} is relatively compact if it is tight.
separability of A.

Tightness follows completeness and

□

Since A 00 is the limit of the sets Ar ( the supports of the measures pr,) there
exists a measure of probability on (A 00 ,.A 00 ) which is the limit of some subsequence of

{Pr}.

I call p00 this limit.

Thus, the set A\A 00 has pOO-measure zero.

solution to the partnership problem
condition El( ai-+ a;) is satisfied.

B-s00 '?_j3, where B, s 00 and

/3

r 00

s 00 is a

when the correlated device is pOO if each

These conditions can be written in matrix form

have the same interpretation as in Section 5.1.1.

I will
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consider the vector

B(i)(a;->a;) to be a vector in the space L::(IRn-l)Yo"

corresponding to the row ( a;-+ a;) of the matrix B ( Yo" is the set of possible output
levels when the set of joint actions is A 00 ). With an abuse of notation, I will denote by
B( i)( a;-+ a;)( yk) the element in the column corresponding to output yk and in the row

corresponding to the deviation ( a;-+ a;) of the submatrix B( i). Note that because ? 00
has countable support, the set of outputs that can be attained when i deviates to

a;

(in

Af) while he expects the other partners to take actions in A::'; is also countable. As
in Section 5.1.1, it can be shown that (recall that a;Esupp;(pOO), anEsupp;(pOO).)

(5.7)
if i<n

where the notation has the same interpretation as in Section 5.1.

LEMMA 7: There exists a sharing rule s 00 such that ( ? 00 ,s00 ) is an

€-EGM of the game

r 00 •

Moreover,

s00

is bounded

(lls00 11~P,

some

p).

Proof: Suppose that there does not exist a sharing s 00 rule such that ( pOO ,s00 ) is an
EG M of

r 00 •

p00 for some

f-

Clearly, because E2 is independent of the sharing rule, E2 is satisfied at
f

since E2 is satisfied at any pr.

Consequently, it is only necessary to

check El. I apply Lemma 2.
From Lemma 2, for any p>O, there exist a finite set of indices J={(a;->a;)}
and positive numbers A( a;-+ a;) such that
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I will argue that this leads to a contradiction.
there exists

r

By construction of the sequence {A;},

large enough such that all the actions in the deviations of J are in Ar for

r~r.

Since (5.8) is true for any p, it is true for any pr, where pr is such that

Case

1: 1r;:..\(ai-ai)·B(i)(ai-ai)ll:;t=0. Let 8(p,..\) be the difference between the right

hand side and the left hand side in ( 5.8).

To obtain a contradiction, it is enough to

show that there is r large enough such that the absolute value (where p> pr)

is strictly less than 8(p,..\), where Br refers to the (finite dimensional) matrix (5.9)
induced by the game

rr.

Precisely,

(5.9')

where the summation is taken over A'::'; instead of A:i because for any a_;EA':'.';\A:;,
Pr(a_;la;)=O.

For any v, there exists r large enough, such that for all a_;EA':'.';,

l_p<X>(a_;laJ-Pr(a_;la;)l<v (since _p<X> has countable support and since pr ---+P00 ).
The right hand side of equality (5.9') is linear in Pr(•la;)- Thus, for any
there exists r large enough (i.e., v small enough,) such that,

,>0,
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can be made as small as we want (since J is finite) by choosing r large enough.

It

follows that the difference between the norms in (5.9) can be made less than o(p,>..)
since the norm is a continuous operator. Thus, inequality (5.8) holds in the game rr
for p>pr. This contradicts the fact that (Pr,sr) is an c-EGM of rr.

Case

i: llo/>..(a;-+a;)·B(i)(a;-+ai)11=0.

This implies that for all level of output

ykEyoo, I;>..(ai-+a;)•B(i)(a;-+a;)(yk)=O.
J

In particular, this is true for any ykE yr_

As in case 1, we can deduce that there exists r large enough such that the difference
/o/>..(a;-+a;)•Br(i)(ai-+a;)(yk)I is as small as we want (this expression is well defined
for ykE Yr).

But then, we conclude that there exists r for which, inequality (5.8) hold.

This is a contradiction.
Combining cases 1 and 2, the lemma is proved. 0

To finish the proof of Theorem 3, I will show that there exists a sharing rule defined on
Y such that the pair (.P°° ,s) is an c-EGM of the game I'.

the functions y and

V;

This is where continuity of

becomes important.

LEMMA 8: Suppose that assumptions Hl-H3 are satisfied.

Then,

there exists an extension s of iX! to Y such that the pair ( P 00 ,s) is
an c-EGM of I'.

Proof:

Y is a subset of IR and can be considered as a metric space, with the usual

metric.

By continuity of the output function

the set

yoo

yE Y\

yoo,

is dense in Y.

y

and by denseness of the set A 00 in A,

Precisely, the closure of

there exists a sequence

{i}c Y00

yoo

is Y, i.e., for any output

such that y=lim i. Define for i=j:.n,
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s;'°(y)

if yE

yoo

lim
inf
s;'°(l)
8 !0 l E yoonN(y,8)

if y~

yoo,

s;(y)={

where N(y,8) is the ball around y of radius 8. By Lemma 7, s;'°(l) is bounded for any
Moreover, the sequence {inf{ s;'°(yk):

l EN(y,8) }, 8>0} is monotone

increasing in 8. Thus, the limit exists and s;(Y) is well defined for i=,=n. For partner n,
define sn(Y) as the residual y-}:
rule.

i=/= n

s;(y).

s is consequently a well defined sharing

The claim is that (F°°,s) is an c-EGM of the game I'.

Clearly, it is only

necessary to verify that the equilibrium conditions are satisfied since the sum of the
expected utilities under the mechanism (P 00 ,s) coincide with the sum that is obtained
under the group mechanism ( P 00 ,s00 ) in the game

r 00

(in equilibrium, no actions in

A \A 00 are taken).

Suppose that (F°°,s) is not an c-EGM.

Then, for some partner i=,=n, there

exist actions a;EA;'° and a;EA;\A;'° such that,

I.e., i wants to deviate to an action which does not belong to supp;(P00 ) when he is
told to do an action a; which is in supp;(?°°).

By denseness of the set A;'°, there

exists a sequence {af}cA;'° such that a;=lim a~. By definition of the sharing rules,
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The first equality is by definition of s.
infimum over a subset.

The first inequality follows since we take the

The second inequality follows the continuity of

v;(ah=v;(a;)) and the fact that I:(inf)~inf(I:)-

V;

(lim inf

Consequently, there exists k large

enough such that

but this contradicts the fact that ( P 00 ,s 00 ) is an c-EGM of the game

r 00 •

From the previous arguments, for each iinEAn \A~\ there exists a~ such that
the difference

is as small as we want.

By continuity of y and of vn, it follows that partner n has no

incentive to deviate to an action in An \A~ (otherwise, one obtains a contradiction by
using the same reasoning as for a partner i=/=n).

□

Finally, all the reasoning could have been made when the probability device is
such that the actions of the players are independent random variables, i.e., when we
consider a sequence of c-EGM for which the device corresponds to a mixed strategy
equilibrium of the game induced by the sharing rule.
proved. D

Theorem 1 is consequently
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5.2.
Proof of Lemma

1:

PROOFS OF THE RESULTS OF SECTION 3

From H4, l?:_T. It follows that there are at least (n-l)•Tcolumns

in the matrix B. By construction, there are n•(T-1) rows in B. First, I show that the
(n-l)·(T-1) first rows of Bare independent.

From (3.9), if "-1" appears in row r

and column c of the block B( i), then it must be true that c= r( i,r). Consider j=f. i and
suppose that there exists r1 such that -1 appears in row r1 and column c of the block

B .. By construction, it must be true that
J

[r( i,r)-r(j,r1)]·( n- l) + i-j=O.
Since i=f.j, li-jl<n-1 and li-jl/(n-1)<1, which is a contradiction.
follows.

Consider now the block B(n).

Independence

In row r of this block n-1 ones appear

between columns (r(n,r)-l)·(n-1)+1 and r(n,r)•(n-l). Since r=f.r1 ⇒ r(n,r)=f.r(n,r1 ),
it follows that the other elements of the above columns of the matrix B(n) consist of
zeros. Independence follows.
It is now enough to consider the case when one of the rows of B( n) is dependent

of the rows of the matrix obtained by deleting the rows of B( n).

Suppose that there

exist scalars A( i,k), not all zero, such that

3r, Ve, B(n)(r,c)=E
i=f.n

E

T-1

A(i,k)•B(i)(k,c).

k=l

From (3.9), for (r(n,r)-l)·(n-l)+l::;c::;r(n,r)·(n-1), B(n)(r,c)=l. For these values
of

c,

B(i)(k,c)=-l

if

c=r(i,k)

E

E

and

B(i)(k,c)=O

otherwise.

Since

for

T-l

A(i,k)•B(i)(k,c)=l, it must be true that for
i=f.n k=l
each i there exists exactly one k such that A( i,k) =f.O, i.e., such that A( i,k) = -1, and
(t-l)·(n-l)+l::;c::;t-(n-1),

such that r(i,k)=r(n,r).

Reciprocally, if the condition Vi=f.n, 3k=JU), r(i,k)=r(n,r),

then the r-th row of the block B( n) is equal to the opposite of the sum of the rows f( i)
of each block B( i), i=f. n. Thus, the rank of B is indeed determined by the condition of
the lemma. 0
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Proof of Theorem

1.:

I use a basic result of linear algebra, ( e.g., Fan (1956:Theorem

1)) which tells us that the system

B•s?./3 has a solution in s if and only if when there

exist non-negative scalars A( i,k) such that
(5.10)

'v'c=l, ... ,(n-l)•(T-1),

Ln

i=l

LT-lA(i,k)•B(i)(k,c)=O
k=l

then

If B is of full rank, the result is immediate since the scalars are all equal to zero. From

Lemma 1, this is equivalent to (i) of Theorem 2. Suppose that the rank of Bis one less
than its number of rows.
that

x(r)=l

and

that

From Lemma 1, it follows that there exists a unique r such
A(i,k):;i:O

if

and

only

if

a;(k)=J(i),

/E'i'f 0(r)

and

A(i,J(i))/A(n,r)=+l. Thus, (5.10) implies, in this case,
(5.11)

'v' c, B( n)( r,c)= - I:

B( i)(.ft_i),c).
i# n

Observe that (5.11) is the only possibility.

In particular, there cannot exist gE 'i'f 0(r),

g:;if such that 'v'c, B(n)(r,c)=-~·[1:

B(i)(J(i),c))+I:
B(i)(g(i),c))). Indeed, if
i:;in
i:;in
this were true, then 'v'i:;in, r(i,J(i))=r(i,g(i)) where J(i)#g(i), which is impossible by

H4.

Existence of a solution to (3.8) is now equivalent to the fact that the following

inequality holds,

/3 n( r) + I:

i# n

/3 i(J( i)) ~ 0.

This can be rewritten as

since 'v'i:;in, r(i,J(i))=r(n,r), it follows that
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(5.12)
From Lemma 1 and the above observations, it is clear that (5.12) holds if and
only if 3r1 , ... ,3rh, h-.5.E

T-1

x(r), such that Vk, A(n,rk):;60, it must be true that
r=l
A(i,r):;60 if and only if 3k, such that r=fk(i). In this case A(i,fk(i))=A(n,rk) and

Applying (5.12) h times finishes the proof of (ii) of Theorem 2.

The maximum

dimension of a linear manifold contained in the solution set is equal to the dimension of
the original space minus the maximum of independent linear functionals, i.e., is
l•(n-1)-rank(B), (Fan (1956:Theorem 7)). D

Proof of Theorem .:?.:

The proof of this theorem uses Lemma 2.

An immediate

corollary of Lemma 2 is that (5.1) holds for some p when the left hand side is nonzero
if and only if the expression on the right hand side of (5.1) is finite for any A and any
m

indices (i1 ,r1 ) ... (im,rm)-

In that case, choose p=sup[E

m

j=l

A(i-,r•)•,Bi-(r-)] where
J J

J

J

A(i .,r -)>0 and IIEm A(i-,r-)•B(i-)(r•)ll=l; see also Theorem 13 in Fan (1956).
1 1
j=l J J
J
J

Define,

Em

j= 1

A(i-,r;.)·B(i -)(r;.)ll=sup1Em
J

J

1

J

C

j= 1

A(i-,r-2 )·B(i-)(r-,c),.
J

j

J

J

''
Clearly, this norm is equal to zero if and only if the vectors B(;j)(r;} are positively
dependent.

Moreover, it is easy to see that this norm is finite since the matrix B is

bounded (from the discussion in the text, the element of L which consists of "1" is an
upper bound for the row elements of B).
Consider first the case of independence. By setting the above norm equal to 1
implies that the scalars are bounded. It will follow that p is finite.
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all rj.

I:

Thus, (5.1) holds for such indices.

Reorder the indices i1 , ... ,im such that if :lk

definition,

I:

m

j=l

j=l

,\(i•,r-)•,Bi.(r.)::;O smce ,8n(r -):,:;0 for
J J

J

J

1

If such a k does not exist, let k::m+l.

s.t. ik=n, then ij=n, for all /'?_k.

(5.13)

m

If 'v'j=l, ... m, i -=n, then the. sum
1

By

,\(i-,r•)•,Bi.(r-) is equal to

"L....

j:,:;k-l

J J

J

J

,\(i-,r-)•[v•
J J
z. (a~z. )-v.z. (a.z, (rJ-))]
J

J

J

J

where 'v'i., r. =r• if a. (r. )<a~ and r. =r- +1 if a. (r. )>a~. The second term in
J
zj
zj
zj zj
zj
zj
zj
zj zj
zj
the sum is finite and nonpositive.
exists j for which

V·

tj

Suppose that the set of indices is such that there

(a- (r•))=oo. Then, the sum in (5.13) is equal to -oo. Thus, the
tj J

supremum p must be finite.
Consider now the case of dependence.

With the previous notation, and

recalling the arguments of Lemma 1, since (5.1) must be true for any dependent
system, it must be true for {(1,.f(l)),(2,.f(2)), ... ,(n-1,.f(n-1)),(n,r))}, where,

'v'i,

r(i,.f(i))=r(n,r). In this case, 'v'ij' ,\(ij,ri)=l and thus, (ii) of Theorem 1 must hold.
If this is true for any r for which x( r) = 1, it follows that ( 5.1) is satisfied for any

dependent finite set of rows of B.

□
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6. CONCLUSION
6.1. GROUP MECHANISMS AND THE THEORY OF THE FIRM
A firm and a partnership both fulfill a contracting and an informative role.

They

define a contract between the owners of the outputs and the owners of the inputs of
production

(who coincide for

partnerships)

and

define

networks

by which the

information is transmitted, analyzed, and redistributed. With a firm, where ownership
and production are separated, the owners will try to maximize their rent.

With a

partnership, the partners try to maximize (under risk neutrality) the sum of their
utilities. In each case, moral hazard can lead to inefficiencies.
Whereas the literature has pointed out for a long time that a firm is compatible
with efficiency, the analysis of this chapter suggests that partnerships can also have
this property.

Baker et al. (1988:606) point out that "The productive effects and

popularity of profit-sharing plans are poorly understood by economists."

This chapter

provided a possible explanation which does not rely on monitoring or a separation of
production and control.

If the partners believe that the other partners do not always

take an efficient action, then it might be optimal for them to almost always take an
efficient action.

If one acknowledges the fact that partnerships can be efficient forms of
organization, one is led to ask new questions.

In particular, it is necessary to go

beyond the classical principal-agent framework and to look at mechanisms which are
designed by a group of individuals.

Moreover, it is necessary to give reasons for the

existence of hierarchical forms of organization which are not based on efficiency;
efficiency does not seem any longer to be a sufficient criterion for comparing the merits
of partnerships and classical firms.
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6.2. RELATION WITH THE PRINCIPAL-AGENTS APPROACH
As noted in the introduction, there is an obvious relationship between the approach of
this chapter and the approach taken in the principal-agents literature.

In particular,

the approach of Myerson (1983) which transforms problems of moral hazard ( and
adverse selection) into games of communication with a mediator can be used to point
out the main differences between the two approaches.

In the principal-agents

approach, the principal has his own utility function that he wants to maximize.
A partnership problem can be transformed into a principal-agents problem if
the principal has a utility function of the form, U0 (a)=y(a)-I:n v;(a;) and if all the
i=l
profit is distributed to the partners ( or for that matter, all the profit minus an amount
which is independent of the output,) i.e., if the principal must choose a sharing rule in

E(y).

In this case, there does not exist an incentive-efficient compatible mechanism.

In this respect, partnership problems are a very special case of principal-agents
problems in which there is no incentive-efficient mechanism.

6.3. GROUP MECHANISMS AND CORRELA TED EQUILIBRIA
While correlated equilibria have received much attention recently, it is not known how
much better the players can be with correlation than without.

Partial answers to this

question have been provided in Rosenthal (1974) for some examples and in Moulin and
Vial (1978) in a more general framework.

Moulin and Vial (1978) give some necessary

and some sufficient conditions for having correlated equilibria improving upon Nash
equilibria but they do not tell us the extent of the improvement.
The present chapter tells us the following.

If, for a given sharing rule, there

exists a mixed strategy equilibrium of the resulting game (i.e., a group mechanism
where the correlated device is independent), then, by definition, it is possible that there
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exists a correlated equilibrium at which efficiency is at least as large as with the mixed
strategy Nash equilibria.

However, from the main result of this chapter, Nash

equilibria (in mixed strategies) are compatible with €-efficiency, for any E>O. Thus, as
€

goes to zero, it must be true that the correlated equilibria improve only in a negligible

way on Nash equilibria.

6.4. STA TICS VERSUS DYNAMICS
The approach taken in this chapter is static. Radner (1986) shows that if the partners
do not discount the future and if the partnership game is repeated infinitely many
times, efficiency can be attained.

Radner, Myerson and Maskin (1986) study an

example with discounting in which it is not possible to attain full efficiency, and where
every supergame equilibrium leads to a discounted sum of utilities which is uniformly
bounded below full efficiency.

These two papers are to my knowledge the only works

on repeated partnerships and they emphasize the role played by discounting.

Because

discounting is a very natural assumption, the result of Radner et al. (1986) proves that
inefficiency in partnerships can persist in a repeated framework.

However, as Radner

and Williams (1988) show, this negative result is due to the special assumptions that
are made in Radner et al. (1986).
The relative merits of a static versus a dynamic approach must be evaluated
with respect to the economic environment that one desires to explain.
situations, the assumption of infinite repetition is not tenable.

In some

This is the case for

most cooperative projects of research and development where the project is highly
specific (e.g., the space station).

If there is repetition of the cooperation in later

periods, it will be in a completely different economic environment; thus, the standard
assumption of the repeated game literature that the environment is fixed is not
adequate. In other cases, the repeated game approach might be a good approximation
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of reality.

6.5. EXTENSIONS AND RELATED WORK
The most obvious extensions of the results of this chapter concern uncertain output
and risk aversion.

I conjecture that the results of Section 2 extend to these two cases.

There are already some results concerning full efficiency in the literature.

When the

output is a random variable, Radner and Williams (1987) show that it is possible for
the partners to attain efficiency when the density function of the output has some
(strong) properties.

With risk-aversion, Rasmusen (1987) observes that if the sharing

rule can be made random, then it is possible to attain the first best. When the sharing
rule is not stochastic, partnerships with risk averse partners cannot in general attain
full efficiency.
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APPENDIX A
This Appendix provides the proof of the claims made in the example of Section 1.2.

l. An equilibrium in the reduced game

Consider the following distribution function.

p=Prob(a 2 =l) and l-p=Prob(a 1 =0).
the interiors of

A. 1

and

A. 2

p= Prob( a 1 =1),

Suppose that l>p>l/2.

Define s such that
s(l)=s(3)

l-p
O<s(l)<p- 2·(2·p-l)
s(2)=s(l)+ 2 ,( 2 ·~-l)'

It follows that for these values,

l-p
=s(l)+2,(2·p-l)
=EU1

l-p
=p-s(l)- 2·(2· p-1)
=EU2

Thus, all actions in

have a zero probability. Given these distribution functions,

the expected utility functions of the two players are,

(A.1)

l-p= Prob( a 1 =0),
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With the assumptions on s, it follows that EU;>O, for i=l,2.
It is now necessary to consider deviations of the players in the interior of their
reduced set of actions

A;,

i.e., on (0,1) for Mr. 1 and on (1,2) for Ms. 2.

Until now,

the sharing rule has been defined for output levels in the set {1,2,3}. I will show that it
is possible to extend continuously this sharing rule to the interval [1,3], i.e., the range
of the output function on A. 1 xA. 2 , in such a way that each player is strictly worse off
by deviating in the interior of his set of actions.
Let Q(ex,{3,y) denote the quadratic function Q(ex,{3,-y)(y)=ex•y2+f3•y+-y.

I

define the following function on the interior of A. 1 x A. 2 ,

s(y)=Q(ex/2,/3,-y)(y) if yE(l,2)

(A.2)

= Q(-p/2,u,e)(y) if yE(2,3),
where
(A.3)

(A.4)

p

> Max{ 2

1+(1-p)·p

P

.J_

1 ,~ }= 2

.J_

1 for p>~

p·p-1
<ex< 1-p.

Note that the inequalities in (A.4) are compatible since p obeys (A.3). In order
to have continuity at y=l, y=2 and y=3, the parameters of the quadratic functions
must satisfy,
(A.5a)

s( 1 )=ex/2 + /3 +-y

( Q( ex /2,{3 ,-Y )(1) = s(l))

(A.5b)

s(3)=-p/2+u+e

( Q(-p/2,u,O(3)=s(3))

(A.5c)

s(2)=2•ex+2· /3 +-y

( Q( ex/2,{3 ,-y )(2) = s(2))

(A.5d)

s(2)=-2· p+2·u+e ( Q( -p/2,u ,e)(2)=s(2))

where s(l), s(2) and s(3) satisfy (A.1) and (A.2).
One can show that the system given by (A.1)-(A.5d) admits a solution. For
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instance, by taking

s( 1) = s( 3) = 2 . ( 2 .~ _ 1),
s(2) =2•s(l ),
1-2·p+(l +2•p 2 -2·p)·p
o:=
2·p·(l-p)
'

conditions ( A.1 )-( A.4) are satisfied ( o: is chosen as the average of the two bounds in
(A.3)). To solve (A.5), it is enough to solve the system

/3+,-

1
- 2·(2·p-1)

{
u +

e=

_Q

2

2-(2•~-1) + ~.

This system has clearly a solution in

(/3,,,u,e).

(Note that by adding the condition 2•o:+/3=-2·p+u, one could ensure that
the first order derivatives of the two quadratic functions coincide at y=2.)

It follows that the expected utility functions U1 ( a 1 ) and U2 ( a 2 ) are convex on
the intervals (respectively) (0,1) and (1,2). Indeed,

=p•o:-(l-p)·p-l

>0

u~ ( a2 )= -

( 1 - p) .

s" (a2) - p. s" (a2 + 1) -

1

=-(l-p)•o:+p·p-l

>0,
where the inequalities follow from (A.3) and (A.4).

By continuity of s and by
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convexity, it must be true that

Consequently, the sharing rule defined by (A.1), (A.2), and (A.3) is together with the
probability distribution defined by p an ( 1- p )-efficient group mechanism of the
reduced game.

2. An equilibrium of the original game
If Ms. 2 takes an action a 2 in [0,1), there is a positive probability that an output

y=a 2 <1 will result. If Mr. 1 takes an action a 1 in (1,2], there is a positive probability
that an output y=a 1 +2>3 will result.

When an ouput level less than 1 is observed,

the partners know for sure that Ms. 2 deviated.

If an output level greater than 3 is

observed, the partners know for sure that Mr. 1 deviated. To insure that Ms. 2 has no
incentive to deviate to a 2 <1, it is enough to extend the sharing rule to [0,1) in such a

(A.7)

For any p, the function h(a 2 ,p) is bounded since the function s(y) is bounded on [1,2)
and since a 2 E[0,1).

EU2 is an implicit function of p, and it is easy to verify that this

function in concave, increasing in p and bounded by 1-s(l).

Let s( a 2 )

a 2 <1, where K is a positive scalar which is chosen large enough.
boundeness of the right hand side of (7), K can be chosen finite.

=1 K-p ,

for

By uniform

However, as pjl,

s( a 2 )ioo, i.e., very large are necessary. Note that the expected utility payoffs of Mr. 1
and of Ms. 2 are finite.
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3. Final comments
The class of £-efficient mechanisms constructed in this example have the mce feature
that the partners will only take one of two actions with positive probability.

Observe

that the efficient vector of actions (1,1) can be supported as a pure strategy Nash
equilibrium in the reduced game of Section 2. (Indeed, the conditions of Theorem 3 are
satisfied.)

If a 1 <1, then a level of output inferior to 2 will be generated, if a 2 >1, a

level of output larger than 2 will be observed; thus, deviations are informative in the
reduced game, i.e., Mr. 1 cannot mimic the deviations of Ms. 2.

However, it is

necessary that each partner is inefficient with positive probability in order to being able
to use punishments for deviations outside the reduced game.
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APPENDIX B
I want to show that the mechanisms described in ( 4.2) of Section 3 are the only

t:-

equilibrium mechanism. I rewrite the system (4.la)-(4.ld) in matrix form A-a~,8

-P(O,O)

-P(0,1)

- P(0,0)- P(0,1)

P(l,0)

P(l,1)

P(l ,O) + P(l,1)

P(O,O)

P(l,O)

(7r-2)·P(l,O)

-P(0,1)

-P(l,1)

-( 71"-2) · P(l,1)

I will use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.
nonnegative scalars such that 'v'r=l,2,

I: _A;·B(i,r)=O,

Let A;, for i= 1,2,3,4, be

where B(i,r) is the element in

z

the i-th row and r-th column of the matrix B. There is a solution a to B•a
only if
(B.1)

The left hand side of (a) implies that

The right hand side of ( a) implies that
(B.4)

Combining (B.2) and (B.3) with (B.4) implies that

~

,8 if and
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Since (B.1) must be true for any A; satisfying

I: _A;·B(i,r)=0,

it must be true that it is

i

not possible that A4 :,f0 and A3 =0 (recall that 1r<3) or (1r-3)·P(l,0)-P(0,0)=0.
When A4 =0, (B.5) is always satisfied since 1r-3<0.

If A3 =0, then B(4) is a linear

combination of only B(l) and B(2). This is always impossible if and only if B(l) and
B(2) are dependent and B( 4) is not dependent of either B(l) or B(2). It follows that
(B.6)

(B.7)

P(0,1)# P(l,0).

(B.6) insures dependence between B(l) and B(2) and (B7) independence between B(4)
and B(2).

Observe that (B.6) implies that P(i,j):;f0 whenever (i,j)#(l,1) and that

(1r-3)·P(l,0)-P(0,0)#0. Because P(l,l)=l-€ and P(0,1)<£, it follows that
From (B.6), it follows that (4.la)-(4.ld) reduce to (4.3a)-(4.3b).
necessary conditions for the existence of a solution.

,> 1 ;€.

(B.6) and (B.7) are

They clearly imply the other

conditions of ( 4.2). Sufficiency is obvious.
If P(l,1)=1, (B.5) reduces to A4 •(3-1r) which is positive.

We already know

that there does not exist a 0-equilibrium mechanism when 3-1r>0. Introducing an fin
the analysis allows us to render B(2) and B(4) (the only equilibrium constraints which
appear when P(l,1)=1) independent. 0
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APPENDIX C
This appendix offers an example of a process by which the partners might select a
group mechanism in the environment of the example of Section 4.1.
question is why the partners will ever settle on a particular

f,

Since the main

I will suppose that the

partners agree to use sharing rules which correspond to the Nash cooperative solution.
Nash (1950), (1953) give the axiomatic and bargaining basis for such a solution.
Alternatively, one can suppose that the partners first bargain on which P (i.e., which
pair (c,,)) to choose since such a pair uniquely defines the correlated device) to choose
and then bargain on which shares to choose.
At the beginning of the second phase of this two stage mechanism, the expected
utility of each partner is,

u 2 ( a)= I: P( k,l) ·[Yk+ l-a k+ l- v( l)].
k,l

It can easily be shown that for a given c, the Nash solution (I suppose that the
disagreement point is (0,0)) implies that a must be chosen in such a way that

u1 (a)=uia)= 1 c,(,r-2), i.e., the utility is independent of,. There are clearly many

2

possible such a.

However, there is a unique sharing rule which satisfies the above

condition and which is compatible with an (-equilibrium mechanism, i.e., satisfies ( 4.2).
Such a sharing rule is dependent on

(C.1)

a( c,,)= B( c,,)- 1 · /3( c,,)

where,

with a(c,,), b(c,,),P(l,0) as in (4.2)

f

and on , and is equal to
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P(0,0) P(l,0)+P(0,1) P(l,1)

0

-1

1

1

-1

0

l

where P(0,0), P(l,0), P(l,1) are as in ( 4.2).

Observe that the matrix B(c;y) has a nonzero determinant and that a(c, 1 ) in
(C.1) is well defined.

Because Vi, ui(a(t:, 1 ))= 1 -;t•(,r-2), the partners are indifferent

(ex-ante) between all I once£ is fixed. Let

e( c)={ ( ,,a( £,,))I a( £,,)=B( £,,)- 1 • ,8( £,"Y)}
be the set of possible £-equilibrium Nash mechanisms, i.e., pairs (p,a ), which lead to
Nash utility payoffs.
At the first step of the negotiation process, the partners will bargain on c smce
they are indifferent between all elements of l( c ).

I suppose that if the partners agree

on an c, they randomly select an element of l( c) ( with the interpretation that they sign
the corresponding contract). Without loss of generality, suppose that the mechanism is
implemented, and that the partners take their actions, immediately after the contract
is signed.
Suppose that the partners settle on a given c. Since before taking their actions,
the expected utility of each partner is 1

·~t' •( ,r-2),

both partners have an incentive to

tear the c-contract up and to agree on an /-contract in which
process might continue forever.

c' <c.

Clearly, this

Thus, if the partners do not discount future revenues

(i.e., if the negotiation is costless) then there is no possibility to have an equilibrium at
the negotiation phase.
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I suppose that the negotiation goes as follows.

A partner proposes an 1:, and

the other partner can agree or disagree. If the other partner disagrees, he can propose
a new 1:, while if he agrees, a contract in e( 1:) is signed and implemented. I make the
following assumptions. 15

Cl. Time is perceived as a discrete variable and 6 < 1 is the discount
rate per unit of time.
C2.

3x: IR+ ->-IR+, where VT, x( T)=argmin {xi x can be announced in

a period of length T}. xis decreasing and satisfies
C3.

lim x( T)=O.
T->-oo

Politeness prevails: one does not interrupt a person who 1s

talking.

Cl is made only for convenience.

The analysis can be made when time is

perceived as a continuous variable. C2 illustrates the limitations put on the players by
the language that they are using. 16

C3 simplifies the analysis and is natural in the

present context since the interests of the two parties coincide.
The problem for the partner who starts to speak first (his identity does not
matter, the partners will be willing to decide at random) is to find T which maximizes
the function

By assumption, as T->-oo, 1( T)->-0. Consequently, there exists T<oo which maximizes
f ( use the monotonicity of x). The other partner will accept this proposal since there is

coincidence of interests.
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NOTES
1

Current theories of the firm find the classical works of Coase (1937), Alchian and
Demsetz (1972), Jensen and Meckling (1976), and Williamson (1975).
reader compiled in Putterman (1986)

The

and the survey of Holmstrom and Tirole

(1987) are good references for an understanding of the state of the art in the
literature.

The existing theoretical work transforms the partnership problem in

an agency problem, i.e., a game between a principal and many agents. Work in
this area looks at partnerships from an informational point of view: the question
is to define an information system which is Pareto superior in terms of risk
sharing and incentives.

Given an information structure, the manager is able to

observe some signal which is, or is not, correlated with the workers' actions and
that he might use as a basis for his reward scheme. It is necessary and sufficient
that the signal is a "sufficient statistics" of the workers' actions in order to lead
to a Pareto improvement.

Holmstrom (1982) is the classic example of this

approach in a multi-agent framework.

Holmstrom (1979), Shavell (1979) and

Gjesdal (1982) present the same qualitative results in the one-agent situation.
2

I wish to thank Kim Border and Preston McAfee for a discussion which clarified
these issues.

3

The manager's action is to pay wages depending on the output; this action is
binding by the contract and is not a strategy in the game theoretical sense.

A

large part of the existing literature on the principal-agent allows the principal to
define random reward schemes (which makes sense only if the output is
uncertain, if the principal is risk-neutral and the agent is risk-averse).

Once the

agent has taken his action, a random scheme is not (ex-post) optimal for the
principal.

Thus, the agent will credibly believe that the principal will use the

random scheme only if a random device is built and if the contract stipulates
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that the agent's reward is function of the observable realization of the random
device.

The same is true with multiple agents.

In that model the agents move

before the random device. With the model of this chapter, the agents move after
the random device.
4

Some care must be taken here.

As shown in Aumann (1974), mixed strategies

are always uncorrelated, but strategies can be uncorrelated even though they are
pegged on events regarding which all players are informed. I thank Tom Palfrey
for making this remark.
5

Completeness is not crucial.

If A; is not complete, enlarge A; to include the

limits of all Cauchy sequences and define the output function in such a way that

y( a) is very large negatively if there exists i for which a; did not belong to the
original set.
6

There are some technicalities involved in defining mixed or correlated strategies
when the set of pure strategies and when the set of signals that the players can
receive are not denumerable.

Aumann (1964) and Milgrom and Weber (1985)

offer a good discussion of the issues.

I avoid these technicalities in this section

since the probability measure P that is constructed in the existence theorem has
a countable support (supp.P°°cA 00 which is countable).

Countable support

means here that only countably many signals can be received with positive
probability by each agent.
7

Following Aumann (1974:75), independence means that for any player i, and for
any vector of actions a, P( a)= P( a 1 ) •

8

· · · • P( an).

It seems that every paper on partnerships starts with this example (Groves
(1973), Holmstrom (1982), Radner (1986)). My excuse for following this trend is
that I do not intend to show that partnerships are inefficient in this example;
rather, I want to argue that the reason that they are inefficient gives intuition
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for why some partnerships can be efficient in other environments.
9

I distinguish between the set of actions for a player, which is the list of the
actions that he can take, from the space in which the actions lie.

For instance,

{(0,{2),(1,1)} can be the set of actions, while IR 2 is the underlying space.
10

It is always possible to change the indices in such a way that assumption H4
holds with a weak inequality. I want to show that there is no loss of generality
in considering a strict inequality.

Suppose that there exists a partner i and

actions a;(l), ... , a;(t) for which v'jE{l, ... ,t}, y(a~;ia;(j))=y.

For any sharing

rule s, the share that partner i will receive by deviating unilaterally to any action
a;(j) is the same since the output is the same for any deviation. If s is a solution
to the partnership problem, then,

(a)

v'jE {1, ... ,t}, s;(Y)-v;(a;(j))~s;(y(a*))-v;(a1).

Clearly, the left hand side is maximum for v;( a;(j)) minimum. Consequently, in
order to verify that s

IS

a solution, it is enough to verify that (a) holds for one

of the actions which minimize v;( a;(j)), let say a;( 1 ).

Since v' j, a;(j) :;e af,

efficiency is not affected if one eliminates the other actions

jE{2, ... ,t}.

This process can be repeated for each player.

a;(j), where
By successive

eliminations, one obtains a reduced partnership problem which satisfies H4. It is
now clear that there exists a solution to the initial partnership problem if and
only if there exists a solution to the reduced partnership problem.
11

H4 must be slightly modified.
index

set.

H4

reads

Write A; as A;::{a;(a); aEl;}, where I; is an

now:

a>,8=>y(a*\a;(a))>y(a*\a;(,8)).

for

any

z,

The statement

inequality (from the Well Ordering Theorem).

there
IS

exists

I;

such

that

always true with a weak

The fact that the statement

(with a strict inequality) does not entail any loss of generality follows the same
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arguments as in the previous note.
12

I thank John Ledyard for raising this question. Note that the problem of limited
liability also arises in the principal-agents literature. For instance, if the workers
have limited initial endowments, Holmstrom (1982) must suppose that the
manager has infinite resources in order to implement the optimal mechanism.

13

In corporations, stockholders have a different sort of limited liability. They are
liable up to the amount invested in the firm.

A contrario, in partnerships, the

partners are liable up to their total wealth. What is important for the discussion
in the text is that the partners have finite wealth.
14

I abuse the notation here.

To be exact, I should subscript each norm with r

lsrll applies

to the space IR yr, where yr has finite cardinality and

since the norm

is in general different when r varies.

Similarly, since the vectors B(i)(a;-+a;)

and Br(i)(a;-+a;) lie in different spaces (L for the first arid

(1Rn-l)Yr for the

second), the norms are different operators. I do not distinguish the norms in the
text in order to minimize notation.

I hope that this does not create any

confusion.
15

I thank Richard McKelvey for a helpful discussion on this topic.

16

The brain might work at the speed of light, the voice or the hand do not ...
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CHAPTER 3
STRONGLY DURABLE MECHANISMS

1. INTRODUCTION

In economic models institutions are generally taken as parameters of the environment.
By institution, I mean any set of rules (legislative, cultural, contract laws, etc.) which
govern the behavior of the agents.

The mechanism design literature addresses the

question of institution creation when a unique entity ( called government, central
planner, principal, etc.) has the power to define the institution which will serve best his
or her objectives.
Little work exists when the institution must be chosen by a group of individuals
with conflicting interests. Allowing more than one agent to have some decision power
introduces some interesting but difficult questions.

This paper considers a situation in

which the agents have to make a decision in the future and in which there exists a
"default" decision process which will be implemented if the players decide not to
modify it.

The decision to change the decision process is typically due to a better

information of the agents about their environment or about their type. I will study the
"default" decision processes which are stable against such changes.

It is now well-understood that there is in general a tradeoff between incentivecompatibility and efficiency.

Many authors have argued that when inefficiency of an

incentive compatible direct mechanism is common knowledge, it is not reasonable to
assume that the players will stick to the recommendations of the initial mechanism
instead of designing a new mechanism for which all of the agents will be better off.
(See Holmstrom-Myerson (1983), Cramton (1985).)
common

knowledge, the mere fact

that

However, even if efficiency is

agents refuse to renegotiate can leak
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information.

A special case is when the agents have to vote between the status-quo

and an alternative mechanism.

The outcome of the vote can leak information about

the types of the agents.
The first paper to take into account the possibility of redesigning mechanisms is
Holmstrom-Myerson (1983). They introduce a notion of stability called durability. A
mechanism is durable if for any alternative mechanism, there is an equilibrium in which
the status-quo is voted with probability one.
on two basis.

This notion of stability can be criticized

First, a mechanism can be durable even if there is an equilibrium of the

voting game in which all the types of all the players are better off than in the original
mechanism. Second, Holmstrom and Myerson suppose that the alternative mechanism
is proposed by an outside agent (e.g., a

mediator).

environment, the agents should be able to make proposals.

In a truly decentralized
(This is also true when

there is a mediator: an agent could stand up and make a proposal if he or she does not
like the proposal of the mediator.)

The present paper is devoted to the analysis of a

new concept of stability when the proposals are made by a mediator. Consequently, it
does not escape the criticism that the agents should be able to make proposals and
counterproposals.
I define a new concept of stability which I call strong durability. A mechanism

strongly endures another mechanism if there exists a Bayesian Nash equilibrium of this
mechanism such that for any alternative mechanism and for any sequential equilibrium
of the voting game between the two mechanisms, the interim utility payoffs of all the
players in the sequential equilibrium are less than or equal to those obtained in the
Bayesian equilibrium in the initial mechanism.

I will say that a mechanism HM-

endures or strongly endures another one to refer to one or the other definition of
durability.
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The following example show_s that an incentive compatible direct mechanism
can be HM-durable while being interim dominated by another mechanism.

Example

1

(Holmstrom-Myerson (1983:1817).) This is a coordination game. There are

two players 1 and 2 with two possible types a and b.

Players have common prior

beliefs and types have the same probability of occurrence.

There are two possible

decisions A and B. The payoffs to the players are as in the table below. 1
2a

la

rn

lb

0

2b

2

2

2

2

3

3

0

0

2

2

2

2

0

0

3

3

=[ ~ ~ l =[ ! ~ l
1

does

To see this, let each type of each player vote for µ 1 with probability one.

Let

µ

µ

0

1

0

Consider the two mechanisms µ

HM-endures µ

but µ

not strongly endure µ 1 .

each type be truthful in each mechanism. This form a sequential equilibrium once we
define the beliefs of the players when µ 0 is played by qi(t-i Jti,µ 0 ) =0.5.

q;(t_iJt;,µ 0 ) denote the interim beliefs of type t; if µ 0 is played.

Here

The interim utility

payoffs of each type of each player are 2.5 in this sequential equilibrium while they are
equal to 2 if µ 0 is played. Thus, µ 0 does not strongly endure µ 1 .
To show that µ 0 HM-endures µ 1 , let each type of each player vetoes µ 1 with
probability one.

Let each type be truthful m µ 0 and let each type play a mixed

strategy [0.5,iaE&0.5,ib] in µ 1 .

(I.e., type t; of player i sends message ia with

probability 0.5 and sends message ib with probability 0.5.) This forms an equilibrium
rejection of µ 1 if the out of the equilibrium beliefs (i.e., when µ 1 is played) are such
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that each player believes that there

IS

an equal probability of facing one of the two

types of the other player. •

Holmstrom

and

Myerson argue that

noncooperatively, "Individuals

because the voting game

played

cannot be forced to communicate effectively m

noncooperative game with incomplete information."
weak one.

IS

a

This argument is correct but is a

In fact, if one considers a situation in which the players choose the status-

quo before knowing their own type, it is difficult to defend the idea that they will
choose an interim dominated mechanism.
Observe that µ 1 is HM-durable. Thus, ex-ante, the players would be indifferent
between two mechanisms which are HM-durable, i.e., which are compatible with the
notion of stability that is used, while each type of each player has a greater interim
expected utility with one mechanism than with the other. 2 We will see later that two
strongly durable incentive compatible direct mechanisms cannot be Pareto ranked at
the interim stage.

For this reason, strong durability is more attractive a concept than

durability.
In Example 1, the status-quo is an incentive compatible mechanism.

Without

further explanations, such a choice is a restriction. The revelation principle is of no use
here as long as there are multiple equilibria in the status-quo mechanism.

(The

question of the uniqueness of equilibria in direct mechanisms is linked to the problem of
full implementation.

See Palfrey and Srivastava (1987), (1989) and Jackson (1988)

and the references therein for a recent discussion.)

In the model of Holmstrom and

Myerson (1983), the problem is assumed away since the authors force the players to
report truthfully when the status-quo is played.

Here, it is necessary to provide a

formal proof that there is no loss of generality in restricting attention to incentive
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compatible mechanisms.
If there are multiple equilibria, a definition of stability for a mechanism should

incorporate not only the idea that the players will not renegotiate to another contract,
but also the idea that they will not renegotiate to another equilibrium. 3 The concept
of strongly durable mechanism satisfies these two requirements.

In particular, if a

mechanism is strongly durable, then there exists an equilibrium of this mechanism such
that there does not exist another equilibrium for which one type is strictly better off
(Lemma 1 ).

In fact, under a regularity condition, all equilibria of a strongly durable

mechanism must be either interim payoff equivalent or if they are not, then at most
one type has a different interim payoff (Theorem 3). In particular, if the status-quo is
an incentive compatible direct mechanism and is strongly durable, then the truthful
equilibrium becomes a "focal" equilibrium (Schelling (1963)).
The main results of this paper are the characterization of the strongly durable
mechanisms and a sufficient condition for their existence.

I prove (Lemma 2) that

there is no loss of generality in restricting attention to incentive compatible status-quo.
This can be considered as an "extended revelation principle" when renegotiation takes
place through a mediator.

Strongly durable incentive compatible direct mechanisms

are always HM-durable whenever each profile of types has a positive probability of
occurring.

Furthermore, an incentive compatible direct mechanism is strongly durable

if, and only if, it is interim incentive efficient and if there does not exist an interim
incentive efficient direct mechanism which is not (interim) payoff equivalent to the
status-quo with the property that there is a sequential equilibrium of the voting game
between this mechanism and the status-quo in which this alternative mechanism is
chosen with probability one by all types.

In other words, if a mechanism is not

strongly durable, then there is an interim incentive efficient direct mechanism which is
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selected with probability one by all types in a sequential equilibrium of the voting game
and the players will announce their true type once this alternative mechanism is
implemented.

I show existence of the strongly durable mechanisms when at least one

player has a utility function which is independent of the types of the other players and
when any decision is utility improving.
Finally, there is an interesting relationship between the question of multiplicity
of equilibria and the stability of a mechanism.

In particular, an incentive compatible

direct mechanism is strongly durable only if the truthful equilibrium is "focal."
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2, I present the main

assumptions of the model. In Section 3, I introduce the definitions and I point out the
main differences between the concepts of durability and strong durability.

I show, at

the end of Section 3, that there is no loss of generality in considering incentive
compatible status-quo.

In Section 4, I characterize the strongly durable incentive

compatible direct mechanisms.

I propose in Section 5 a geometric characterization of

the strongly durable mechanisms and an existence theorem when at least one player
has a utility function that is a function of her own type only.
relegated to Appendix A. I present some final comments in Section 6.

Some proofs are
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2. THE MODEL
The model is one of Bayesian collective decision making (see Myerson (1983) for more
details). There is a set N of n agents.
types T;.

For each agent i, there exists a finite set of

The set of decisions D is finite with generic element d.

The prior beliefs of

partner i are described by the probability measure P; over the set T 1 x • • • x T n, where x
denotes the Cartesian product.

An admissible mechanism is a pair µ=( {Mi};EN'g)

where g: M 1 x .. . XMn ➔ Ll(D) is measurable, Ll(D) is the set of probability measures over
the set D and M; is the, finite, set of messages that player i can send in the

.
4
mec h amsm.

A mechanism is direct if M;

= T;,

for all player i.

Each player i has a

bounded and measurable utility function and u;( d,t) denotes the utility of player i for
the decision d when the profile of types is t.
I will denote by B the set of admissible mechanisms.

3DI denotes the set of

direct mechanisms. ICC 3DI is the set of incentive compatible direct mechanisms. EA
and

E 1 denote, respectively, the sets of ex-ante and interim incentive efficient

mechanisms.

I will restrict myself to the status-quo mechanisms which satisfy ex-ante

individual rationality, i.e., such that the ex-ante expected utility of each player exceeds
his reservation value (taken to be zero for simplification).

This is a natural condition

to impose when the partners are free not to sign an ex-ante contract.
I will suppose that the players must agree on a mechanism before they learn
their type.

In my partnership model, this assumption follows the fact that the players

will learn their type after the production phase and that a contract stipulating the
sharing rule and the decision process must be signed before production begins.

The

initial mechanism can be considered as a "standard" contract which is applied as long
as the players do not decide to change it.
The timing is the following. Initially, before the private information is revealed,
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the partners sign a contract µ 0 • Then, the types are privately revealed to the players.
There is then a possibility of renegotiation through a voting procedure in which the
alternative mechanism is proposed by a mediator.

l Mediator

i
1

µ

VOTE

STOP

STOP
Figure 3.1

Figure 3.1 corresponds to the situation analyzed by Holmstrom and Myerson
(1983) and to the environment of this paper.

A mediator proposes an alternative

mechanism to the status-quo and after the vote, the players play the winning
mechanism and the game stops.
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3. DEFINITIONS AND INTERMEDIATE RESULTS

3.1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
Let µ 0 =(M,g°)E3 be the status-quo and let µ 1 =(S,g1) be an alternative mechanism,
where the sets Mi and Si are finite.

Here I suppose that the status-quo can be any

The use of a status-quo which is an incentive

mechanism, direct or indirect.

compatible direct mechanism is, without a formal argument, a restriction.

I will show

in Lemma 2 that there is in fact no loss of generality in considering incentive
compatible direct mechanisms.

This will enable me to pursue the analysis by using

only incentive compatible direct mechanisms as status-quo.
The players play the following voting game. The mechanism µ 1 is proposed by
a mediator. Each player votes for or against this new mechanism (mixed strategies are
allowed). Then the mediator announces which mechanism has to be played: µ 1 if there
is unanimity and µ 0 if there is at least one player who cast a negative vote for µ 1. The
players then choose a strategy, i.e., send messages in M if µ 0 is played or messages in S
if µ 1 is played, and the final decision is implemented.
A sequential equilibrium of this voting game is an n-tuple of triples ((r;,o-;,q;);
iE N), where

r;

is the voting strategy of player i, o- i is his play strategy and qi are his

beliefs at his different information sets.

I will denote by <P(µ 0 ,µ 1) the set of sequential

equilibria of the voting game when µ 0 is the status-quo and µ 1 is the alternative
mechanism.
The extensive form of the game 1s sensitive to the hypothesis on how the
players vote, secretly or publicly.

If votes are secret, then, when the status-quo is

played, player i of type t; will have, in general, different beliefs about the types of the
1
other players depending on whether t; voted for or against µ 1 . It he voted for µ , then
his beliefs will be a function of the voting strategies of the other players.

If he voted
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against µ 1 , his posterior beliefs will always coincide with his prior beliefs (because once
µ 1 is vetoed by one player µ 0 is played). If the votes are public, the beliefs of a player
depend only on the observation of the votes of the other players, not on his own vote.
Following Holmstrom and Myerson (1983), I will suppose that the votes are secret.
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 give a representation of the information sets if there are only two
players, if player 1 has only one type and if player two has two types.

In the public

voting case (Figure 3.3) one of the information sets of player 1 in the extensive form
when the votes are secret (Figure 3.2, see the information set (0,µ 0 )) has been "split"
in two (more information is always available in the public voting case).
There are four types of information sets for type t; of player
3.2))

i.

(See Figure

First, when t; must vote. Second, when t; must play the game µ 1 . Third, when

t; must play the game µ 0 while he voted against µ 1 •

Fourth, when t; must play µ 0

while he voted for µ 1 • Let h denote one of the three last types of information sets. To
simplify, I will write h=µ 1 if µ 1 must be played, h=(l,µ 0 ) if µ 0 must be played while
the player voted for µ 1 , and h=(0,µ 0 ) if µ 0 must be played and the player voted
against µ 1 • Let H={µ1,(l,µ 0 ),(0,µ 0 )}.
I use the following notation.

If X is a set, then Ll(X) denotes the set of

probability measures over the set X.

If M=M 1 X··•XMn, then M_; denotes the set

The behavioral strategies are defined as follows. 5

where N;=M; if hEH\{µ 1 } and N;=S; otherwise.
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Th us, a-;( n; It; ,h) is the probability that player i of type t; will send the message

n;

at

his information set h. A belief system for player i is defined by,

Thus, q;(t_;!t;,h) are the beliefs of player i of type t; about the types of the other
players when his information set h is reached.
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2b

2a

0

0

AA

\V~

0

0

0

®
0

Figure 3.2
Extensive form when the votes are secret
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2b

2a

2

2

l

l
0

0

0

0

0
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~
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Figure 3.3
Extensive form when the votes are public
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3.2 EQUILIBRIA OF THE VOTING GAME
The concept of sequential equilibrium has been defined in Kreps and Wilson (1982) and
is a weakening of the concept of perfect equilibrium of Selten (1976).
equilibrium

of

the

voting

game

between

µ0

and

µ1

A sequential
is

a

triple

( r,o- ,q) = {( r;,o- ;,q;); iE N}E <1>(µ 0 ,µ 1 ) which satisfies the following four conditions. 6

(S1) (Best response in µ 1 )

(S2) (Best response in µ 0 )

where,

(S3) (Best response at the voting stage)
Let,

where K(-) has been defined in S(2).

V;(t;IO) and V;(t;ll) are, respectively, the
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expected utility levels of type t; of player i if he votes against or for µ 1 at the voting
stage.

In a sequential equilibrium, t; will vote for the alternative which leads to the

greatest level of utility, i.e.,

(S4) (Consistent belief structure)

(S41)

(S42)

(S43)

The expressions m (S41) and (S42) are well defined only if their denominators are
nonzero.

If this is not the case, let { rk} be a sequence of strategies with the property

that Vi, Vt;, rf(t;)E[0,1] and rf(t;)-+r;(t;)-

(It follows that all the players form the

same conjecture on events of probability zero.) Define the beliefs in (S41) and (S42) as
the limit as kjoo when the right hand side is evaluated using the sequence {rk}.

3.3. HM-DURABLE MECHANISMS
Holmstrom and Myerson (1983) consider only status-quo µ 0 which are incentive
compatible direct mechanisms, i.e., µ 0 E IC.
durable mechanisms.
alternative

I will denote by HMD the set of HM-

A mechanism µ 0 is HM-durable, i.e., µ 0 EHMD, if for any

mechanism

there

exists

a

sequential

equilibrium
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{(r;,o-;,q;);iEN}E<1>(µ 0 ,µ 1 ) with the following properties.

(HMDl) (Equilibrium rejection)
Vt, r(t)=O.

(HMD2) (Truthful reporting in µ 0 )
Vi, Vt;, VhEH\{µ 1 }, o-;(t;lt;,h)=l.
(HMD3) ("Strong best response")
Vi, Vt;, if

then, r;(t;)=l.

(HMD2) requires that the players tell the truth in µ 0 , given the beliefs that they have
when µ 0 is played.

(Recall that µ 0 is incentive compatible when the beliefs of the

players are given by P;(t_;it;); µ 0 is not necessarily incentive compatible for other
interim beliefs.)

Remark

l:

The condition (HMD3) is not part of the definition of a sequential

equilibrium, nor of the definition of a perfect equilibrium. Note that (HMD3) is always
part of the definition of a sequential equilibrium only if the votes are public and if
(HMD2) is satisfied. In this case, the beliefs oft; are independent of his own vote when
µ 0 has to be played.

When player t; considers voting for or against µ 1 , he will only

consider the two expressions in (HMD3).

(All the other terms in (S3) cancel out.)

Because of (HMD2), the players are always truthful if µ 0 is played, the expression in
(HMD3) follows.

Holmstrom and Myerson (1983) introduce this condition in order to

eliminate the trivial equilibrium rejection in which all the types vote against µ 1 with
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probability one. •

3.4. STRONGLY DURABLE MECHANISMS
A mechanism HM-endures another mechanism whenever there exists one sequential
equiliibrium in which the alternative mechanism is rejected with probability one.

We

observed m Example 1 that the existence of such an equilibrium rejection does not
preclude the existence of another sequential equilibrium in which the alternative
mechanism is selected with probability one and in which the interim payoffs of all the
types are larger than in the equilibrium rejection. The concept of durability ignores the
other sequential equilibria of the voting game and presupposes that the players will
automatically select the equilibrium rejection. Without a formal theory of selection of
equilibria, there is no reason to suppose that the players will choose, as in Example 1, a
sequential equilibrium in which all of them are worse off than in another sequential
equilibrium.

By taking into account all the possible sequential equilibria of the voting

game, one obtains a more natural concept of stability for mechanisms.
To prove that a mechanism HM-endures another mechanism, it is enough to
find one sequential equilibrium satisfying the conditions (HMD1)-(HMD3). For strong
durability, it is necessary to verify that no player can be made better off in any
sequential equilibrium of the voting game.
has important consequences.

This difference between the two concepts

In particular, strong durability takes into account the

possibility a mechanism might have multiple equilibria and that some "undesirable"
equilibria can be used in a sequential equilibria in order to destabilize the status-quo.
Lemma 1 below shows if a mechanism is strongly durable, then any "undesirable"
equilibrium is interim Pareto dominated by the "desirable" equilibrium. Theorem 1 of
Section 4 will establish that strongly durable mechanisms are HM-durable and induce
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interim efficient payoffs whenever each profile of types has a nonzero probability of
occurrence.
The concept of strong durability incorporates the idea that the players will not
renegotiate to another mechanism or to another equilibrium.

A mechanism together

with a Bayesian Nash equilibrium is strongly durable if for any alternative mechanism
there is no sequential equilibrium of the voting game between these two mechanisms
for which the interim utility payoff, in the sequential equilibrium, of one type is strictly
larger than if the initial equilibrium of the status-quo mechanism had been played
(without voting). The following two examples will give some intuition for the necessity
of requiring that one type is made better off.

The formal definition of a strongly

durable mechanism will follow these examples.

Example ~-

Consider the following environment in which the types of each player are

equally probable. (The notation is the same as in Example 1.)

la

rn
µ

0

lb

=[ ~ ~l =[ ~ gJ
µ

1

Both µ

0

2a
2
1
0

0
2
1
0
2
1

0
4
9

2b
2 -2
1 0
0 1
0 -2
4 0
9 1

1

and µ are incentive compatible and ex-ante efficient.

Consider the following strategies and beliefs. ( "&" is the logician symbol for "and".)

Vi, Vt;, Vh,
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& q2 (lblt 2 ,µ 1 )=1 & qz(lalt 2 ,(l,µ 0 ))=1 & qz(lalt 2 ,(0,µ 0 ))=0.5.
It can be verified that (r,11',q)E~(µ 0 ,µ 1 ).

Moreover, in this equilibrium, the interim

expected utility payoffs coincide with those obtained when µ 0 is played ( without vote).
Note that in this equilibrium, the resulting mechanism is µ=µ 0 =[

ii J

Thus, the

players are in fact indifferent between playing µ 0 immediately versus voting first
between µ 0 and µ 1 and then playing the mechanism which has been voted. •

Example ;1:

la

rn

lb

Consider the two mechanisms µ

0

2
1
0
0
4
9

2b
2 -2
1 0
0 1
0 -2
4 0
9 1

2a
0
2
1
0
2
1

=[ ! ~ J =[ ! ! l
µ

1

It can be verified that µ 0 EE1 .

Observe that truth is a (strictly) best response strategy in µ 0 even if t; knows the type
of i_;. (This is what Myerson (1983) calls a "safe" mechanism.)

In µ 0 , there is only

another equilibrium involving both players pooling at a (i.e., t 1 E{la,lb} announces la
and t 2 E{2a,2b} announces 2a). Consider the following strategies,

& O';(ialt;,h)=l
& O';(t;lt;,µ1)=1.
Since each information set is reached with positive probability, the beliefs qi are
computed by Bayes' law.

It is easy to check that (r,11',q)E~(µ 0 ,µ 1 ). The mechanism

resulting in equilibrium coincides with µ 1 • The expected interim payoffs are

U1 (µ 1 lla)=l= U1 (µ 0 lla); U1 (µ 1 llb)=4

< 6.5= U1 (µ 0 llb)

Uz(µ 1 l2a)=2= U2 (µ 0 12a); U2 (µ 1 l2b)=0

< 0.5= U2 (µ 0 l2b).
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This sequential equilibrium is possible because there exists another equilibrium
in µ 0 which is dominated by the truthful equilibrium. •

These examples suggest that it would be unecessarily severe to say that a
mechanism strongly endures another one if there is no equilibrium of the voting game
in which the alternative mechanism is selected with positive probability. A mechanism
together with a Bayesian equilibrium induces certain interim payoffs.

It seems

reasonable to exclude situations in which the voting game leads to the same ( as in
Example 2) interim expected payoffs for all the types of players or to payoffs that are
interim dominated by the initial payoffs (like in Example 3).
following definition.

This suggests the

For (r,u,q)E'P(µ 0 ,µ 1 ), let µ='l/J(r,u) be the resulting equivalent

direct mechanism. I.e., µ=( T,g), where
(3.1)

Vt, g(dJt)::r(t)•,B(dJt)+(l-r(t))•a(dlt;r),

with

(3.2)

,B(dlt)=E Eu(s,t)-g1(dls),
d s

(3.3)
a( dJt;r)=E E Il{r;(t;)-u;( m;Jt;,(1,µ 0 ))+(1-r;( t;))•u;( m;Jt;,(0,µ
d m i

0

))}·

9°( di m). 7

Define,

to be the interim payoff of type t; in the sequential equilibrium ( r,u ,q) of the voting
game.

If the prior beliefs are given by p, then I will denote the set of Bayesian Nash

equilibria of a mechanism µ by E(µ,p).
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DEFINITION 1: Suppose that the prior beliefs are given by p. A pair
(µ 0 ,o- 0 ), where µ 0 ES, o- 0 EE(µ 0 ,p), strongly endures an alternative
mechanism µ 1 if the set of sequential equilibria ~(µ 0 ,µ 1 ) satisfies

A mechanism µ 0 ES is strongly durable if there exists an equilibrium

o- 0 E E(µ 0 ,p)

for

which

the

pair

(µ 0 ,o- 0 )

strongly

endures

any

alternative mechanism.

Let U;(µ,o-lt;) denote the expected utility of type t; if the equilibrium o-EE(µ,p)
is played. I.e.,

The next result is immediate from

the definition of a strongly durable

mechanism.

LEMMA 1: Suppose that µ 0 is strongly durable,. then the following is
true

Proof: 8

Suppose not.

Consider the voting game between µ 0 and µ 0 •

strategies are irrelevant here because µ 1

=µ 0 •

The voting

If there exists o- 1 E E(µ,p) violating the

condition in the lemma, then there exists a sequential equilibrium of the voting game
between µ 0 and µ 0 for which µ 0 does not strongly endure µ 0 • □

The revelation principle tells us that if o- is a Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the
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mechanism µ=(M,g), then there is an incentive compatible mechanism µ=(T,g), where
g=gou, whose truthful equilibrium leads to the same interim payoffs than the pair
(µ,u).

Because an incentive compatible mechanism can have other equilibria than the

truthful equilibrium, it is not immediately obvious that there is no loss of generality in
using an incentive compatible status-quo.

Precisely, it is necessary to show that if the

pair (µ,<1) is strongly durable, then the pair (µ,,/3), where µ is the direct mechanism
induced by (µ,<1) and /3 is the truthful equilibrium ofµ is also strongly durable. This
"extended" revelation principle is established in Lemma 2.

As a consequence of

lemmas 1 and 2, it follows that the incentive compatible direct mechanism which is
induced by a strongly durable pair (µ,<1) has the property that its truthful equilibrium
interim Pareto-dominates all the other equilibria of this mechanism.

LEMMA 2:

Suppose that the pair (µ,<1), where µE'2 and <1EE(µ,p),

is strongly durable.

Then there exists an incentive compatible direct

mechanism µ such that the pair (µ,/3),

where j3 is the truthful

equilibrium, is strongly durable and such that the pairs (µ,<1) and
(µ,/3) induce the same interim payoffs.

Proof: See Appendix A. D

COROLLARY 1:

Let µ=(S,g)E'2 and <1EE(µ,p).

incentive mechanism which is induced by (µ,(j ).

Let µ 0 be the

If (µ,(j) is strongly

durable then the equilibrium in which all the types report truthfully in
µ 0 dominates all the other equilibria of µ 0 •

Proof: Combine Lemmas 1 and 2. D
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If

µEIC

is

an

incentive

compatible

mechanism,

I

will

write

U;(µlt;)= Ui((µ,o-)lti) where /3 is the equilibrium in which every type ti has the
degenerate strategy /3i(t;lt;)=l.

That is, U;(µjt;) is the interim payoff to type t; of

player i corresponding to the truthful equilibrium of the incentive compatible
mechanism µ.

By a little abuse of definition, I will say that the incentive compatible

direct mechanism µ 0 is strongly durable if the pair (µ 0 ,/3), where /3 is the truthful
equilibrium, is strongly durable.

From Lemma 2, there is no loss of generality in

considering status-quo that are incentive compatible direct mechanisms.

For this

reason, I will suppose from now on that the status-quo is an incentive compatible
mechanism and I will use the following definition of strong durability.

DEFINITION 2: An incentive compatible direct mechanism µ 0 EiC is
strongly durable if for any alternative mechanism µ 1 E 3 the set of
sequential equilibria ~(µ 0 ,µ 1 ) satisfies
Vi, Vt;, V(r,o-,q)E ~(µ 0 ,µ 1 ), U;(tt>(r,o-)lt;)~ UJµ 0 lt;),

where tt,( r,o-) is given by ( 3.1).

I will denote by SD the set of incentive compatible direct mechanisms which
satisfy Definition 2.

From Lemma 2, if a pair (µ,o-) is strongly durable in the sense of

Definition 1, there exists an incentive compatible direct mechanism

µ which is strongly

durable in the sense of Definition 2 and which leads to the same interim payoffs than

In the definition of U;( tt,( r,o-) It;), no claim was made about the fact that the
players will indeed be truthful if they have to play the mechanism ( T,g). The following
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lemma proves that, in fact, 'lj;(r,/j) is incentive compatible.

I will say that a direct

mechanism µ is incentive compatible given certain interim beliefs if the interim
expected utility of each type of each player (using the interim beliefs m question) is
maximized at ti when all the other players are expected to be truthful.

LEMMA 3:

Consider a sequential equilibrium ( r,(j ,q) E <J.>(µ 0 ,µ 1 ),

where µ 0 E IC, µ 1 E 3. Let 1/J(r,(j)=( T,g), where g is as in (3.1).

( i) 1/;( r,(j ), ( T,a) and ( T,/3) are admissible direct mechanisms.
(ii) 'lj;(r,(j)EIC, given the interim beliefs p;(t_;lt;)•
( iii) ( T,/3) EIC, given the interim beliefs q;( t_; lt;,µ 1 ).
(iv) (T,a)EIC, given the interim beliefs

Proof: Appendix A. D

One can prove a stronger result than (ii) of Lemma 3. Suppose that µ 0 is any
admissible mechanism, i.e., µ 0 =(S,g°)E3.

Let µ 1 =(R,g1) be another admissible

mechanism and suppose that the players play the voting game as before. Let

e be

the

set of collective decision making problems C=(D, Tj,P;,u;), where the sets D and T; are
finite.

Let A be the correspondence A: e_,.....3DI which maps each collective decision

making problem to the set of incentive-compatible mechanisms ('vCEe, A(C)=IC).
Let <J.>(µ 0 ,µ 1 ) be the equilibrium correspondence.

Consider the set 0(µ 0 ,µ 1 ) of all pairs

(r,/j) which can be part of a sequential equilibrium.
(r,(j,q)E <P(µ 0 ,µ 1 ).) Let 0 be the correspondence defined by

(I.e., (r,/j)E0(µ 0 ,µ 1 )¢:>3q,
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Let x=0(e) be the image by 0 of e.

Finally, let 1/; be the function 1/;: 0(e) ➔ 3D/

defined by 1/;((r,u),(µ 0 ,µ 1 ))=µ=(T,g) where g is given by (3.1) (keeping in mind that
µ 0 =(5,g°) and µ 1 =(R,g1)).

The following result states that the set of incentive compatible mechanisms
coincides with the set of mechanisms induced by the sequential equilibria of the voting
game when all possible pairs of mechanisms are considered.

In other words, the

diagram in Figure 3.4 commutes.

LEMMA 4: 'v CEe, A( C)=1/;(0( C)), where the equality is the equality

of sets.

Proof: The proof of 1/;(0( C)) CA( C) follows the same lines than the proof of Lemma 3
(ii). To prove 1/;(0(C)):JA(C), let µ 0 EICand consider µ 1 =µ 0 •9 D
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A

_DI

......

C

""'4

e
X

Figure 3.4
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4. CHARACTERIZATION OF STRONG DURABILITY
Following Lemma 2, I will consider for now on only incentive compatible status-quo
(i.e., I will use Definition 2).

We saw in Example 1 that HM-durable incentive

compatible direct mechanisms can be interim, and ex-ante, dominated by another
incentive compatible direct mechanism.

I show in the next lemma that a direct

mechanism is strongly durable only if it is interim efficient. I also show that some exante efficient mechanisms are not strongly durable while some interim (but not exante)

efficient

mechanisms are strongly durable.

relationship between strong durability and durability.

Lemma 6 will establish the
The relationship between HM-

durability and strong durability is established in Theorem 1.

A strongly durable

mechanism is HM-durable and interim efficient whenever each type has a positive
probability of occurrence.
Let EA and EI be the sets of ex-ante efficient and interim efficient incentive
compatible mechanisms. (We know from Holmstrom-Myerson (1983) that EA cE1 .)

LEMMA 5: (i) SDcE1 ,

(ii) EA \SD:f.0,
( iii) SDn(E1 \EA):f.0,

Proof:

(i)

Let µ 0 E IC\E1 . Let µ 1 EE1 such that 'vi, Vt;, U;(µ 1 lt;)~ U;(µ 0 lt;), with a

strict inequality for some t;.
following strategies and beliefs.

'vi, 'v t;,

Such a mechanism exists since µ 0 rf. E 1 .

Consider the
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Choose a sequence {rf} such that Vi,Vt;, r~(t;)=l-1, k>O. Then define,

By incentive compatibility of µ 0 and of µ1, (r,u,q)Eif.>(µ 0 ,µ 1 ). Since µ 1 interim
dominates µ 0 , µ 0 rJ_ SD.

(ii) (An ex-ante efficient mechanism which is not strongly durable: EA \SD-:10.) This
example is due to Holmstrom-Myerson (1983).
2a

la

rn
Consider the two mechanisms µ

lb

0

2b

2
1
0
0
4

2
1
0
2
1

2 2
1 1
0 -8
0 2
4 1

9

0

9 -8

=[ ~ !l =[ 11 J
µ

1

The reader can verify that the

following assessment is indeed a sequential equilibrium.

VhEH\{µ 1}, Vt1,Vt2, u 1(t1lt1,h)=l & u 2(2blt 2,h)=l,
Vt1, Vt2, q1(t2lt1,µ 1)=0.5 & q1Ct2lt1,(1,µ 1))=0.5 & q1(t2lt1,(0,µ 0 ))=0.5,
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Thus, all types are truthful if µ 1 is played, while the two types of player 2 pool at 2b if
µ 0 is played.

The resulting mechanism is [

~~

J

In this equilibrium, both types of

player 2 are made better off, type 1 a of player 1 is made better off and type 1 b of
player 1 is made worse off.

(iii)

(An interim efficient mechanism which is not ex-ante efficient but which is

strongly durable: SDn(E1 \EA):;i0.)
µo

=[BB]
BC . Ob serve

ante dominates µ 0 •
another admissible
(r,cr,q)E~(µ 0 ,µ 1 ).

that µ o E
(

Consider the environment of Example 3.

Let

E1b ut t h at µ ~EA smce the mechamsm µ= [BC]
CC exO

U1 (µ 0 )=3.75,

mechanism

•

U1 (µ)=4.75,

µ 1 =(S,g1).

•

U2 (µ 0 )= Uiµ)=l.25.)

Consider

Consider

any sequential equilibrium

First, we observe that whenever µ 0 is played, it is possible for types

la and 2a of players 1 and 2 to enforce the decision B. Thus, it must be true that

Where the equality follows the fact that B is the preferred decision of 2a.
Case

1:

U1 ('!f(r,cr)ila)> U1 (µ 0 Jla). This is true only if decision A is obtained with

positive probability in µ 1 • If A is obtained with positive probability in µ 1 , type 2b of
player 2 will always prefer to vote against

µ1,

since 2b can insure that his second most

preferred decision (B) is implemented in µ 0 • (For instance by pooling at 2a.) Thus, µ 1
can be voted only if type 2a votes for µ 1 and if the decision B is implemented with
probability one when 2a uses his strategy cr 2 (2aJ2a,µ 1 ) in µ 1 • Otherwise, 2a will vote
against µ 1 and µ 0 endures µ 1 with respect to the equilibrium (r,cr,q).

If decision B is

obtained when µ 1 is played, then, it follows that type la cannot be made better off
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than in µ 0 • This contradicts the assumption that U1 (-r,b(r,o-)lla)> U1 (µ 0 lla).
Case

i:

U1 (-r,b(r,o-)lla)= U1 (µ 0 lla).

Suppose that µ 0 does not strongly endure

µ1.

Then, by definition, it must be true that either Ui(-r,b(r,o-)llb)> U1 (µ 0 llb) or that

Ui-r,b(r,o-)l2b)> Uiµ 0 l2b).

It is not possible to have both inequalities since this would

imply that -rp(r,o-) interim dominates

µ°,

which contradicts the fact that µ 0 E E 1 .

In

fact, if lb is made (strictly) better off, then 2b is made (strictly) worse off, and viceversa, in -r,b( r,o-) than in the truthful equilibrium of µ 0 • Since we have seen that decision

B must be implemented in -r,b(r,o-) when 2a follows his equilibrium strategy, lb cannot
be made better off.

Indeed, for any strategy that player 2 follows in µ 1 , when 2 is of

type 2b, the best decision that lb can expect is C, which is exactly what µ 0 will select.
Suppose that lb is made worse off and that 2b is made better off.

Then a decision

different from C is selected when lb and 2b follow their equilibrium strategies. Since la
must be indifferent between -r,b(r,o-) and

µ°,

and because Bis implemented when player

2 is of type 2a, it must be true that decision B is also implemented when 1 is of type
1 a.

But this implies that the decision B is implemented when 1 is of type 1 a and 2 is

of type 2b. This implies that type 2b is strictly worse off.
Consequently, for any

µ1,

for any equilibrium (r,o-,q)E4}(µ 0 ,µ 1 ), no type can be

made better off. This implies that µ 0 is strongly durable. D

The next result shows that the set of strongly durable mechanisms is a subset
of the set of interim efficient HM-durable mechanisms whenever each type has a
positive probability of occurrence. An example shows that the inclusion is strict.

THEOREM 1: Suppose that Vi, Vt;, Vt_;, P;(t_;it;)>O.

SDcHMDnE1 . (ii) The inclusion can be strict.

Then, (i)
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Proof:
<1>

0

(i)

I show that µ 0 ESD ⇒ µ 0 EHMD.

Since SDcE1 , (i) will follow.

Denote by

(µ 0 ,µ 1 ) the set of sequential equilibria for which the players are truthful when µ 0 is

played. Clearly,
Then,

it

must

<1>

0

(µ 0 ,µ 1 )ci1>(µ 0 ,µ 1 ). Suppose by way of contradiction that µ 0 rJ_HMD.

be true that there exists a

mechanism

µ1

and that for any

(r,O',q)Ei1> 0 (µ 0 ,µ 1 ), if (HMD3) is satisfied then there exists a profile of types

t for

which

r(t)>O. It follows that for each type ti, the quantity I:t _p;(t_;lt;)·r_;(t_;) is nonzero.

-,

Consider the following assessment ( r ,a- ,q ).

(4.3)

o-;(t;it;,h)=l.

( 4.4)

ii;( t_; it;,µ1)

(4.5)

ii;(t_;lt;,h)=P;(t_;it;).

= q;( t_; It;,µ1 ).

With this assessment, the information set µ 1 is reached with a zero probability.

Let

{rf(t;); kEN\{O}} be the sequence defined by

With this sequence, the beliefs in ( 4.4) are consistent since the beliefs qi were
consistent. Since (r,O',q) is a sequential equilibrium, by (Sl), (o-i(s,lt;,µ 1 );i=l, .. ,,n) as
defined in ( 4.2) is an equilibrium of the mechanism µ 1 when the interim beliefs are
given by ( 4.4).

From ( 4.1), the beliefs ( 4.5) are consistent.

( 4.3) is obviously an

equilibrium of the mechanism µ 0 since µ 0 is incentive compatible.
votes against

µ1,

Since every type

it is a (possible weak) best response for each type to vote against µ 1 .

Suppose now that (HMD3) is not satisfied for the assessment

(r,o-,q). Then,
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there exists a type ti for which,

From (4.4) and the fact that

Z::t -,.P;(t_;lt;)•r_;(t_;)=;i:O, this

inequality can be rewritten

as,

This inequality cannot be true for ti such that r;(ti)=O since by assumption (r,o-,q)
satisfies (HMD3).

Consequently, this inequality is true only if r;(tJ>O.

Multiplying

both sides of this inequality by ri( tJ and rearranging yields to,

which is equivalent to U/µ 0 it;)< Ui(?J,(r,o-)lti). This implies that (r,o-,?J,) is a sequential
equilibrium in which one type is strictly better off than in µ 0 • This contradicts µ 0 ESD.
Thus, (r,u,q)E4> 0 (µ 0 ,µ 1 ) satisfies (HMD3) and for any t, r(t)=O. This proves that µ 0
is HM-durable after all.
(ii)

I exhibit an example for which the inclusion is strict.

Consider the following

modification of the example which was used in the proof of Lemma 5 (ii).

la

rn

lb

2a
2 2
1 1

2
2

0
0

0 -8
0 2

4

9

0
2
1
0

2b

4

2
1

1

9 -8
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Consider the two mechanisms µ

0

=[ ~ !l =[ 11l
µ

1

0

Then, µ EHM Dn E 1 but µ

0

does not strongly endure µ 1. (Observe that µ 0 is HM-durable now because type la is
indifferent between decisons A and B when player 2 is of type 2b.)

To show that µ 0

does not strongly endure µ 1, it is possible to use the same sequential equilibrium than
in Lemma 4 (ii).

(Note that there exists a sequential equilibrium satisfying the

conditions of Theorem 1 in the voting game between µ 0 and the mechanism

µ

=[ ~ ~ l

This equilibrium involves both types of player 2 pooling at 2b in µ 0 .) □

It is clear from Lemma 5 (iii) that it is more difficult to show that a mechanism

1s strongly durable than to show that a mechanism is not strongly durable.

This is

because it is necessary to show that the status-quo strongly endures any admissible
mechanism.

The following results show that there is a nice characterization of the

strongly durable mechanisms.

I show in Theorem 2 that a mechanism µ 0 is not

strongly durable if, and only if, there exists an interim efficient mechanism µ 1 and a
sequential equilibrium in ~(µ 0 ,µ 1) in which each type votes for µ 1 with probability one
and for which the interim utility of at least one type is greater with µ 1 than with µ 0 •
It follows (Corollary 2) that a mechanism is strongly durable if, and only if, it is

interim efficient and any other interim efficient mechanism which is not payoff
equivalent is not voted with probability one.
In order to prove this result, I will need two intermediate results. The first one
1s technical in nature and is Lemma 6.

The second one is summarized in Lemma 7

below, and has the following interpretation.

Recall that for a sequential equilibrium

(r,G',q)E~(µ 0 ,µ 1), 1/;(r,G') denotes the equivalent direct mechanism which is obtained in
the sequential equilibrium.

(See (3.1)-(3.3).)

I prove in Lemma 7 the intuitive result
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that if µ 0 does not strongly endure µ1, (i.e., 3(r,o-,q)E<I>(µ 0 ,µ 1 ) such that 3i, 3t;,
U;(µ 0 !ti)< U;(1J,(r,o-)1ti)), then µ 0 does not strongly endure 1/,(r,o-). It is relatively easy

to show that there exists a Bayesian Nash equilibrium for which 1/,( r,o-) is selected with
probability one. To show that such an equilibrium can be made sequential requires the
technical result that is presented in Lemma 6.

The proofs of Lemma 6 and 7 are

presented in Appendix A.

LEMMA 6: 10 Let l=[O,l].
Then,

3 dEIR,

d>>O,

Let 'v'iE{l,··•,n}, x;EX;=/i, C;EN\{O}.
'v'd<<d,

'v'i,

3 Y;EX;

such

that

'v'i,

'v't ·E X {1 · .. c ·}
-• j=/=i ' ' J '

TI

·=1= .
J i

y-(t-)=l-(1-n x-(t•))·d;,
J

J

·=1= .
J i

J

J

Lemma 6 is useful because it tells us that for any initial voting strategies, there
exist other voting strategies that lead to the same belief structure and that have the
property that in the limit (as d;!O), each type will vote for the alternative mechanism
with probability one.

LEMMA 7: If µ 0 does not strongly endur µ 1 then there exists
( r,o- ,q) E <I>(µ 0 ,µ 1 )

such that µ 0

does not strongly endure 1/,( r,o-).

Moreover, there exists (r,u,q)E<I>(µ 0 ,7J,(r,o-)) such that 1J,(r,u)=1/,(r,o-)
and such that 'v'i,'v't;, f;(t;)=l.

Lemma 7 states that, if µ 0 1s not strongly durable. then, the incentive
compatible mechanism resulting from a sequential equilibrium (i1, "1,ich one type is
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made better off) has the property that if the players had had to play the voting game
between µ 0 and this resulting mechanism, there would have existed a sequential
equilibrium in which the status-quo is rejected with probability one and in which the
players are truthful in the alternative mechanism. From this lemma, the main theorem
of this section follows.

THEOREM 2: An incentive compatible direct mechanism µ 0 is not

strongly durable if and only if there exists an interim efficient
mechanism
µ 0 and

µ

µ and a sequential equilibrium of the voting game between
in which

µ

players are truthful in

is chosen with probability one, in which the

µ and in which at least one type is made better

off.

Proof of Theorem 2_: Formally, Theorem 2 can be rewritten as,

Sufficiency ( {:::) is obvious by the definition of a strongly durable mechanism.

To

prove necessity ( ⇒ ), suppose that µ 0 ~SD. Then, there exist µ1, ( r,O',q)E<I>(µ 0 ,µ 1 ) and
a type t; such that U;(µ 0 it;)< U;(1/>(r,O')lt;), where 1/;(r,O') is the direct mechanism
resulting

from

the

equilibrium

(r,O',q).

(r,&,q)E<1>(µ 0 ,1/>(r,O')) such that, Vi, r;(t;)=l.
proved.

Lemma

7,

there

by:

Vi,

Vt;,

exists

If µ=1/>(r,O')EE 1 , then the theorem 1s

Otherwise, let µEE 1 , such that µ interim dominates 1/>(r,&).

mechanism exists by assumption.
defined

From

Such a

It is immediate that (r,if,q)E<I>(µ 0 ,µ), where if 1s

if;(t;lt;,µ)=&;(t;lt;,µ 1 )=1

and

if;(t;lt;,h)=&;(t;lt;,h). (The difference in notation between

that

VhE{(0,µ 0 ),(1,µ 1 )},

a- and if takes into account

the fact that a different alternative mechanism is played.)

Because

µ interim
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dominates

µ1, µ and (r,&-,q)

satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2. D

Example 1 is an obvious illustration of Theorem 2. Another illustration of this
theorem is given by the example used in the proof of Lemma 5 (ii).
mechanism µ 1=[

~~

l

Consider the

Let, for each type t;, r;(t;)=l, and let the players report their

true type in µ 1. (This is possible since µ 1 is in E 1 .) If µ 0 must be played, suppose that
each type does not change his beliefs and that both types of player 2 pool at 2b and
that both types of player 1 report truthfully.
and beliefs constitute a sequential equilibrium.
fact that µ 0 has two equilibria.

It can be verified that these strategies
(The argument seems to rely on the

However, the argument could have been made by

supposing that each type of player 2 believe that, if

µ0

is played while he voted for

µ1,

1 is of type 1 b with probability one.)

Theorem 2 has for corollary that it is possible to find a necessary and sufficient
condition for strong durability.

COROLLARY 2: An incentive compatible direct mechanism µ 0 is
strongly durable if and only if it is interim incentive efficient and for
any

other interim incentive efficient mechanism µ 1

either this

mechanism is chosen with probability strictly less than one in any
equilibrium of the game between µ 0 and µ 1 or is payoff equivalent to

Proof: Formally, the statement of the corollary can be written as ("V" 1s the logician
symbol for "or")
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This is the negation of Theorem 2. Because µ 0 EE1 and µ 1 EE1 , all the inequalities are
in fact equalities, i.e., µ 1 is payoff equivalent to µ 0 •

□

We will see in the next section that whenever the set of interim payoffs
corresponding to the set of interim efficient mechanism is not a singleton, then all the
equilibria of a strongly durable direct mechanism are, under a regularity condition,
either interim payoff equivalent or at most one type has an interim payoff which is
different, hence lower, than the payoff in the truthful equilibrium.
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5. A GEOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION AND AN EXISTENCE RESULT
5.1. A GEOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION
Theorem 2 has the following geometric interpretation. 11

Consider a given mechanism

µ 0 and a system of prior beliefs p. Consider the set of beliefs q which are obtained in a

consistent way from p when each type votes for the alternative mechanism with
probability one. That is to say,

(5.1)

Let us map each possible system of beliefs q to the set of corresponding
Bayesian Nash equilibria
vector

O',

O'

of the mechanism µ 0 • Given the beliefs q and the strategy

each type can consider what strategy will maximize his interim utility given

that the other players obey the strategy o- and given that this type has beliefs p.
Doing so, we can define for µ 0 the set A(µ 0 ) of interim payoffs which are obtained by
following the previous construction.
Theorem 2 can be rephrased as follows.

µ 0 is strongly durable if and only if

there does not exist a vector of interim payoffs in the set A(µ 0 ) which is (possibly
weakly) dominated by a vector of interim payoffs corresponding to an interim efficient
mechanism µ 1 (given the prior beliefs p ).

The reason is that if all the types vote with

probability one for µ 1 , then the players are free to form their beliefs in any way which
is consistent with (5.1) and to play a certain equilibrium in µ 0 if µ 0 is played.
However, in a sequential equilibrium of the voting game in which each type votes for
the alternative mechanism with probability one, a type should not have an incentive to
change his vote and then to change his strategy when µ 0 is played. Thus, the best that
a type can obtain by deceiving the other players must be dominated by what he gets
by playing the alternative mechanism.

Because this must be true for every type, the
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result follows.
Consider a Bayesian collective decision making problem C= ( D, T;, u; ,Pi) Ee.
Denote by U(µ)=( U;(µlt;); i=l, .. ,n, t;ET;) the vector of interim payoffs when all the
players have beliefs p and when all the players are truthful.

Let CU be the set of

interim payoffs corresponding to the set of incentive compatible mechanisms and let CU
be the set of interim payoffs corresponding to the interim efficient mechanisms.
Formally,
CU::::

LJ { U(µ)}

µEIC

cu={ uECU I V wECU, ~( w>u) }·
CU and CU are subsets of the Euclidian space EI:;JT;J, considered as a metric
space ( with the usual metric).

It is immediate that CU is a bounded polyhedral set. 12

(For an earlier recognition of this fact, see, e.g., Myerson (1983) or Ledyard (1986).)
Recall that ifµ is a mechanism, then E(µ,q) denotes the set of Bayesian Nash
equilibria of µ given the interim beliefs q. It is a matter of routine to check that E(µ,q)
is a upper hemi-continuous correspondence.

(This follows closeness and the fact that

the interim payoff function is continuous in (µ,q).)

I will write U/(µ,q,O")lt;) to denote

the expected utility of type t; of player i in the equilibrium O', i.e.,

With this notation, U;(µlt;)= U;((µ,p,O')lt;) where O' is the equilibrium in which
every type t; has the degenerate strategy O';(t;lt;)=l.

Observe that this notation

makes sense since µ is supposed to be incentive compatible.

If O"EE(µ,q), Vi, Vt;,

U;((µ,q,(O'_;,ir;))lt;)~ U;((µ,q,O')lt;) by definition of the set E(µ,q). This does not mean
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however that o-;(•lt;) is a best response for type t; when the other players are using the
strategy o- _i and when t; has beliefs P;( • It;)-

Let u;(µ,o-ltJ be the maximum interim

payoff that type t; can obtain when he has beliefs P; and when the other players are
using the strategies a-_;,

(5.2)

This expression is well defined since the right hand side is a continuous function
of if; and the maximization is performed on a compact domain. Let u(µ,o-)=( u;(µ,o-lt;);
i=l,···,n, t;ET;) denote the resulting vector in ~;IT;I_

The set A(µ) is defined as

the union of all possible vectors u(µ,o-),

(5.3)

LJ

A(µ)=

T-1-1
qE ~L1( T_;) I '

LJ {u(µ,q)}.
o-EE(µ,q)

i

q

satisfies (5.1)

For each uE'U, there are possibly many incentive compatible mechanisms µ
such that u= U(µ).

Consider the correspondence F: 'U--+-+/C which maps each vector

uE'U to the set of incentive compatible mechanismsµ such that u=U(µ). f'U-+/Cis a

selection of F if for each uE'U, .f(u)EF(u). In the following I will consider a particular
selection f and I will identify the vector u with the corresponding mechanism .f( u).
The following lemma summarizes the previous discussion.

Theorem 3 which

follows gives a necessary condition for an interim efficient mechanism to be strongly
durable.

From Theorem 3, the truthful equilibrium of a strongly durable direct

mechanism has in general the property that all the equilibria of this mechanism are
interim payoff equivalent.
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LEMMA 7: Let µEIC.

Then µ is strongly durable if and only ifµ is

interim efficiency and if for all q which satisfies (5.1), for all
uEE(µ,q), it is not true that there exists u 1 E'U.\{u 0 }

such that

u 1>u(µ,u).

Proof: This is a restatement of Theorem 2. D

vVe observe that if 9.L={ U(µ 0 )} then µ 0 is obligatorily strongly durable since
any other interim efficient mechanism is interim payoff equivalent to µ 0 • When 9.L is
not a singleton, we have the following result. Let Nf.( u) denote an f.-neighborhood of u.
If

will

say

that

uE9.L

Nf.( u) n (relbd9.L \ 9.L) =ft 0.

is

irregular

with

respect

to

9l

if

Otherwise, u is regular with respect to 9.L.

for

any

f.>0,

By extension, an

interim efficient mechanism is regular if the interim payoff corresponding to the
truthful equilibrium is regular with respect to 9.L.

THEOREM 3:

Suppose that 9l is not a singleton.

suppose that U(µ 0 ) is regular with respect to 9.L.
durable

only if (i)

for

Let µ 0 EE , and
1

Then µ 0 is strongly

all uEE(µ 0 ,p), u(µ°,u)$U(µ 0 )

and (ii)

whenever there exists uEE(µ 0 ,p) for which u(µ 0 ,u)=p U(µ 0 ), 9.L is
included in a hyperplane H and there exists a type t; such that
u((µ 0 ,u)lt;)< U(µ 0 it;)
u((µ 0 ,u)lt)= U(µ 0 iti).

Proof: See Appendix A. D

and

such

that

for

all

types

ti=ft.t;,
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Thus, a regular interim efficient mechanism 1s strongly durable only if the
truthful equilibrium interim dominates all the other equilibria and at most one type is
made strictly worse off in a non-truthful equilibrium than in the truthful equilibrium.
The following example illustrates the necessity of imposing the regularity of U(µ 0 ) with
respect to 9.1 in Theorem 3.

Example:!:

2a

rn

la

lb

0

Let µ =[

~

1

~] and µ =[

~~

J

2b

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

2

4

1

4

1

4

2

4

2

Then,

0

U(µ )=(2,4,1.5,1.5) and

1

U(µ )=(2,4,1,1),

where the order in the vectors U( ·) corresponds to the order (la,lb,2a,2b).

U(µ 1 ) is

also the utility payoff vector that is obtained when player 1 pools at la in the
mechanism µ 0 •

U(µ 0 ) is irregular with respect to 9.1 and U(µ 1 )< U(µ 0 ), but µ 0 is

strongly durable. •

5.2. AN EXISTENCE RESULT
I will prove the existence of strongly durable mechanisms under two assumptions.
First, there is at least one partner whose utility function is a function only of his own
type

Second, the decision set is such that each partner has a utility payoff at any decision
which is greater than his reservation value.
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(5.5)

Vi, Vt, Vd, u;(d,t)~O.

Condition (5.5) implies that the any incentive compatible mechanism is ex-ante
individual rational. Consider the set:

G is the set of direct mechanisms which depend only of Mr. l's message.

(IC 1 ) is an incentive compatibility condition for Mr. 1 since t 1 's utility payoff is
independent of the types of the other partners if µ belongs to the set G.
U1 (µlt 1 )=u 1 (g(t 1 ),t 1 ).)

(Indeed,

Let G 1 be the set of mechanisms in G which satisfy (IC 1 ).

Clearly, G 1 is a compact and convex subset of IC. 13
Consider g* E G 1 such that g* is nonrandom, i.e.,

g*: Ti-• D, and such that

g*(t 1 ) maximizes u 1 (d,t 1 ) over dED.
Case

1:

Suppose that Mr. 1 is never indifferent between two decisions,

Then, any other incentive compatible mechanism µ such that g(g*(t 1 )lt 1 )=r!:1 for some
type t 1 will lead to a lower utility payoff for t 1 .

Thus, µ*=(T,g*)EEr

(5.5), µ*=( T,g*) is an admissible ex-ante contract.

Because of

From the definition of G1 and

(5.6), for any belief structure satisfying (5.3) there exists a unique equilibrium to the
game µ* since the interim payoff of Mr. 1 is independent of the types of the other
players. From Lemma 7, µ* is strongly durable.
Case 2,: Suppose that Mr. 1 is not indifferent between two decisions.

Let µE G 1 be a
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nonrandom mechanism which has the property that u 1 ( d,t 1 ) is maximized at g( t 1 ) for

apply ( all the equilibria of µ are interim payoff equivalent). Otherwise, it is possible to
construct a new mechanism

µ' =( T,/)

with the property

(5.7)

and such that the interim utility payoffs of player 1 are the same. 14 Consider the set

G1

of mechanisms in G 1 which maximize the interim utility payoffs of Mr. 1 and which

have property (5.7). For all these mechanisms, the interim utility payoffs of Mr. 1 are
the same.

Let µ 0 be a mechanism in

G1

with the additional property that no other

mechanism in G 1 interim dominates µ 0 , i.e., µ 0 maximizes a certain welfare function

}:;Et.,\(tJ• U;(µJt;) where the weights are such that Vi, Vt;, ,\(t;)>O.

µ 0 is interim

I

efficient since any incentive compatible mechanism which is interim payoff equivalent
to µ 0 for Mr. 1 must be a convex combination of mechanisms in the set

G1 •

The

arguments of case 1 can be applied to show that µ 0 satisfies the conditions of Lemma

7.
This proves the following theorem.

THEOREM 4:

Under the assumptions (5.4) and (5.5), the set of

strongly durable mechanisms is nonempty.

Example 5 illustrates the role of assumptions (5.5). Without, assumption (5.5)
it is possible that an incentive compatible mechanism violates the ex-ante individual
rationality condition of one player but maximizes the interim utility of all the other
types of the other players.

In such a case, any ex-ante contract which satisfies
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individual rationality will not strongly endure that mechanism.

Example Q. There are three players. Players 1 and 2 can have two types and player 3
has only one type.

Types are independent and have the same probability of

occurrence. Below, a is a real number strictly greater than 1.

2a

I~ I

la

lb

2b

2

1

4

2

1

4

1

2

0

1

2

0

4 -a 4

4 -a 4

4

4

2

0

2

0

3

Consider any ex-ante contract µ 0 which satisfies ex-ante individual rationality. Such a
contract cannot select decision A when 1 is of type lb since otherwise the individual
rationality constraint for player 2 would be violated.
0

mechanism µ =[

~~

J

For instance, consider the

where C is the lottery [x,AEB(l-x),B], x=3/(2+a).

both types of player 2 get an ex-ante utility payoff of 0.

[A A]

1
mechanism µ=AA'

In µ 0 ,

Consider the alternative

Both players 1 and 3 prefer µ 1 to µ 0 •

Moreover, if player 1

pools at 1 a in the contract µ 0 , there is a sequential equilibrium of the voting game
between µ 0 and µ 1 in which µ 1 is selected with probability one. Thus µ 0 is not strongly
durable. •

In the following example, Mr. 1 is indifferent between two decisions and an ex-

ante contract which maximizes his interim utility payoffs is not strongly durable. This
is the reason for which it was necessary to consider separately the case in which some
type of Mr. 1 is not indifferent between all decisions in the proof of Theorem 4.
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Example ,2.

The assumptions are the same as m Example 5 except that the utility

payoffs are now given by the following matrix:

2a

rn

2b

2

1

4

2

1

4

1

2

0

1

2

0

4

1

4

4

1

4

4

2

0

4

2

0

~~

J

la

lb

3
0

Consider the mechanisms µ =[

~

1

~] and µ =[

1

Then, U(µ )=(2,4,1,1,4) and

U(µ 0 ) =(2,4,1.5,1.5,2), where the order in each vector corresponds to the order of the
types (la,lb,2a,2b,3).

µ 0 and µ 1 are interim efficient and maximize the interim utility

of both types of partner 1 but only µ 1 is strongly durable.

Indeed, if µ 0 is the status-

quo, then, in the voting game between µ 0 and µ 1 , there exists a sequential equilibrium
in which all the players vote for

µ1,

and in which both types of player 1 pool at la. In

this equilibrium, player 3 is strictly better off. µ 1 is strongly durable by Lemma 7. •
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6. CONCLUSION
Modeling renegotiation is a difficult exercise.

Ideally, one would like to give as much

freedom as possible to the players for renegotiating and for choosing the process of
renegotiation.

Pragmatically, there is a tradeoff between the level of endogeneity that

is allowed and the resulting complexity of the model as well as the possible predictions
that can be obtained. The analysis made in this chapter should be considered as a first
step toward more general models of renegotiation.
I have introduced a new concept of stability when ex-ante contracts can be
renegotiated through a mediator, i.e., when the partners are not able to communicate
directly. Strongly durable mechanisms are interim efficient and have the property that
the truthful equilibrium of an incentive compatible mechanism has the "focal" property
that it interim dominates all the other possible equilibria.

Under a regularity

condition, it can be showed that at most one type can be made worse off in any nontruthful equilibrium of a strongly durable mechanism; all the other types obtain the
same interim payoff.

In this respect, strong durability highlights the relationship

between the question of multiplicity of equilibria in a mechanism and its stability.
Multiplicity of equilibria is not so much a problem as long as the truthful equilibrium is
"focal."

The fact that this is also a necessary condition for stability is a nice outcome

of the model.
There are two major weaknesses of this new concept. First, like the concept of
durability of Holmstrom and Myerson (1983), it assumes a communication process
which is restrictive.

In particular, the fact that the alternative mechanism is proposed

exogenously is an extreme assumption.

Second, it lacks a general existence theorem.

The correction of both problems is the topic of future research.
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APPENDIX A

Proof of Lemma 2
Suppose that the status-quo µ 0 =(M,g°) is not a direct mechanism.

Let o- 0 be a

Bayesian equilibrium of the game µ 0 • The pair (µ 0 ,o- 0 ), o- 0 EE(µ 0 ,p), is strongly durable
if for any

µ1,

and any (r,o-,q)E~(µ 0 ,µ 1 ), the interim payoffs of all the types are larger

with (µ 0 ,o- 0 ), i.e., when µ 0 is played with the strategies o- 0 , than in the mechanism
induced by the sequential equilibrium (r,o-,q).

From Lemma 1, this implies that all the

other Bayesian equilibria (if they exist) of µ 0 are interim dominated by o- 0 •
revelation principle, there is an incentive compatible mechanism
(interim)

payoff

equivalent

to

By the

µ0 =( T,fJ°) that is

Specifically,

Vd,

Vt,

g0 (dlt)=I:mo- 0 (mlt)•g°(dlm). I need to show that the pair (µ 0 ,(3°) is strongly durable,
where (3° is the truthful strategy (Vt;, (3°(t;!t;)=l).
Suppose not.

Then, there exist a mechanism µ 1 =(S,g1) and a sequential

equilibrium (r,u,q)E~(µ, 0 ,µ 1 ) such that for some type t;, U,(µ 0 !t,)< U,(1/!(r,u)lt,).

Observe that Vi, Vt;, Vh 1 EH\{µ 1 }, o-;(•lt;,h1)EL1(M,) is an acceptable strategy fort;.
I claim that (r,o-,q)E~(µ 0 ,µ 1 ).

By construction, it is clear that it is enough to show

that when h 1 EH\{u 1 }, the profile of strategies (o-;(m,lt,,h 1 )) belongs to E(µ 0 ,q(·l•,h1)).
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(by definition of g0 )

=E E q;( t_; It;,h) •z:::[z:::[a- _;(i_; It_;,h) •o- ;(tJ-od t_;

t m

0

(

mlt) •g°( dJ m)]l. u;( d,t)

~

(since the coefficient of the inner bracket was independent of m)

(by rearranging)

(because each

If

a-

is an equilibrium in

µ0

ti

is independent of t_i.)

when the interim beliefs are given by q;, it is true that

max1m1zes

E·

a- i

the

above

expression.

Consequently,

8-/tilti,h)•o-j(miltj) of the other players in the mechanism µ 0 •

indeed a sequential equilibrium of the game between µ 0 and µ 1 .

(µ 0 ,o- 0 ) is not strongly durable, contradicting our assumption. D

Thus, (r,o-,q) is

Since (µ 0 ,(3°) and
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Proof of Lemma 3

(i) ( T,o:) and ( T,/3) as given in (3.2) and (3.3) are admissible direct mechanisms.
Indeed, 'vt, 'v d, o:( dlt)~O, /3( dlt)~O. Moreover, 'vt,

~:0:( dlt;r)=

yQ{

r;( t;) ·<1' ;(t; It;,(1,µ

0

)) +( 1-r;( t;))

·<1' ;(t; It;,(0,µ

0

~g°( di t)]

))} ·[

=~TI { r;( t;) · <1' ;(t; It;,(1,µ 0 )) +(1-r;( t;)) ·<1' ;(t; It;,(0,µ 0 ))}
t

i

(because

'vt, g°( •,t)EL1(D))

•
0
•
0 }
=D{ ~ r;(t;)·<1';(t;lt;,(l,µ
))+(1-r;(t;))·<1';(t;lt;,(O,µ
))

t;

i

(because the term in braces depended only on t;)
=1

(because 'vi, 'vt;, 'vhEH, <1';(•1t;,h)EL1(T;)).

I:,/3( dlt)="E. fl<1';(s;lt;,µ 1 )· "E.l( dis)
d

s

i

d

= TI L,<1' ;( s; lt;,µ 1 ) • I:,g1( dis)
i

S;

d

=1,

since g1 ( •,s) is an element of Ll(D) and <1';(s;lt;,µ 1 ) is an element of Ll(S;)Finally, 'if;( r,<1') is admissible since for each profile t, g( di t) 1s a convex
combination of /3( d,t) and of o:( d,t) which are admissible mechanisms.
(ii) Suppose that 'if;(r,<1')rJ_IC. Then, there exists a type t; such that for t;::;!:.t;,

but this means that type t; prefers to use the strategy (r;(t;),<1';(·lt;,h))hEH instead of
the strategy (r;(t;),<1';(•1t;,h))hEH"

This contradicts the fact that (r,<1') is a Nash

equilibrium. (Recall that every sequential equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium.)
(iii)

If (T,/3) is not incentive compatible given beliefs Q;(t_;lt;,µ 1 ), then there exists a
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type t; and t;=;i=t;, such that

and this contradicts (S3).
(iv) Using (S2) and the fact that q;(t_;lt;,(0,µ 0 ))=p;(t_;lt;), we have,

(B.2) o-;(•lt;,(0,µ 0 ))E Argmax
iT;ELl(T;)

LL

P;(t_;lt;)·I: K(it;)(t)•g°(dlt)•u;(d,t).

d i_;

t

Suppose that (T,o:) is not incentive compatible given the interim beliefs q;(t_;lt;) as
given in (iv) of the lemma. Then, there exists i and t;, t;=;t=t; for which

For r;(tdE(0,1], (B.1) is still true if both sides are multiplied by r;(t;) and (B.2) is still
true if both sides are multiplied by (1-r;(t;)).

(If r;(t;)=O, by multiplying (B.1) by

r;(t;), we get a tautology; if r;(t;)=l, by multiplying (B.2) by (1-r;(t;)) one also get a
tautology; otherwise, for r;(t;)E(0,1), the fact that the •set Argmax is independent if
the right hand side is multiplied by a positive constant leads to the result.) It follows
that

is a best response to the strategies

of the other players given the interim beliefs
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Proof of Lemma 6

for the respective j=j:.i, and it is possible to choose Yj(tj)=l.

It follows that there

would be no loss of generality in restricting the attention to X;=[O,l)ci.) Let,

(B.1)

For xEX=X1

X···X

Xn given, dis well defined.

Choose any dE><:(O,d;), (If d=O, the
I

conclusion is immediate since y= 1 satisfies the condition in the lemma.)

For any i, I

denote the set.,2 _{1,--•,c) by A-i and I write,
J-r- z

(B.2)
where,

following functions. (Recall that x_;(At)= I1j=j:.ixj(t j), where At ={t j,j=j:.i}.)

Il4·C·
2 3

(B.3)

\:/ i, F;: X-+IR J

where for any yEX, the l-th component of F;(Y)

1s

given by

F/ y)( l)= y_;(At) + [1-x_;( At)} d;- l.

(B.4)

F: X-+ IR

L;Il '=pi Ci
J

Note that F is a well defined function as soon as we define the ordered sets A -i and
once x and d are specified. Let, \;/ i,
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a;=((1-x_JAt))·d;-l; i=l,• .. ,n, l=l,··;~/i' AtEA-i).
b;=( ( l-x_JAt) )-d;; i=l,· · •,n, l=l, .. j~/i' At

Clearly, , a;=F;(O), b;=F;(l) (where OEX, lEX).

EA-i).

It follows from the continuity of F

(which is immediate) that F(X)=x;[a;,b;], i.e., F maps the compact, convex set X to a
compact and convex set, i.e., the rectangle x;[a;,b;].
(B.1), a;<O and b;>O.

For d<<d, where dis given by

Consequently, when d<<d, there exists yEX such that

F(y)=O. But F(y)=O proves the lemma. D

Proof of Lemma 7
Let (r,u,q)EiP(µ 0 ,µ 1 ) and 1P=t/;(r,u).

Recall from (S3) that

V;(t;JO) and V;(t;Jl)

denote, respectively, the expected utility levels of type t; if he votes against or for µ 1 at
the voting stage. From (S3), it is true that 'vi, 'vt;,

By assumption (µ 0 does not strongly endure µ 1 ) there exist an equilibrium and a type
t; for which

Consider now the voting game between µ 0 and 'lj;.

Consider the following assessment

(C.3)

r;(t;)=l.

( C.4.1)

& ;( t; Jt;,t/;)

=1.

( C .4.2)

& ;(t; It;,( l

,µ 0 )) = r;( t;) •u ;( i; It; ,(1,µ 0 )) + (1- r;( t;)) •u ;( t; It;,(0,µ 0 ) ).
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(C.4.3)

o-;( t; It;,(0,µ 0 )) =<r ;(ti It;,(0,µ 0 ) ).

(C.5.1)

Q;( t_; It;,µ

=P;( t_; !t;)Q;( t_; !t;,(1,µ
= q;( t_; It;,(1,µ
q;( t_; It;,(0,µ 0 )) = q;( t_; It;,(0,µ 0 ) ).
1

)

0

(C.5.2)
(C.5.3)

))

0

) ).

where r, <rand q always refer to the assessment (r,<r,q)E<f.>(µ 0 ,µ 1 ).
I claim that (r,o-,q)E<f.>(µ 0 ,f).

From Lemma 2 (ii), 1jJ=(T,g) where g is given

by (3.1)-(3.3) is incentive compatible given the interim beliefs P;(t_;!t;). Consequently,
by (C.5.1), telling the truth is an equilibrium strategy when 1j; is played.

This is the

content of (C.4.1). Because of (C.3), the beliefs when the history is h=1f; in (C.4.1) are
compatible with Bayes' rule.
Suppose that type t; deviates at the voting stage and votes against 1jJ.

In the

resulting subform, if the players who did not deviate use their strategies as given by
(C.4.2) and the player who deviated uses the strategy given by (C.4.3), then, because
(r,<r,q)E<f.>(µ 0 ,µ 1 ), it follows that o-(•l·,(·,µ 0 )) is an equilibrium because it was an
equilibrium in the game between µ 0 and µ 1 •
When t; deviates and vetoes 1/J, then his expected utility is equal to V;(ti!O).
(Indeed, with beliefs and strategies given by (C.3)-(C.5.3), if t; vetoes 1j; in the present
game, his expected utility is the same as if he vetoes µ 1 in the first game.) If t; does
not deviate, his expected utility is equal to U;( 1/;lt;), which by (C.1) is greater than
V;(t;IO).

Consequently, it is indeed a (possibly weak) best response for each type of

each player to vote for 1j; if all the other players are expected to vote for 1j; with
probability one.

Thus, (r,o-,q) is a Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the voting game

between µ 0 and 1/;.
In order to prove that (r,o-,q)E<f.>(µ 0 ,1/;), it is necessary to show that the beliefs

q are consistent. The only problem is to show consistency of the beliefs in ( C.5.2).
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( ( C.5.3) is trivially satisfied since the posterior beliefs correspond to the prior beliefs if
the player votes for the status-quo.)
First, suppose that

1=+

Pi(t_;lt;)·(l-r_;(t_i))#0.

From Lemma 6, for any

"i

integer k, there exists n positive real numbers df and a belief structure

{rf(tJ}

satisfying,

'r/i, 'vt_;, [1 r}(t):::1-(1-rr r/tj))·df.

(C.6.1)

j#i

(C.6.2)

j#i

'vj, 'vti, r}(t)E[0,1].

For

any

limkjood~=O.

i,

choose a

decreasing

positive sequence { d~}

such

that

'vi,

Then, from Lemma 6, there exist corresponding sequences {r~(ti)}

satisfying (C.6.1)-(C.6.2).

By assumption, the right hand side of (C.6.1) has limit 1.

Consequently, each term r~(t;) must also have 1 for limit.

(Otherwise, the left hand

side of (C.6.1) has a limit strictly bounded below 1, but then, for some d~, (C.6.1) is
violated, which contradicts Lemma 6.) Thus, Vt;,

lim kjoor~ (ti)=l . Finally, observe

that for any k, the posterior beliefs of player t; are

(Because of (C.6.1))

(since the term in d~ disappears)

Finally, consider the situation in which 1:rP;(t_;!t;)•(l-r_/t_;))=0 for some
I

ti.

Then, in the sequential equilibrium (r,o-,q), the beliefs q;(t_;it;,(1,µ 0 )) must have
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been computed by taking the limit of the posteriors obtained by perturbing the initial
voting strategies. (See the paragraph after (S43).) In this case, it is possible to obtain
a sequence of perturbed beliefs for the new game by applying Lemma 6 to the initial
perturbed beliefs. (I.e., if {rh is the initial sequence of perturbed beliefs that is used to
compute q;(t_dt;,(l,µ 0 )), use Lemma 6 in order to find a sequence

Fh;

sequence will have the desired property that ( C.5.2) is satisfied and that

this last

r} jl.

This

argument has already being used in the proof of Theorem 1 (i).)
This concludes the proof. D

Proof of Theorem 3

The proof is simple but long.

Figure 3.5 might be helpful (in this figure, 9l 1s the

heavy line, the vertices v and v 1 are irregular with respect to 9.L).

I introduce the

following sets.

(u,w):{vl 3,\E(0,1), v=,\•w+(l-,\),u}.

Let µ 0 EE1 and let u 0

=U(µ 0 ).

(i) of Theorem 3 is true by Lemma 1. Suppose

that µ 0 is strongly durable and that there exists uEE(µ 0 ,p) such that u(µ°,u)-:j:. U(µ 0 ).
From (i), it must be true that u(µ 0 ,u)< U(µ 0 ).

Suppose, contrary to the assumption,

that there exist two indices i and j such that v' kE { i,j}, u(µ°,u) k < U(µ 0 ) k'

I denote

an element of the open segment (u(µ 0 ,u),u0 ) by u\ where ,\E(0,1) is such that

u,\=,\-u 0 +(1-,\),u(µ 0 ,u). To simplify the notation, I will denote the component of an
interim payoff vector u by u; instead of u( t).

Case A:

u(µ 0 ,u)<<u0 •

By assumption, 9l-:j:.{u 0 }, and it is possible to choose c>O
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small enough such that there exists u 1 E N1;( u0 ), u 1 ::;6 u°, u 1 > > u(µ 0 ,CT).

By Lemma 7,

µ 0 is not strongly durable.

Case B: ~[u(µ 0 ,CT)<<u 0 ].

That 1s to say, there exists at least one index i for which

I define the dimension of the polytope CU, and I write dim CU, to be the
dimension of the flat of smallest dimension which contains CU.

I will say that CU is of

full dimension if dim CU is equal to the dimension of the underlying space

(I:;IT;I

here)

I will need the following result.

CLAIM: ( Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.)
Let u 1 Eray(u,u 0 ) such that u1 >u.

Let uErelintCU.

Then there exists wErelintCU such

that w>u and w~ray(u,u 0 ).

Proof of the claim: Let { Hk=[hk,ci]} be a collection of hyperplanes that define the
proper-i.e., different from 0 or CU-faces of CU.

I.e., if F is a face of CU, then there

exists a unique hyperplane Hk in the collection for which F= Hk ncu. Two cases are of
interest.
(i) CU is of full dimension.

Then CU cannot be a subset of a hyperplane and
Consider

a

vector

/3>>0

such

that

maxkhk(/3)<mink(o:k-hk(u)).

Such a choice is possible since each function hk is

continuous and since hk (0) =0.

It follows that w= u+ /3 has the property that Vk,

hk( w)=hk( u)+hk(/3)<o:k. Thus, wErelintCU. Observe that here w> >u.

(ii) CU is not of full dimension.
CU=HnCU.

Then, there exists a hyperplane H=[h,o:] such that

Consequently, VuECU, h(u)=o: and VuErelintCU, Vk, hk(u)<o:k.

By
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assumption, there exists u'>u where u 1 Eray(u,u 0 ) such that the set l={ilu;=u~}

IS

nonempty. Observe that
(D.1)

The functional h can be written as h(/3)=L,;a;•/3;, where the a; are scalars.

a;=0, consider /3 such that /3;>0 and \/j::j:.i, /3i=0.

If 3iEI,

Then, w=u'+f3>u'>u and from

(D.1), w~ray(u,u'). As in (i), it is possible to choose /3 such that u'+/3E'U. Suppose
now that ViEI, a;:f:.0.

If there exists j~J such that ai::j:.0, then choose /3 such that

/3i>uj-Uj and /3i=-a;•/3daj, where /3;>0, for some iEI and let /3k=0 otherwise.
Such a choice is clearly possible since ui-uj<0.

It follows that h(/3)=0 and by

choosing /3; small enough one can have \/k, hk(u'+f3)<ol, i.e., u'+f3Erelint'U.
Finally, suppose that for any i~I, a;=0.

(il)

If there exist i,jEI such that

a;>0 and ai<0, then by choosing /3;>0, /3i>0 such that a;•/3,+ar/3i=0, and /3k=0
for k~{i,j}, we have h(/3)=0.

u'+/3Erelint'U.

/3 can always be chosen in such a way that

(i2) Either ViEI, a;>0 or ViEI, a;<0.

Let for some i~I, /3;>0, and /3k=0 if k::j:.i.

By assumption, #{ii i~/}2::2.

In this case, u~+/3;>u~ and uj+/3i=uj.

By definition of u' there exists a unique ..\E(0,1) for which \/j, Uj=..\•ui+(l-..\)•u1, and
consequently, u~+/3,>..\•u,+(1-..\)•u~ while \/j::j:.i, uj+/3i=..\•ui+(l-..\)•u1.

Thus,

u' +/3~ray( u,u 0 ).
Observe that if #{ii i~I}=l, then in (i2) of the proof, for any w>u, it must be
true that ViEI, w,=u;, Since there is only one index j such that j~I, whenever wi>ui,
there exists ..\E(0,1) such that wi=..\•ui+(l-..\)•u~. Thus, the only vector in CU which
dominates u is u 0 • D

Figure (3.6) illustrates a situation m which condition (ii) of Theorem 3

IS
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violated: there, the only point of CU which dominates uA is u 0 • Theorem 3 is proved by
a sequence of steps.

Step

1:

There exists AE(0,1) such that uAErelintCU .
Let

A(£)

such

that

d( u

.\(c) o

,u )=c,

where

c>O

1s

such

that

Because u 0 is regular with respect to CU, such an £ exists.

N£(u 0 )n(relbdCU\CU)=0.

Suppose that for A>A(c), u,\jtrelintCU. Then, u,\ErelbdCU since uAECU (by convexity of

CU).

By definition of

£

and of .\(c), (u\u 0 )cN£(u 0 ).

assumption that N£(u 0 )n(relbdCU\CU)=0.

But this contradicts the

Observe that for any .\, uA<u 0 since

u(µo,(j')<uo.

S1!m .2,: Suppose that dimCU=l.

Then, either CU=CU, m which case u(µ°,(j')<u 0 is

impossible, or CU:;i:CU, in which case CU is a singleton, which contradicts the assumption
of the theorem.

Note that when dimCU=l, the theorem follows immediately from

Lemma 1.
Step ,;i:

Suppose that dim CU~2.

From Step 1, there exists a neighborhood N ( uA)
8

such that N 8 (uA)nCU is relatively open in CU.

From the Claim, it is possible to find

wE CU such that wE N 8( uA) \ ray ( u\ u 0 ) and such that u,\ < w.

For any such w,

w>u(µ 0 ,(j') since w>A•u 0 +(l-A)•u(µ 0 ,(j'), and since u 0 >u(µ°,(j') and AE(O,l).
Step 1;: Let w be one of the elements of N ( u,\) as defined in Step 3. Since a polytope
8

is bounded, the ray ray( u\w) must intersect the relative boundary of CU.
3, u 0 does not belong to this intersection.

From Step

Let u(A) denote a possible element of this

intersection for a particular choice of w, i.e., u(.\)::ray( uA,w)nrelbdCU, for some

wEN8(u,\)\ray(u\u 0 ), u,\<w. As A goes to one, 8-+0, u,\-+u0 and u(A)-+u\ for any
choice of w.

Consequently, there must exist .\<1 such that d(u 0 ,uA)<c/2 and

d(uA,u(,\))<c/2, for any possible choice of w.

From

the triangle inequality,
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d(u 0 ,u())):S:d(u0 ,uA)+d(uA,u()))<c

Thus, u())ENf(u 0 ), for )<1 large enough.

assumption, Nf( u 0 ) contains no element of relbdCU. \ CU.
enough.

By

Thus, u())ECU for ) large

0
1
Consequently, there exists u 1 ECU\{u}
such that u(µ 0 ,o-)<u.

By Lemma 7,

µ 0 is not strongly durable since it does not strongly endure ft_ u 1 ). This contradicts our

assumption. D
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Figure 3.5
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0

Figure 3.6
[ uE H ¢:> u 1 + u 2 =o]
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APPENDIX B
Convexity: Some definitions
Most of these definition are taken from Lay (1982).
A polyhedral set is the intersection of a finite number of closed half-spaces. A

polytope is the convex hull of a finite set of points. The fact that a bounded polyhedral
set is a polytope is immediate (e.g., see Lay (1982, Theorem 20.9)).
A translate of a linear subspace of an Euclidian space Em is called a flat. A flat
of dimension m-1 is called a hyperplane.

The relative interior of S, relint S, is the

interior of the set S relative to the minimal flat containing it.

relbd S and rel cl S, the

relative boundary and the relative closure of S have similar definitions.
in E 3 , l=[(0,0,0),(1,0,0)) has an empty interior and the closure of I in

E3

For instance,
is equal to its

boundary, i.e., cll=bdl=[(0,0,0),(l,0,0)]. The minimal flat containing I has dimension

1 and relint1=((0,0,0),(l,O,O)), relbdl={(0,0,0),(l,O,O)} and relcll=cll. (It is always
the case that the closure and the relative closure coincide.)

If H is a hyperplane in Em, then there exists a linear functional h and a real
number a such that H =[h:a] ={xEEmlh(x)=a}.

VxES, h(x)5,a (similarly for 2:'.,

<, >).

The notation h(S)5,a stands for

If ScEm is a convex set, the hyperplane

H=[h,a] bounds S if either h(S)2:'.a or h(S)5,a holds. A hyperplane H supports Sat x if

xE S and H bounds S.
If Sis a compact and convex subset of some Euclidian space, a subset F of Sis
called a face if either F=0 or F=S, or if there exists a supporting hyperplane H of S
such that F=SnH.
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NOTES
1

This representation of a collective decision making problem is due to Matthews
et al. (1989).
used.

The framed column on the left is the set of decisions that can be

The order of the decisions in this column is the order that is used in the

matrix on the right.

For instance, in Example 1, if 1 is of type la and 2 is of

type 2a, then if decision A is chosen, 1 a has a utility payoff of 2 while if the
decision B is chosen, 1 a has a utility payoff of 3.
mechanisms is consistent with this notation.

The notation for the (direct)

For instance, µ 1 in Example 1

means that decision A is implemented if players 1 and 2 make announcements
(la,2b) or (lb,2a) and decision Bis implemented otherwise.
2

The argument is similar to the consistency argument developed in the literature
on renegotiation proof equilibria in repeated games.

See, Pearce (1987), Farrell

and Maskin (1987), Bernheim and Ray (1988).
3

Renegotiation of equilibria is used in the literature cited in note 2.

It is worth

noting that in that literature as well as in the present work, the process by
which the players renegotiate to another equilibria is not modeled.

But this is

"consistent" with the fact that the process by which the players choose an
equilibrium is not modeled.
4

Whether the restriction to mechanisms with finite message sets is or is not
without loss of generality is an open question at this point.

5

It is sufficient to consider behavioral strategies.

This was proven by Kuhn

(1953) for extensive form games with finite length and finite number of moves at
each node.

The "Kuhn Theorem" was later extended by Aumann (1964) to

infinite extensive form games with (possibly) a continuum of moves at each node.
6

For convenience, I use the following notation. If 0 is a n-tuple of strategies then

0_; denote the product fijf/i•

For instance, o- _;( s_; It_;,µ 1 ) denotes the
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product I1j::;ci<ri(sjltj,µ
7

1

),

r_;(i_;) denotes the product I1j::;cir/tJ), etc.

Observe that, 'vi, a(dlt;r)=r;(t;)•a(dlt;r\r;=l)+(l-r;(t;))•a(dlt;r\r;=0), where

r\ r;=0 ( r\ r; = 1) denotes the vector of voting strategies in which player i votes
against (for) µ 1 and all the other players play their original strategies. With the
notation of (S2),

a( dlt;r\ r; =0) = I:t
and, a( dJt;r\r;=l)= I:t
8

I<( <r ;(·I t;,(0,µ 0 )) )( m) •l( dim)
I<( <r;( · lt;,(l,µ 0 )) )(m)•g°( dim).

The reader might have some difficulties to imagine that a mediator would
propose the same mechanism as the status-quo. This is only for convenience as
the following shows.

If <r E E(µ 0 ,p) and if there exists a type t; such that

U;(µ 0 lt;)< U;((µ 0 ,<r)lt;), let µ 1 =(T,g1), where 'vd, Vt, g1(dlt)=I:t<r(tlt)•g°(dlt).
Then, µ 1 is a different mechanism from µ 0 • Suppose that the mediator proposes
to vote between µ 0 and µ 1 •
type votes for

µ1,

Consider the sequential equilibrium in which each

each type reports truthfully in µ 1 and each type plays the

strategy <r/tJltj) in the mechanism µ 0 • When µ 0 must be played, suppose that
the players do not modify their prior beliefs ( e.g., consider the sequence

{r}(tj)=l/k}). This assessment forms a sequential equilibrium since each type is
indifferent between voting for µ 1 and µ 0 • The result now follows.
9

See note 7.

11

Most of the terms related to convexity are defined in Appendix B.

12

It is immediate that C.Ucrelbd'U. In fact, C.U is the union of faces of C.U. This is a
direct consequence of the definition of C.U and of the observation, e.g., Rockafellar
(1970:162), that the set of points of C.U where a certain linear function achieves
its maximum over C.U is a face of C.U.

13

G 1 is a uniformly incentive compatible mechanism (Holmstrom and Myerson
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(1983:1814)).

In fact, for every player i:;t:1, truth 1s a (weakly) dominant

strategy.

14

Label the elements of the set T 1 as {t1(1),··•,t 1 (T1 )}.

Find the set T 1 (1) of all

the types t 1 such that u 1 (g(t 1 ),t 1 )=u 1 (g(t 1 (1)),t 1 ) and define g1(t 1 )=g(t 1 (1)) for
such types in T 1 (1) and g1(t 1 )=g(t 1 ) otherwise. Next, find the minimum index k
for which t 1 (k1 )~ T 1 (1) and call this index k1 •

Find the set

T 1 (2) of all

t1 E T 1 \ T 1 (1) such that u 1 (g(t 1 ),t 1 )=u1 (g(t 1 (k1 )),t 1 ) and define g2(t 1 )=g1(t 1 (k1 )) if
t 1 E T 1 (2) and g2(t 1 )=g1(t 1 ) otherwise.

Define in the same manner the indices

k2 ,- • • and the sets T 1 (2),· • • by following the previous construction.

Clearly, by

finiteness of the set T 1 , this process must end and the resulting decision rule
will have the property in the text.

g'
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